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Preface
Preface
This Automated Clinical Analyzer is an IVD medical equipment (Conforms to
European IVD Directive 98/79/EEC) for indoor use and is based on the colorimetr
ic and turbidimetric measurement.
Its main application is expected to be colorimetric measurement, clinical
chemistry testing, immuno-serological testing, hematological testing and
urine testing in hospitals, clinical laboratories and other research
laboratories.

1. Expression of Warning and Notice

: This mark means, “Refer to accompanying documents.”
: This mark means, “Hot surface”.
: This mark means, “Biohazard.”

In this manual, the items you have to be careful for safety are
indicated by the following levels.

！ Warning : If ignored, the accident may lead to death or heavy
injury.

！ Caution : If ignored, the accident may cause personal injury
or heavy damage on the instrument.
Notice

: Notice outside of the above (To prevent instrument
damage)

Note

: Pay attention, additional explanation.
: Biohazard. There is the risk of your being infected.
In case of treating samples that may be hazardous or
infectious, wear rubber gloves not to touch directly.
Any spills on the skin should be washed off with a
great volume of water and sterilized.
And consult a physician if necessary.
Also any spills on the system should be wiped off
and sterilized at once.

The above expressions are internationally used to arouse attention.
Ｔ
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2. Warranty

(1) Warranty period
One year after the installation.
(2) Warranty content
If an instrument trouble occurs within the warranty period and
caused by the defect of the production, we will fix the instrument
at our expense.
(3) Exemption of warranty
Even though within the warranty period, the following cases are
outside of warranty.
1. A trouble which is caused by the movement or transportation
after once installed.
2. A trouble which is caused by misusage or unauthorized repairing.
3. A trouble which is caused by the operation under the improper
installation condition.
4. If a customer dismantled or modified an inside module and
cannot recover.
5. If a customer performed the different things from the
instructions written in this book.
6. A trouble caused by a calamity, such as fire, earthquake or
thunderbolt.
7. Articles of consumption and parts with limited warranty period.
8. A trouble caused by the corrosion of electronic circuits or rapid
deterioration of optical parts, which is induced by the
circumstance containing corrosive gas in atmosphere.
9. In case that any other program than OS (Windows) and the
program of this system is installed in PC used for this system,
excluding the case that we instruct to do so.

3. Safety Caution

(1) Electric shock prevention

！

Warning

When electrically charged, never open rear cover nor
covers of both sides.
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It may cause electrical shock.
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(2) Moving parts while operation

！

Caution

Do not touch sample pipette, reagent pipette nor
washing mechanism in operating.
You might be injured.

(3) Light from light source

！

Caution

Do not look at light source by naked eyes.
It might hurt your eyes.
Wearing safety goggles for ultra violet is
recommended.

(4) Inflammable substance

！

Caution

Do not use inflammable substance around the
system. It might cause fire or explosion.

(5) Sample handling

！

Caution

1. Do not touch infectious or dangerous samples
directly.
If the system is contaminated, please wipe out
at once.
2. Please make sure that no insoluble matter, such
as fibrin, is in sample. It may give improper
results.

(6) Waste liquid treatment

！

Caution

1. Waste liquid should be treated properly under
the related regulation.
It may cause pollution problem.
2. About the concentration of poisonous chemicals
in a reagent, please ask the reagent maker.

Ｔ
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(7) Power plug

！

Caution

1. Do not plug or unplug with the wet hands.
It might cause electric shock.
2. Do not pull the cord when unplugging.
It might cause electric shock.

(8) Accuracy of measured data

！

Caution

During the operation, please check the system
condition by measuring control samples.
Inaccurate test results may lead wrong diagnosis
and improper patient treatment.

(9) Protective grounding

！

Caution

Use a 3-pin-plug whose ground terminal will be
connected first and be sure that the earth
resistance of terminal is less than 10 ohm.
It avoids electric shock.

(10) Warning mark

！

Caution

When warning or caution mark peeled off,
contact our serviceman to replace by a new one.

(11) Moving or Rejection

！

Caution

When not using the system for a long period, or
when moving or rejecting the system, remove
biohazards.
Wipe out the sample if the spilt sample is on the
system, with cloth dipped in 70% diluted ethyl
alcohol, in case the sample has or might have
biohazards.
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(12) Specified manner

！

Caution

If the system is used in a manner not specified
by the manufacturer, the protection provided by
the system may be impaired.

(13) Piping

！

Caution

In installation of the system and in feeding liquid
or drainage, take care not to bend or break piping.

4. Caution in Operation

(1) Usage

！

Notice

Mainly used for clinical chemistry electrolyte tests
and immuno-serological test of water soluble
samples.
The system may not be proper to use for the
purpose other than the above.

(2) Limited operator

！

Notice

1.

The operation of system should be controlled by
a person who had training of an organization
authorized by the distributor.

2.

If used for clinical testing, the operation should
be controlled by a medical doctor or a medical
technologist.

(3) Circumstance limitation

！

Notice

Please follow and keep the standard installation
condition.
If you want to move the system, please consult
our serviceman.

Ｔ
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(4) Operation and maintenance

！

Notice

1.

During the operation and maintenance, please
follow the instruction and never touch the points
besides designated.

2.

When electrically charged, never open rear panel
nor panels of both sides.
If you touch PCB, IC and other parts may be
broken down.

3.

During operation, do not touch sample pipette,
reagent pipettes washing mechanism, mixing
units, reaction tray, reagent tray nor sample
tray.
It may cause breakdown or emergency stop.

(5) Treatment on reagents and others

！

Notice

1.

Reaction cuvette, sample cup and waste liquid
line are not sufficiently tolerant to organic
solvents. Do not use solvents.

2.

Do not use sticky substance on sample probe,
reagent probe nor reaction cuvette.

3.

Handling the reagents, which is supplied by
reagent makers, please keep the caution from
the reagent maker.

(6) Top cover

！

Caution

1. Take care not to have your fingers pinched,
when opening or closing the top cover.
You might be hurt.
2. Do not put anything on the top cover.
Liquid spilt into the air hole might cause a
malfunction.
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(7) Washing solution

！

Caution

Do not use other washing solution than the
certified one for the system.
It might cause a malfunction.

(8) Static electricity

！

Caution

Do not put a thing charged with static electricity
on the system, nor touch with hands charged with
static electricity. It could cause a malfunction of
the system.

5. Installation and Servicing
(1) Installation
Installation and checking of deliveries or transport condition will be
performed by our serviceman.
Prepare a receptacle with earth terminal (3 terminals) and
be sure the earth resistance of terminal is less than 10 ohm.
When moving the system, consult our serviceman.

(2) Servicing
Come in contact with us about servicing.

Ｔ
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6. Installation Requirements
Only the trained and authorized serviceman is permitted to install or move
the system, following the requirements below.

3.1 Power supply requirements
(1) Power supply capacity should be over 600VA.
(2) Voltage : AC230V plus-minus 10%
Frequency : 50/60Hz plus-minus 1Hz.
(3) Earth resistance of ground terminal should be less than 10 ohm.
(4) Power must be supplied for 24 hours a day.
(5) Install away from high frequency electromagnetic wave emitting equipment
(such as centrifuge, electric discharge), preferably not in the same room.
3.2 Required conditions
(1) The system should be installed at altitude less than 2000 meters.
(2) The system can be put in operation between 5 and 40 Celsius degrees.
But its performance is guaranteed only when room temperature is 15 ~ 30
Celsius degrees and the temperature variation during the operation should be
less than plus-minus 2 Celsius degrees/H.
(3) Room humidity should be 40 ~ 80 %, and no condensation.
(4) The table should be able to support over 100kgf/m２．
(5) The gradient of the table should be less than 5mm/m.
(6) Keep the space around the system for taking out the power cord
in an emergency, for good ventilation and for maintenance, as the following.
ＡＣ ＩＮＰＵＴ

50 cm

32 cm

ＡＮＡＬＹＺＥＲ

Also keep the space of at
least 100 cm over the
system.

50 cm

ＦＲＯＮＴ

100 cm
(At the minimum)
(7) The following points should be taken into consideration to select the
installation position.
- No dust, good ventilation
- No direct sun light
- Small vibration

3.3 Water supply/drain requirements
Water reservoir and waste liquid reservoir should be set below the system
bottom level.
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7. Storage and Transportation Requirements
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Ｔ

Indoor.
No direct sunlight.
No dust.
No upper load.
No dropping.
No throwing down.
Ambient temperature should be 1 ~ 45 Celsius degrees.
Ambient humidity should be 10 ~ 85% (no condensation).
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Chapter 1

Outline

The structure of the system and the general scope of the system are explained
in this chapter.
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1.1.

Structure of the System

The structure of the instrument is the followings:

1.1.1

Over All Structure

Water Reservoir
Drainage Reservoir
Separate Collection
reservoir (option)
Printer

Acidic cleaning
solution reservoir

Alkaline cleaning
solution reservoir
ISE (Drainage reservoir)

Top cover

＜Top view＞

Personal computer
prepared by user

System

Separate collection
reservoir (option)

Water reservoir

Drainage reservoir
＜System front view＞
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1.1.2

Plan of the System Section

This figure shows the plan of the system when the top cover is removed.

Cuvette washing station

Lamp house
Mixing unit-2

Mixing unit-1

Probe washing pots

ISE module

Reagent bottle

Reagent probe

Reagent tray

Sample probe
Reaction tray

T

Sample tray
Sample cup
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1.1.3

Left Side Elevation of the System

Main power switch panel
System power switch panel

( RSRS-232C)

To personal computer

(Main power switch)

If you push “|”, switch is ON, and if you push “O”, OFF.
If this switch is ON, the reagent cooler is working.
If turn OFF this switch, all the functions stop.

(Fuse)

Time-lag fuse : AC250V, 6.3A

Main power
switch panel

(AC power input)

Power source should have the capacity of over 6A, 100V.

(System power switch)

If you push “|”, the switch is ON, and if you push “O”, OFF.
When main power switch is ON, and this switch is turned ON,
analyzer starts up automatically and waits in stand-by state.
If you turn OFF this switch, all the function stops, except
reagent cooling function.

System power
switch panel
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(Fuse)

Time-lag fuse : AC250V, 5A
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1.1.4

Right Side Elevation of the System

ISE module

Water supply/drain panel

＜Water supply/drain panel＞
Cable line
Piping line

Acidic cleaning solution reservoir
Alkaline cleaning solution reservoir

Water reservoir

Separate collection
reservoir (option)
Drainage reservoir

T
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1.1.5

Reservoirs

1. Water Supply Reservoir (10L)

To water supply/drain panel, "WATER"
To water supply/drain panel, "SW-3"

Tube（blue）
Cable

Float switch
Filter

・Please use ion-exchange water. (Electric conductivity < 1 micro S/cm)
・Pure water line filter has to be replaced periodically.
・If residual amount is less than a certain amount, an alarm is given.

2. Drainage reservoir (10L)

To water supply/drain panel,

To water supply/drain panel, “SW-1”

“Drainage-1” (2 ports)
Cable

Float switch

・If the content exceeds a certain level, an alarm is given.
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3. Alkaline Cleaning Sol. Reservoir (3L)

To water supply/drain panel, “ALKALIN”
To water supply/drain panel, “SW‐4”
Tube (thin)
Cable
Float switch
Filter

・Please use exclusive diluted alkaline cleaning solution. (First Detergent 1)
・Filter has to be replaced periodically.
・If residual amount is less than a certain amount, an alarm is given.

4. Acidic Cleaning Sol. Reservoir (3L)
To water supply/drain panel “ACID”
To water supply/drain panel, “SW-5”
Tube (thin)
Cable
Float switch
Filter

・Please use exclusive diluted acidic cleaning solution. (First Detergent 2)
・Filter has to be replaced periodically.
・If residual amount is less than a certain amount, an alarm is given.

5. Separate Collection Reservoir (5L)
To water supply/drain panel, “SW-2”
To water supply/drain panel,
“Drainage-2”

Cable

Float switch

・If the content exceeds the set level, an alarm is given.

T
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1.1.6

Workstation

The figure below shows connection between personal computer and system.

RS-232C port
Printer port

Power supply port

An example of a personal computer
back-panel (*)

To printer
Main power switch panel

To RS-232C

To AC –DC converter

* To find out actual ports to be used, please refer to
the operation manual of your PC.
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1.2

General Specifications

Item

Contents

Method

Discrete, Single line random access, multi-tests
analysis

Throughput

240 tests/hr, 400 tests/hr (in case of loading ISE)

Test items on board
Analysis method
Reaction time

24 items + ISE 3 items
36 items + ISE 3 items
End point, Two end points
Rate
ISE
Max. 10 min. (1st react. 5 + 2nd react. 5 min.)

Calibration tray

Standard sample
＝45
Control sample
＝ 6
Blank sample
＝ 2
ISE calibrator
＝ 1
ISE cleaning solution = 1

Patient sample
tray

Patient sample
＝40
Control sample
＝ 6
STAT sample
＝ 5
ISE cleaning solution ＝ 1

Sampler

T

Sample container

Cup: standard cup, micro cup
Primary tube (5mL, 7mL, 10mL)

Sample dispensation volume

3 – 30 micro-liter (0.5 micro-liter step setting)

Reagent dispensation volume

20 – 330 micro-liter (5 micro-liter step setting)

Reagent storage

Reagents are cooled at 5 – 15 Celsius degrees

Reagent bottle volume

20mL, 40mL, 60mL (or 13mL、25mL)

Reaction cuvette

Material：Plastics
Optical path length : 8 mm

Reaction volume

200 – 400 micro-liter

Temperature control

Direct block heating

Reaction temperature

37 plus-minus 0.1 Celsius degrees

Mixing method

2 rooms air pressure mixing (without a stirrer)
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item
Optical absorption

Cuvette direct measurement
(1 or 2 wavelengths)

Wavelengths

340 - 800nm (Fixed 12 wavelengths)

Calibration curve

Linear, Factor, Non-linear (Logit-log, Spline,
Exponential, Polynomial)

Calculation between items
Monitor function

Quality control

Calculation based on user’s formula
Correlation factor
Reaction curve monitor
QC data graphic display
Run-monitor
Westgard algorithms
XB-R and XB chart
Within day, day to day

Data storage capacity

Test results：9999 tests

Supplementary storage

Floppy disk

Printer (built-in)

27 characters thermal printer

System interface

RS-232C

Power supply
Grounding
Ambient temperature

1-10

contents

AC 230 V plus-minus 10 %; 600 VA
50/60 Hz
Special 3rd grade
Resistive less than 10 ohm
15 – 30 Celsius degrees (During operation :
Plus-minus 2 Celsius degrees/hour)

Ambient humidity

40 – 80% (No condensation)

Water consumption

3.5 L/hour

Dimension (system)

800 (W) ×640 (D) ×520 (H) mm

Weight

Approx. 95 kg
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1.3

System
S
ystem Overview

1.3.1

System Structure

MIXING-1
REACTION TRAY
CUVETTE WASHING STASION
SPECTROPHOTOMETER
REAGENT B.C
READER

SAMPLE PIPETTE
ISE MODULE

MIXING-2
WASHING
POT

REAGENT TRAY

REAGENT PIPETTE

SAMPLE B.C READER

Sample pump

Mixing pump

A/D converter

LOG converter

SAMPLE TRAY

Cuvette
washing pump

Reagent pump

Drainage pump

Probe washing
pump

Printer
(System)

INTERFACE

TUBE LINE
CABLE

＜PC＞
T
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1.3.2

Analysis Flow Chart

START
CUVETTE CLEANING
WATER BLANK

2.7 min

EVACUATION
R1 DISPENSATION
1.5 min
SAMPLE DISPENSATION
MIXING 2 STAGES
5 min

1ST Reaction

12 min

R2 DISPENSATION
MIXING 2 STAGES
4 min

2ND Reaction

*

5.5 min

MIXING 1 STAGE

END OF MEASUREMENT
CUVETTE CLEANING

2.7 min

AUTO-STOP

* This process is performed before the measurement by request.
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1.3.3

Analysis Process and Optical Measurement Point
The number shows, cycle No.
15 second/div.

Cuvette washing
1.5min

5min

5min

Water blank
ABS

Sub-reading points

Main-reding ponits

measuring point
This figure shows 2 points end reaction curve.

＜Explanation＞
S

: Sample dispensation

R1

: R1 dispensation

R2

: R2 dispensation

M

: Mixing

＜Analysis process＞
process＞
Cycle after start

Function

Optical measurement

6, 7, 8

Water blank measurement

1, 2 ,3

11

R1 dispensation

6

17

Sample dispensation

12

17, 18

Mixing (R1 + sample)

12, 3

37

R2 dispensation

32

38, 39

Mixing (R2 + reaction solution)

33, 34

53

Mixing before measurement **

48

60

Reaction drainage aspiration

55

*

For 1st regent only system, there is neither R2 dispensation nor mixing.

** You can set “mixing before measurement” on the page 2 of Item parameter
screen.

T
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Chapter 2

Functions and Principles

The functions and principles of each module of the system and the
analysis method are explained in this chapter.

2. 1 Functions and Principles of Measurement
Measurement------------------------------------------------- 2 - 2
2.1.1

Functions of Each Module --------------------------------------------------------------------- ------ 2 - 2
1. Sampler (STF) ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------- 2 - 2
2. Sampling Mechanism (STM and SP) ---------------------- 2 - 4
3. Reagent Tray (RGT) -------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------- 2 - 6
4. Reagent Probe Transfer Mechanism (RTM and RP) -- 2 - 8
5. Reaction Tray (RCT) ------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------- 2 - 10
6. Mixing Unit (MU(MU-1, MUMU-2) ---------------------------------------------------------------- - 2 - 1 2
7. Cuvette Washing Station
Station (CWS) ---------------------------- 2 - 1 4
8. Spectrophotometer ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------- 2 - 1 7
9. Printer ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- 2 - 1 9
10.
10 . ISE Module (Option) -------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------- 2 - 22

2.1.2

Principle of Measurement

--------------------------------------------------------------------- ------ 2 - 27

1. Combined Movement of Units ------------------------------ 2 - 27
2. Optical Measurement Feature ------------------------------ 2 - 31
2. 2

Analysis Type

2.2.1
2.2 .1

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------- 2 - 32

Kinds of Analysis Types ------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------- 2 - 32
1. One Point End Assay ------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------- 2 - 33
2. Two Points End Assay 1 ------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- 2 - 34
3. Two Points End Assay 2 ------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- 2 - 36
4. One Point Rate Assay ----------------------------------------------------------------------- -------- 2 - 3 8
5. Two Points Rate Assay 1 ------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- 2 - 40
6. Two Points Rate Assay 2 ------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- 2 - 42

2.2.2

Linearity Check Function

2.2.3

Prozone Check Function

2.2.4

Kinds of Calibrations

--------------------------------------------------------------------- ------ 2 - 44
----------------------------------------------------------------------- -------- 2 - 45

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------ 2 - 46

1. Linear 1 (Two Points Linear) ------------------------------ 2 - 47
2. Linear 2 (Multi(Multi-points Linear) ----------------------------- 2 - 48
3. Factor --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------ 2 - 50
4. NonNon-linear --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ 2 - 52
2.2.5
2.2. 5

T

ISE Mo
Module
dule (Option) ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------- 2 - 61
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2.1

Functions
Function s and Principles
Principle s of Measurement

2.1.1

Functions
Function s of Each Module
The functions of main module are explained.
Please refer to “1. 1 Structure of the system”.

1. Sampler (STF)

Calibration (yellow)

B.C reader
(Option)

Inside (25 holes)

Knob

Patient (white)

Outside (30 holes)

Sampler (With sample tray)

Sample tray

(1) Function
A sample tray holds cups and tubes.
Sampler rotates a sample tray and transfers samples to the sampling
position.

(2) Specification
Sp ecifications
ecification s
The specifications of sample tray are the followings.
Patient sample tray

Position numbers
Tray No.1

2-2

No.2

(Outside)

Patient sample

30 samples

1 – 30

41 – 70

(Inside)

Patient sample

10 samples

31 – 40

71 – 80

Control sample

6 samples

C7 – C12

C13– C18

Washing

2 samples

W1, W2

W1, W2

STAT Sample

5 samples

E1 – E5

E6 – E10

ISE washing sol,

1 sample

Wash

Wash

Chapter 2
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Calibration tray

Position number

(Outside) Blank
(Inside)

Note

2 samples

B1, B2

Standard sample

28 samples

S1 – S28

Standard sample

17 samples

S29 – S45

Control sample

6 samples

C1 – C6

ISE standard sol.

1 sample

Cal

ISE washing sol.

1 sample

Wash

2 patient sample trays (No.1 and No.2) are supplied with
the system.

Additional trays up to 8 (No.3～No.10) can

be supplied as option.

(3) Operation
(Initialization)

Rotates clockwise.

For patient sample,

No. 1 sample is brought to the sampling
position.
(In operation)

Rotates clockwise.

Transfers samples

to the sampling position one by one.

( 4 ) Checking of tray number
The sample tray number is read automatically.
When the sample tray is set, the tray number will be shown in
the tray number box in the right center of the main control screen.

(5) Handling cautions
Sampler cover should be set except when the sample tray is exchanged.
As a sample probe moves around, the cover should not be opened during
operation.
You can exchange the tray only while the indication lamp is lit up.

T
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2.

Sampling Mechanism (STM and SP)

Sample probe

Probe washing trough

Sample probe transfer mechanism (STM)
(1) Function
Sample probe aspirates the designated volume of a sample from
a sample cup/tube and STM carries sample probe to the cuvette
position and the sample is dispensed into a reaction cuvette.
The sample probe has a level sensor.

(2) Specification
Dispensation volume 3-30 micro-liter (0.5 micro-liter step setting)

(3) Operation
(Initialization)

:

Sample probe once moves to a reaction cuvette,
then back to the probe washing pot position.

(In operation)

:

Sample probe moves up and down following
(a),(b),(c) steps.

At the washing station, the

inside and outside of probe walls are washed
and water droplets are removed.
(a) Sample cup

2-4

(b) Cuvette

(c) Washing trough
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( 4 ) Sample dispensation
dispens ation
Sample probe is filled with washing water till tip.
When aspirating sample, the probe aspirates a small amount
of air, and then aspirates a little excess amount of sample,
and dispenses designated volume.

( 5 ) Handling caution
Do not touch the moving parts with hands or fingers while
in operation.

T
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3. Reagent Tray (RGT)
40ml (R1)

60ml (R1)

20ml (R2)

Reagent bottle
Reagent tray

Reagent bottle (Standard)

Regent probe action locus

Aspiration
position “A”
(40ml, 60ml)

Aspiration
position “B”
(20ml)

In case of aspiration position “A”

In case of aspiration position “B”

Reagent aspiration position

(1) Function
Reagent tray holds reagent, diluent and cleaning solution
bottles and transfers them to the aspiration position.
When power is ON, these bottles are kept cooled.
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(2)
(2 ) Specification
Specificatio n s
1) Standard tray capacity
Total bottle number for single reagent

60ml -------- 24

for double reagents 20, 40ml -----24 pairs
Reagent bottle volume

60ml for single reagent test item
20ml & 40ml for double reagent items

2) Optional tray capacity
25ml for R1
13ml for R2

36 pairs in total

3) Temperature :All reagents are cooled around 10 Celsius degrees.

(3) Operation
(Initialization)

Rotates clockwise.

No.1 reagent bottle is

brought to the reagent aspiration position “A”.
(In operation)

Transfers selected reagent bottle to the aspiration
position “A” (1 st reagent) or “B” (2 nd reagent).

( 4 ) Handling cautions
Reagent tray cover should be set except when the reagent bottle
is exchanged.
As the reagent probe moves around, the cover should not
be opened during operation.
You can exchange the trays only while the indication lamp is
lit up.

T
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4. Reagent Probe Transfer Mechanism (RTM and RP)
Probe washing trough

R2 probe

R1 probe

Reagent probe transfer mechanism (RTM)

Aspiration
position “A”
(In case of R1)

Aspiration
position “B”

Dispensation
position

Probe
washing

(In case of R2)
Reagent probe action

(1) Function
Reagent probe aspirates the designated volume of reagent from
a reagent bottle and RTM carries the reagent probe to the cuvette
position and the reagent is dispensed into a reaction cuvette.
Reagent probe has a level sensor.
There are two reagent probes.

R1 probe (for the 1st reagent) is at

the washing pot side and R2 probe (for the 2nd reagent) is at the
opposite side, when initialized.
A reagent pump is commonly used for R1 and R2.
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When pre-dilution is ordered, the diluent is aspirated from the diluent
bottle and the diluent is dispensed into a cuvette by R1 probe.

(2) Specifications
Specification s
(Dispensation volume) 20-350 micro-liter (5 micro-liter step setting)

(3) Operation
(Initialization)

R1 reagent probe stops at the home position of
washing probe side.

(In operation)

Reagent probe moves up and down following (a),
(b), (c)steps.

At the washing pot, the inside and

outside of probe walls are washed and water
droplets are removed.

(a) Reagent bottle

(b) Cuvette

(c) Washing trough

( 4 ) Reagent dispensation
Reagent probe is filled with washing water till tip.
When aspirating reagent, the probe aspirates a small amount
of air, and then aspirates a little excess amount of reagent and
dispenses designated volume.

T
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5. Reaction Tray (RCT)

Reaction cuvette

Optical path face

Reaction tray

Reaction cuvette

(1) Function
Holds reaction cuvettes at 37 Celsius degrees, and lets sample and
reagent react.
Reaction cuvettes are optical cells to measure light absorption.
(Reaction cuvette direct optical measurement)

(2) Specifications
Specification s
(The number of reaction cuvettes)

: 60

(Optical path length)

: 8 mm

(Reaction cuvette material)

: Plastics

(3) Operation
(Initialization) :

Rotates and stops at the home position.

(In operation) :

Rotates 2 turns and 1 pitch (121 cuvette steps)
in every cycle.

(4) Cuvette C leaning
As system cleans cuvettes with a proper cuvette cleaning solution,
daily maintenance is not necessary.
If you designate cell cleaning by clicking
then

Cell Wash

System

button and

button, the cuvette used for designated

test item will not be used for the next measurement, but only
cleaning will be done.
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( 5 ) Cuvette life
Reaction cuvette is semi-disposable.
please refer to “Chapter 4, 4.12.2

To judge replacement timing,

Cell blank check screen”.

To exchange the reaction cuvettes, remove the cuvette cover, then
loosen the cuvette holder screws and remove the cuvette holder.
please refer to “Chapter 5 Maintenance”.

( 6 ) Handling caution
When you remove a reaction cuvette, be careful not to make
scratch on neither inside nor outside wall.
When you take out the reaction cuvette, please keep it in
deionized water.
Do not touch the optical face with fingers.

T
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6. Mixing Unit（
Unit（MUMU-1, 2）
2）

Mixing
unit‐2

Mixing
unit‐1

Mixing unit-1,2

Principle of mixing

Mixing unit-1

Mixing unit-2

(1) Function
Mixing unit-1
(MU-1

2 stages)

: This unit is used for mixing of 1 st reagent
and the sample, and also for mixing after
adding 2 nd reagent.

Mixing unit-2
( MU-2

1 stage)

: Mixing is performed before the measurement,
if it is ordered.

(2) Principle
Applying reciprocal air pressure at one opening end of a cuvette,
the reaction liquid moves up and down, which causes good mixing.
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(3) Operation
Mixing unit-1
(Initialization) : If it is in the down position, it goes up.
(In operation)

: Repeats going up and down.

Mixing unit-2
(Initialization) : If it is in the down position, it goes up.
(In operation)

T

: Repeats going up and down.
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7.

Cuvette Washing Station (CWS)
Fixing screw

Cuvette washing station

Nozzle tip

Cuvette washing mechanism

Cuvette washing station

Nozzle fixing
plate

：Aspiration
：Washing water dispensation
：Cleaning sol. dispensation
：Residual water droplet removal

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

Nozzle No．
3

2
1

Reaction tray
rotate direction
Nozzle location

Shapes of nozzles

Washing nozzle location

(1) Function
The reaction drainage after the test is removed, and the cuvette
is washed with cleaning solution and rinsed with pure water.
And the pure water is dispensed for water blank measurement.
Then the pure water is removed and the cuvette is dried up by
a Teflon sponge.
Washing water is heated to 37 Celsius degrees to get good
cleaning efficiency.
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(2) Specifications
Specification s
(Washing nozzle location) : Refer to the figure on the preceding page.
(Functions of washing nozzle) : There are 18 nozzles.
For reaction drainage aspiration ----- 1 nozzle (Nozzle No.1

< ○ >)

For cleaning sol. aspiration ------------ 2 nozzles (Nozzles No.5 ~ 6 < ○ >)
For pure water aspiration --------------- 6 nozzles (Nozzle No.3, 7 ~10 < ○ >)
For residual water droplet removal - 2 nozzles (Nozzle No.11<

>)

For cleaning solution dispensation --- 2 nozzles (Nozzles No.3, 5 <

>)

For pure water dispensation ----------- 5 nozzles (Nozzles No.2, 6 ~ 9< ● >)

(3) Operation
(Initialization)

If it is in the down position, it goes up.

(In operation)

Repeats going up and down.

(5) Cuvette
Cuve tte washing process

Residual water
droplet removal

Aspiration

Aspiration

Reaction waste
aspiration

<When nozzle lower>

Clean up

11

10

9

8

7

6

Washing water dispense
Pure water dispensation

5

4

3

Washing
Cleaningliq.
sol.
dispense
dispensation

2

1

Washing
water
Pure water
dispense
dispensation
Reaction drainage
waste
Reaction

<When nozzle upper>

Acidic wash sol.

Alkaline wash sol.

Cuvette washing process

T
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(6) Handling
Nozzle fixing plate can be removed from the reaction tray by
removing fixing screw at the top.
When putting back, confirm the alignment of cuvette and nozzle tip
before screwing up.
Nozzle tips should be assembled following the designated direction
and order.
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8.

Spectrophotometer
Photometer

Lamp house

Spectrophotometer

Lamp

(1) Function
Measures optical absorption of 12 wavelength of pure water
and reaction liquid in cuvettes while the reaction tray rotating.
General view of optical system is shown on page 2-18.

(2) Specification
(Wavelength)

:

12 wavelengths fixed
(340, 380, 405, 450, 505, 546, 570, 600,
660, 700 , 750, 800 nm)
2 wavelengths measurement or single
wavelength measurement is possible.

T

(Wavelength accuracy)

:

Plus-minus 2 nm

(Linearity range)

:

0 - 2.5 Abs.

(Light detector)

:

Silicon photo-diode

(Light source)

:

12V

20W

Halogen lamp

2-17

(3) H andling
Please refer to “Chapter 5 Maintenance” for lamp replacement.

(4) General
Gener al view of optical system

Grating

340

cuvette

Lamp

800

Detector
Detecter
i 340 ` 800nm)

General view of optical system
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9.

Printer

Printing paper
Error lamp

FEED

Paper lamp

RESET

PAPER
ERROR

Printer cover

Feed switch

Printer

Reset switch
Control panel

(1) Function and operation
Test result and item parameter are printed out.
(RESET switch)

If you want to initialize the printer, push this
switch.
Do not push this switch carelessly because
the accumulated data in the printer will
be cleared.

(FEED switch)

Push this switch for paper feeding.
It also can cancel “paper error” state.
(Do not push this key during printing out.
It may cause miss printing or paper clogging.

(ERROR-lamp)

When paper runs short, this lamp is lit up.
And also, when platen lever is kept up, it
is lit up.

(PAPER-lamp)

The green lamp is usually on.
When paper runs short, this lamp goes off.

(Platen lever)

Pull up the lever when setting or removing
paper.

(Paper auto load)

Paper loading is done automatically, when
replacing paper roll.

T
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Print unit

Printer-head

Printing paper
Opening

Insertion part

Platen lever

Inside of the printer

Printing paper flow

(2) Printing paper setting.
1) Open the printer cover
and turn to the back.

Printing paper setting-1

2) When setting the paper
roll, the leading edge of
paper faces downward.
Extend the paper holder
by finger and set the
Paper holder

Printing paper setting-2
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paper roll.
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3) Insert the leading edge of the
paper roll in the insertion part
of printer.
Paper is loaded automatically.

4) Insert the leading edge
through the opening of the
cover.

Printing paper setting-3

Then close the cover.

5) When error lamp is on, push
FEED

switch once.

S0,

the error sign will be cancelled
and the printer will be in the
standing-by condition.
(Error lamp goes off, and paper
lamp is lit.)

Printing paper setting-4

(3) Running
Run ning out of paper during operation
If paper is used up during the operation, printing-out will be
stopped. But data are stored and after paper replacement, the
stored data will be printed out by pushing

FEED

switch ON.

End of paper : When the residual paper reached to a
certain level, red lines show.
Replace the printing paper.

(4) Paper clogging（
clogging （ Paper removal）
removal ）
1) Open the printer cover and
turn to the back.
2) Pull up the platen lever at
the right side of the printer.
3) Remove the clogging
paper, and then push
back the platen lever.
4) After that, reset the printer,
referring to 3),4),5) in (2)
Printing paper removal

T

Printing Paper Setting.
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10. ISE Module (Option)
1. Function

ISE module is used for measurement of ion concentration (Na+, K+, Cl+) in the
sample.

2. Specifications
Sample

:

Serum, Dialysis, 6 times diluted Urine

Sample volume :

Calibration
Calibration
120 micro-liter for Serum and Dialysis, 240 micro-liter
for diluted urine
Measurement
60 micro-liter for Serum and Dialysis, 120 micro-liter
for diluted urine

Reproducibility :

Serum
Na
K
Cl
Urine
Na
K
Cl

Analysis time

CV< 1.0%
CV< 1.0%
CV< 1.0%

( 140 – 160
( 4.0 – 6.0
( 100 – 120

mmol/L)
mmol/L)
mmol/L)

CV< 4.0%
CV< 4.0%
CV< 4.0%

( 50 – 200 mmol/L)
( 5 – 70
mmol/L)
( 50 – 200 mmol/L)

:

45 seconds for Serum
60 seconds for diluted Urine sample

3. Reagents

:

Calibrator 1 ( CAL-1 )
Calibrator 2 ( CAL-2 )
Calibrator 1 for urine
Calibrator 2 for urine
Diluent for urine
Cleaning solution
Dialysis calibrator D

4. Electrodes
Electrodes

:

Na, K, Cl and Reference electrode.
(Can be replaced individually)
Refer to page 2-24 for the life of electrodes.

420mL
20mL
2mL x 10
2mL x 10
500mL
20mL
2mL x 20

5. Measurement cycle
(1) Calibration of Serum
1) Cal- 1 in the electrode unit is discharged.
2) 30 micro-liter of Cal-2 is dispensed into the sample pot twice. (60 micro-liter
in total)
3) This Cal-2 is drawn to the electrode unit position.
Electro-motive force of Cal-2 is read, after the potential becomes stable.
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4) Cal-2 in the electrodes unit is discharged.

5) The sample pot and the electrode unit are washed with Cal-1.
6) At the end of washing, the electro-motive force of Cal-1 in the electrode
unit is read.
And the procedure from 1) to 6) above is repeated once more.

(2) Calibration of Urine
1)

Cal- 1 in the electrode unit is discharged.

2)

30 micro-liter of Cal-2 for urine is dispensed into the sample pot twice.
(60 micro-liter in total)

3)

This Cal-2 for urine is drawn to the electrode unit position.
And after the set seconds, it is discharged.

4)

30 micro-liter of Cal-2 for urine is dispensed into the sample pot twice.
(60 micro-liter in total)

5)

This Cal-2 for urine is drawn to the electrode unit position.
Electro-motive force of Cal-2 is read.

6)

Cal- 2 for urine in the electrode unit is discharged.

7)

The sample pot and the electrode unit are washed with Cal-1.

8)

At the end of washing, the electro-motive force of Cal-1 in the electrode
unit is read.

9)

Cal- 1 in the electrode unit is discharged.

10) 30 micro-liter of Cal-1 for urine is dispensed into the sample pot twice.
(60 micro-liter in total)
11) This Cal-1 for urine is drawn to the electrode unit position.
And after the set seconds, it is discharged.
12) 30 micro-liter of Cal-1 for urine is dispensed into the sample pot twice.
(60 micro-liter in total)
13) This Cal-1 for urine is drawn to the electrode unit position.
Electro-motive force of Cal-1 is read.
14) Cal- 1 for urine in the electrode unit is discharged.
15) The sample pot and the electrode unit are washed with Cal-1.
16) At the end of washing, the electro-motive force of Cal-1 in the electrode
unit is read.
And the procedure from 1) to 6) above is repeated once more.
The value of electro-motive force of Cal-1 for urine of 13) in the
second cycle is taken as the result.
T
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(3) Calibration of Dialysis
1) Cal- 1 in the electrode unit is discharged.
2) 30 micro-liter of Cal-D for Dialysis is dispensed into the sample pot twice.
(60 micro-liter in total)
3) This Cal-D for Dialysis is drawn to the electrode unit position.
Electro-motive force of Cal-D is read.
4) Cal-D in the electrodes unit is discharged.
5) The sample pot and the electrode unit are washed with Cal-1.
6) At the end of washing, the electro-motive force of Cal-1 in the electrode
unit is read.
And the procedure from 1) to 6) above is repeated once more.

(4) Measurement of Serum and Dialysis
1) Cal- 1 in the electrode unit is discharged.
2) 30 micro-liter of sample is dispensed into the sample pot twice.
(60 micro-liter in total)
3) This sample is drawn to the electrode unit position.
Electro-motive force of sample is read.
4) Sample in the electrodes unit is discharged.
5) The sample pot and the electrode unit are washed with Cal-1.
6) The electro-motive force of Cal-1 in the electrode unit is read.

(5) Measurement of Urine
(Use urine diluted with the urine diluent by six times.)
1) Cal- 1 in the electrode unit is discharged.
2) 30 micro-liter of diluted urine is dispensed into the sample pot twice.
(60 micro-liter in total)
3) This diluted urine is drawn to the electrode unit position.
And after the set seconds, it is discharged.
4) 30 micro-liter of diluted urine is dispensed into the sample pot twice.
(60 micro-liter in total)
5) This diluted urine is drawn to the electrode unit position.
Electro-motive force of this diluted urine is read.
6) Diluted urine in the electrode unit is discharged.
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7) The sample pot and the electrode unit are washed with Cal-1.
8) At the end of washing, the electro-motive force of Cal-1 in the electrode
unit is read.

(6) Cleaning
Cleaning operation is performed by clicking
Main Control screen.
It takes 5 minutes and 42 seconds.

ISE WASH

button on the

1) 30 micro-liter of cleaning solution is dispensed into the sample pot twice.
(60 micro-liter in total)
2) This cleaning solution is drawn to the electrode unit position.
After a certain time, this solution in the electrode unit is discharged.
3) The sample pot and the electrode unit are washed with Cal-1.

6. Electrode guarantee period, cleaning and calibration
(1) Electrode guarantee period

Electrode guarantee period of Na, K, Cl
Electrode life is warranted on a prorated basis for up to 10,000 tests
or six months, whichever occurs first after shipment.
If any trouble occurs in the guarantee period, we will repair it.

Reference electrode guarantee period
Electrode life is warranted on a prorated basis for up to 10,000 tests
or twelve months, whichever occurs first after shipment.
If any trouble occurs in the guarantee period, we will repair it.

(2) Calibration and cleaning

1) Calibration should be performed at least once a day before measurement.
2) Cleaning should be performed at least once a day with the set cleaning
solution after all the measurement is finished.

(3) Life of reagent relative to ISE
Cal-1

Refer to information on the package.
Stable for one month after unsealing.
Keep it at room temperature.

Cal-2

Refer to information on the package.
Stable for one month after unsealing in the bag.
Keep it at room temperature.

ISE cleaning solution
Refer to information on the package.
Read the attached instruction manual.
Keep it in a dark & cool place.
Stable for six month after unsealing, if it is in guarantee period.

T
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Cal-1 for urine
Refer to information on the package.
Keep it at room temperature.
Use up when you unseal it.
Read the attached instruction manual.
Cal-2 for urine
Refer to information on the package.
Keep it at room temperature.
Use up when you unseal it.
Read the attached instruction manual.
Diluent for urine
Refer to information on the package.
Stable for six months after unsealing in a dark & cool place,
if it is in guarantee period..
Dialysis calibrator D
Refer to information on the package.
Keep it at room temperature.
Use up when you unseal it.
Read the attached instruction manual.
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2.1.2

Principle of Measurement

The measuring principle is explained here in two parts: combined movement
of mechanical parts and optical measurement feature.

1. Combined Movement of Units
MIXING-1

REACTION TRAY
CUVETTE WASHING STATION

SPECTROPHOTOMETER

SAMPLE DISPENSE POSITION

REAGENT
B.C READER

SAMPLE PIPETTE
ISE MODULE

MIXING-2
WASHING POT

WASHING POT
R1

R2

REAGENT TRAY
REAGENT PIPETTE
R1/R2 DISPENSE
POSITION

SAMPLE B.C
READER

SAMPLE TRAY

Movement principle

Flow diagram of analysis

T
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The system is composed of the following units.

They are sampler, sample

delivery, reagent tray, reagent delivery, reaction tray, mixing units, cuvette
washing unit, spectrophotometer and so on.
The combined movements of mechanical units are explained here. Please
refer to “Movement principle” and “Flow diagram of analysis” on page 2-25.
The sample cups/tubes with the sample in it are set in the sample tray, and
the reagent bottles are set in the reagent tray.
Test orders for these samples are entered in the Order Entry screen.

↓
When the start button is clicked, the cuvette washing unit starts cleaning
from No.1 cuvette.

↓
Before the last step of cuvette cleaning, water blank is measured.
When the reaction tray rotates and the cuvette passes the optical
measurement position, light absorption data of 1 or 2 wavelengths are
measured.
These data are the basis of optical absorption (Absorption = 0) to the
following optical absorption measurement.
After the water blank measurement, de-ionized water is aspirated out and the
inside of cuvette is wiped out.

↓
When No.1 cuvette advances to one step before the R1 dispensation position,
the reagent tray rotates and transports the reagent bottle to the reagent
aspiration position.
Next, R1 probe moves to the aspiration position, above the reagent bottle,
then moves down to the reagent level.
*) This probe has a level sensing function and it stops when the probe tip
touches the reagent. The designated amount of reagent is aspirated by the
reagent pump.

↓
Next, R1 probe goes up and moves to the R1 dispensation position and waits
for the cuvette coming to the dispensation position.
When the cuvette comes to the position, R1 probe goes down to the designated
level and dispenses the reagent.

Then, R1 probe moves to the probe washing

pot and both inside and outside are washed by de-ionized water there.
After that, the residual water droplets are wiped out.

↓
At the 5th cycle after the R1 dispensation, the sample tray rotates to transfer
No.1 sample cup/tube to the sampling position.
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The sample probe moves

Chapter 2
above the sample cup then goes down.
*) The sample probe also has a level sensing function, and stops at the
sample level. The designated amount of sample is aspirated by the sample
pump.

↓
Then the sample probe moves above No.1 cuvettes and goes down to the R1
reagent level in the cuvette, and dispenses the sample.

After dispensation,

the probe goes up.

↓
At the next cycle, the cuvette is moved to the mixing station-1, where R1 and
the sample are mixed by MU-1, the mixing unit.
This mixing is repeated in the next cycle, two times in total.

↓
The sample probe moves to the probe washing pot and both inside and outside
are washed with de-ionized water, there.

After that, the residual water

droplets are wiped out.

↓
After R1 and the sample are mixed, optical measurement starts.

When the

reaction tray rotates and the cuvette passes the optical measurement position,
light absorption data of 12 wavelengths are measured.

↓
After 5 minutes of R1 dispensation, the cuvette moves to R2 dispensation
position, the same position as R1 dispensation, and then R2 is dispensed by R2
probe, which has the same function as R1 probe.

After dispensation, R2 probe

goes up.

↓
At the next cycle, the cuvette is moved to the mixing station-1, where R2 and
the reaction liquid are mixed by MU-1.
This mixing is repeated in the next cycle, two times in total.

↓
R2 probe moves to the probe washing pot and both inside and outside are
washed

with de-ionized water.

After that, the residual water droplets

are removed.

↓
After 4 minutes of R2 dispensation, the cuvette comes to the mixing station-2,
where the particles in the reaction liquid are dispersed again by MU-2.

(Mixing

before the measurement is done by request.)

↓
After 10.7 minutes of sample dispensation, the reaction liquid in the cuvette is
aspirated out by the No.1 nozzle of the cuvette washing unit and transferred

T
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to the drainage reservoir, out side of the system.

↓
As the last step of the measurement for the 1 st test of No. 1 sample, optical
absorption data are converted into concentration or activity data using
calibration curve.

But the test results will not be printed out till the whole

test results of No.1 sample are obtained.
The same process is repeated for the 2nd, 3rd… test items, and the 2nd, 3rd… sample.
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2. Optical Measurement Feature
GRATING

340

CUVETTE

LAMP

800
DETECTOR

A/D CONVERTER

LOG CONVERTER

INTERFACE

Principle of spectrophotometer
The spectrophotometer installed in the system is shown on page 2-17.
White light emitted from the light source lamp is converged to a light beam,
and goes through the reaction cuvette, then leads to a concave grating, so
called the rear diffraction spectrophotometry.
After the diffraction, light energy is measured by 12 individual photo
detectors in each designed wavelength.
For the monochromatic measurement, the output of one detector is taken out
of 12, and for the bi-chromatic measurement, two outputs are taken.

These

output voltages are converted into digital data and logarithmic transformed,
which is linearly corresponds with concentration
The bi-chromatic measurement gives the more stable results because the
concentration difference is used for the calculation, which can compensate the
fluctuation of circumstance condition, such as the power supply voltage, the
room temperature and so on.

T
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2.2

Analysi
Analys i s Type

2.2.1 Kinds of Analysi
Analys i s Types
Type s
There are six kinds of analysis types.
1. One point end assay
2. Two points end assay 1
3. Two points end assay 2
4. One point rate assay
5. Two points rate assay 1
6. Two points rate assay 2

4.

1. One point end assay

2. Two points end assay 1

3. Two points end assay 2

5. Two points rate assay 1

6. Two points rate assay 2

Analysis types
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1.

One Point
Po int End Assay

Measure the optical absorbance at the fixed time after mixing the reagent
and the sample.

MAIN
ABS

S

: Sample dispensation

R1

: 1st reagent dispensation

R2

: 2nd reagent dispensation

ABS

: Optical absorbance

MAIN : Main-measurement interval

R1+S

R2
One point end assay

(1) Optical measurement points input
Input the starting point and the ending point of main-measurement
interval by number into the input frame of READ dialog box in Item
Parameter screen Page: 2.
READ

MAIN

START

END

*

*

MAIN: 14 ≦ START ≦ END ≦ 54

SUB

(2) Optical absorbance calculation for unknown sample
( ∑AＬ１－(R× ∑AＬ２ ))
Ax＝ ―――――――――――
N

Ax

: Absorbance of unknown sample

AL1 : Absorbance of main-wavelength
AL2 : Absorbance of sub-wavelength
N

: Number of measurement points

R

: Bi-chromatic factor (Default= 1)

Cx

: Concentration of unknown

(3) Concentration calculation
(Ax－Ab)
Cx＝―――――― × Cs
(As－Ab)

sample
Ax

: Absorbance of unknown sample

Ab

: Absorbance of reagent blank

As

: Absorbance of standard sample

Cs

: Concentration of standard
Sample

T
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2.

Two Points End Assay 1
Calculate the absorbance difference of the two different intervals,
sub- and main-intervals.

MAIN
ABS
SUB

S

: Sample dispensation

R1

: 1st reagent dispensation

R2

: 2nd reagent dispensation

ABS : Optical absorbance
MAIN : Main-measurement interval
SUB : Sub-measurement interval

R1+S

R2
Two points end assay 1

(1) Optical measurement points input
Input the starting point and the ending point of main-measurement
interval and sub-measurement interval by number, into the input frame
of READ dialog box in Item Parameter screen Page:2.
READ
START

END

MAIN

*

*

MAIN: 35 ≦ START ≦ END ≦ 54

SUB

*

*

SUB : 14 ≦ START ≦ END ≦ 31

(2) Optical absorbance calculation

Ax＝

( ∑AＬ１－( R×∑AＬ２ ))
――――――――――
N

Ax

: Absorbance of unknown sample

AL1

: Absorbance of main-wavelength

AL2

: Absorbance of sub-wavelength

N

: Number of measurement points of main-interval

n

: Number of measurement points of sub-interval

R

: Bi-chromatic factor

K

: Volume correction factor

MAIN : Main-interval
SUB : Sub-interval
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MAIN

( ∑AＬ１－( R×∑AＬ２))
K × ――――――――――
n
SUB

(default = 1)
(Calculated automatically)
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(3) Concentration calculation

(Ax － AsL)
Cx＝ ―――――――
(AsH － AsL)

× (CsH# - CsL#) + CsL#

Cx

: Concentration of unknown sample

Ax

: Absorbance of unknown sample

Ab

: Absorbance of reagent blank sample

AsH

: Absorbance of high value standard sample

AsL

: Absorbance of low value standard sample
(When standard sample is one, Ab above is used in calculation.)

CsH# : Concentration of high value standard sample
CsL#

T

: Concentration of low value standard sample
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3.

Two Points End Assay 2
Calculate the absorbance difference of two different intervals,
sub- and main-intervals.

SUB

ABS

MAIN
S

: Sample dispensation

R1

: 1st reagent dispensation

R2

: 2nd reagent dispensation

ABS : Optical absorbance
MAIN : Main-measurement interval
SUB : Sub-measurement interval

R1+S

R2
Two points end assay 2

(1) Optical measurement points input
Input the starting point and the ending point of main-measurement
interval and sub-measurement interval by number into the input frame
of READ dialog box in Item Parameter screen Page:2.
READ
START

END

MAIN

*

*

MAIN:SUB+END≦START≦END≦ 54

SUB

*

*

SUB:35≦START≦END≦MAIN+START

(2) Optical absorbance calculation

( ∑AＬ１－( R×∑AＬ２ ))
Ax＝ ――――――――――
－
N
MAIN
Ax

: Absorbance of unknown sample

AL1

: Absorbance of main-wavelength

AL2

: Absorbance of sub-wavelength

N

: Number of measurement points of main-interval

n

: Number of measurement points of sub-interval

R

: Bi-chromatic factor

K

: Volume correction factor

MAIN : Main-interval
SUB : Sub-interval
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K ×

( ∑AＬ１－( R×∑AＬ２))
――――――――――
n

(default = 1)
(Calculated automatically)

SUB
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(3) Concentration calculation

(Ax － AsL)
Cx＝ ―――――――
(AsH － AsL)

× (CsH# - CsL#) + CsL#

Cx

: Concentration of unknown sample

Ax

: Absorbance of unknown sample

Ab

: Absorbance of reagent blank sample

AsH

: Absorbance of high value standard sample

AsL

: Absorbance of low value standard sample
(When standard sample is one, Ab above is used in calculation.)

CsH# : Concentration of high value standard sample
CsL#

T

: Concentration of low value standard sample
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4． O ne Point Rate Assay
Concentration or activity is calculated from the rate of absorption
change.

MAIN

ABS

S

: Sample dispensation

R1

: 1st reagent dispensation

R2

: 2nd reagent dispensation

ABS : Optical absorbance
MAIN : Main-measurement interval

R1+S

R2
One point rate assay

(1) Optical measurement points input
Input the starting point and the ending point of main-measurement
interval by number into the input frame of READ dialog box in Item
Parameter screen Page:2.
READ

MAIN

START

END

*

*

MAIN: 14≦START< END≦54

SUB

(2) Optical absorbance rate calculation
△Ax＝(△A L1－△A L2)／min

△Ax

: Absorbance rate of unknown sample

△AL1 : Absorbance rate of unknown sample in main-wavelength
△AL2 : Absorbance rate of unknown sample in sub-wavelength

Absorbance rate is calculated by the least squares method in the
given interval, and the rate is expressed by the absorption change
per minute.
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(3) Concentration calculation
Cx＝(△Ax－△Ab) × F

T

Cx

: Concentration of unknown sample

△Ax

: Absorption rate of unknown sample

△Ab

: Absorption rate of reagent blank

F

: Factor (Refer to 2.2.3.1 Factor or given value.)
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5.

Two Points Rate Assay 1
Calculate the absorbance rate of two different intervals, sub-interval
and main-interval, and calculate concentration or activity from the
difference between these two rates.

SUB
ABS

MAIN

S

: Sample dispensation

R1

: 1st reagent dispensation

R2

: 2nd reagent dispensation

ABS : Optical absorbance
MAIN : Main-measurement interval
SUB : Sub-measurement interval

R1+S

R2

Two points rate assay 1

(1) Optical measurement points input
Input the starting point and the finishing point of main-measurement
interval and sub-measurement interval by number, into the input
frame of READ dialog box in Item Parameter screen Page:2.
READ
START

END

MAIN

*

*

Main: 35 ≦ START < END ≦ 54

SUB

*

*

SUB: 14 ≦ START < END ≦ 31

(2) Optical absorbance rate calculation

△Ax＝

(△AＬ１－△AＬ２)
――――――
min

－
K ×
MAIN

(△AＬ１－△AＬ２)
――――――
min

SUB

Absorbance rate is calculated by the least squares method in the
given interval, and the rate is expressed by the absorption change
per minute.
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△Ax

: Absorbance rate of unknown sample

△AL1 : Absorbance rate of unknown sample in main-wavelength
△AL2 : Absorbance rate of unknown sample in sub-wavelength
K

: Blank correction factor

(Calculated automatically)

MAIN : Main-interval
SUB : Sub-interval

(3) Concentration calculation
Cx＝(△Ax－△Ab) × F

T

Cx

: Concentration of unknown sample

△Ax

: Absorption rate of unknown sample

△Ab

: Absorption rate of reagent blank

F

: Factor
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6.

Two Points Rate Assay 2
Calculate the absorbance rate of two different intervals, sub-interval and
main-interval, and calculate concentration or activity from the difference
between these two rates.

SUB

ABS

MAIN

S

: Sample dispensation

R1

: 1st reagent dispensation

R2

: 2nd reagent dispensation

ABS : Optical absorbance
MAIN : Main-measurement interval

t

R1+S

SUB : Sub-measurement interval

R2

Two points rate assay 2

(1) Optical measurement points input
Input the starting point and the finishing point of mainmeasurement interval and sub-measurement interval by number,
into the input frame of READ dialog box in Item Parameter screen
Page:2.
READ
START

END

MAIN

*

*

MAIN: SUB≦ START < END ≦ 54

SUB

*

*

SUB: 35 ≦ START < END ≦ MAIN

(2) Optical absorbance rate calculation

△Ax＝

(△AＬ１－△AＬ２)
――――――
－
min
MAIN

K ×

(△AＬ１－△AＬ２)
――――――
min

SUB

Absorbance rate is calculated by the least squares method in the
given interval, and the rate is expressed by the absorption change
per minute.
△Ax

: Absorbance rate of unknown sample

△AL1 : Absorbance rate of unknown sample in main-wavelength
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△AL2 : Absorbance rate of unknown sample in sub-wavelength
MAIN : Main-interval
SUB : Sub-interval

(3) Concentration calculation
Cx＝(△Ax－△Ab) × F + Cb

T

Cx

: Concentration of unknown sample

△Ax

: Absorption rate of unknown sample

△Ab

: Absorption rate of reagent blank

F

: Factor (Refer to 2.2.3.1 Factor or given value.)
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2.2.2
2.2. 2
-

Linearity Check Function

To determine if a curve is linear, a linearity check will be
calculated after each rate assay.

-

The “L” flag appears when that check exceeds the preset value.

ＡＢＳ
Ｌ１－Ｌ２
△Ａ
△Ａ１

L1

: Main wavelength

L2

: Sub wavelength

△A1 : The slope of
measuring range 1

△Ａ２

△A2 : The slope of
Linearity check

measuring range 2

Ｔｉｍｅ

△A

: The slope of the
total curve

(1) Parameter setting
Input the numbers in the box of the linearity reference (%)
on page 2 of Item Parameter screen, and set the check
value.

(2) Confirmation of measurement result
When that check exceeds the preset value, “L” flag appears
in the data message on the printout.

(3) Calculation Formula
Linearity check ＝ (ΔA1 －ΔA2) / ΔAｘ 100%
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ΔA1

The slope of the first half of the curve

ΔA2

The slope of the second half of the curve

ΔA

The slope of the range of measuring A
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2.2.3
2.2. 3

Prozone Check Function

- This function checks if there is a prozone phenomenon in immunoassay.
- Based on the registered parameter, this function checks the curvature
of reaction diagram up to 3 zones, and if prozone is detected, puts the
data message flag “P” on the printout data.

SECOND
THIRD
FIRST

ABS

S

: Sample dispensation

R1

: 1st r eagent dispensation

R2

: 2nd re agent dispensation

ABS

: Optical absorbance

FIRST

: Inter val(1)

SECOND : Interv al(2)
THIRD

R1+S

: Interv al(3)

R2
Prozone check

(1) Parameter registration
Input the starting point, the ending point and the limit (%) in number
and, click low or high to select, in each interval of the input frame of
PROZONE CHECK dialog box in Item Parameter screen Page: 2.
PROZONE CHECK
START

END

LIMIT(%)

FIRST

*

*

SECOND

*

*

*

THIRD

*

*

*

○
○
○
○

LOW
HIGH
LOW
HIGH

The starting point

: Input the starting point of photometry.

The ending point

: Input the ending point of photometry.

The limit value (%)

: Input the limit value.

(2) Calculation Formula

T

1. The second check value

ΔOD1/ΔOD2*100(%)

2. The third check value

ΔOD1/ΔOD3*100(%)

ΔOD1

The gradient in the first interval

ΔOD2

The gradient in the second interval

ΔOD3

The gradient in the third interval
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2.2.4
2.2. 4

Kinds of Calibrations
Calibration s

There are four calibration methods.
1. Linear 1 (Two points linear)
2. Linear 2 (Multi-points linear)
3. Factor
4. Non-linear
4-1

Logit.log 1

4-2

Logit.log 2

4-3

4-4

Exponential

4-5

Polynomial

1.

Linear 1

4-2.

Logit.log 2

2.

Linear 2

4-3.

Spline

3.

Factor

4-4．Exponential

4-1.

Logit.log 1

4-5．Polynomial
Kinds of calibration
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Spline
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1.

Linear 1 (Two Points Linear)
One standard sample and a blank sample make a linear calibration line.
ABS : Optical absorbance
Conc : Concentration

ABS

S

As
Ax
B
Ab

B

: Reagent blank

Ab

: Absorbance of reagent blank

Cb

: Concentration of reagent blank

Ax

: Absorbance of unknown sample

Cx

: Concentration of unknown
sample

Cb

Cx

Cs
Conc.

Linear 1

S

: Standard sample

As

: Absorbance of standard sample

Cs

: Concentration of standard sample

(1) Standard sample concentration input
Input the standard sample concentration in the input frame of
STANDARD dialog box in Item Parameter screen Page:1.
STANDARD
NAME
#1

*
*

#4

#2

#5

#3

#6

(2) Concentration calculation of end point assay
(Ax－Ab)
Cx＝ ―――――――× Cs
(As－Ab)

Cx

: Concentration of unknown sample

Ax

: Absorbance of unknown sample

Ab

: Absorbance of reagent blank

As

: Absorbance of standard sample

Cs

: Concentration of standard sample

(3) Concentration calculation of rate assay

T

Cx

: Concentration of unknown sample

(△Ax－△Ab)

△Ax

: Absorbance rate of unknown sample

Cx＝ ―――――――× Cs
(△As－△Ab)

△Ab
△As

: Absorbance rate of reagent blank
: Absorbance rate of standard sample

Cs

: Concentration of standard sample
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2.

Linear 2 (Multi(Multi - points Linear)
Multiple standard samples (2-6) and a blank sample make a linear
calibration line.

ABS

Sn

Asn
S3

As3
S2

As2
Ax
As1
Ab

S1
B

ABS

: Absorbance

Conc.

: Concentration

B

: Reagent blank

Ab

: Absorbance of reagent blank

Cb

: Concentration of reagent blank

Ax

: Absorbance of unknown sample

Cx

: Concentration of unknown
sample

Cs1

Cb

Cx

Cs2 Cs3

Csn
Conc.

Linear 2

S1-Sn

: Standard sample

As1-Asn : Standard sample absorbance
Cs1-Csn : Standard sample concentration

(1) Standard
Sta ndard sample concentration input
Input the standard sample concentrations in the input frame of
STANDARD Dialog box in Item Parameter screen Page:1.
STANDARD
NAME

*

#1

*

#4

*

#2

*

#5

*

#3

*

#6

*

Concentration can be
input up to 6
Input concentrations
from #1 in increasing
order.

(2) Concentration calculation of end point assay
1. Ax ≦ As1
(Cs1－0)
Cx＝(Ax－Ab)×―――――――
(As1－Ab)
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Cx

: Concentration of unknown sample

Ax

: Absorbance of unknown sample

Ab

: Absorbance of reagent blank

As#

: Absorbance of standard sample#

Cs#

: Concentration of standard sample#
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2. As1 ≦ Ax ≦ As2
(Cs2－Cs1)
Cx＝(Ax－As1)×――――――― ＋Cs1
(As2－As1)

3. As2 ≦ Ax ≦ As3
(Cs3－Cs2)
Cx＝(Ax－As2)×――――――― ＋Cs2
(As3－As2)

4. As3 ≦ Ax ≦ As4
(Cs4－Cs3)
Cx＝(Ax－As3)×――――――― ＋Cs3
(As4－As3)

5. As4 ≦ Ax ≦ As5
(Cs5－Cs4)
Cx＝(Ax－As4)×――――――― ＋Cs4
(As5－As4)

6. As5 ≦ Ax ≦ As6
(Cs6－Cs5)
Cx＝(Ax－As5)×――――――― ＋Cs5
(As6－As5)

T
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3.

Factor
A blank sample and a given factor make a linear calibration line.
ABS : Optical absorbance

ABS

Conc. : Concentration

Ax
Ab

B

B

: Reagent blank

Ab

: Absorbance of reagent blank

Cb

: Concentration of reagent blank

Cx

: Concentration of unknown
sample

Ax

Cx

Cb

: Absorbance of unknown sample

Conc.
Factor

( 1 ) Factor input
Input the factor into the input frame of Factor dialog box in Item
Parameter screen Page:1.

CALIBRATION
TYPE
FACTOR

( 2) Concentration
C oncentration calculation of end point assay
Cx＝(Ax－Ab) × F

Cx

: Concentration of unknown sample

Ax

: Absorbance of unknown sample

Ab

: Absorbance of reagent blank

F

: Factor

(3) Concentration calculation of rate assay

Cx＝(△Ax－△Ab) × F
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Cx

: Concentration of unknown sample

△Ax

: Absorbance rate of unknown sample

△Ab

: Absorbance rate of reagent blank

F

: Factor
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( 4 ) Factor calculation
Tv
F ＝ ―――
Sv

Tv

1
1
× ――― × ―――――― × 10 ６
L
(ε1－ε2)

: Total volume (micro-liter)＝ Sample volume x Dilution ratio＋ Reagent
volume

Sv

: Sample volume (micro-liter)

L

: Optical length (default＝ 10 mm)
The measured optical absorption data are converted to
10 mm optical lengths by system software.

ε 1 : Substrate molar light absorption coefficient (1/mol.cm) at
main wavelength.
ε 2 : Substrate molar light absorption coefficient (1/mol.cm) at
sub-wavelength.

The calculated factor value or the given factor value from the reagent
maker is used to convert the optical absorption to concentration.

T
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4. NonNon - linear
This logic makes the approximate curve using 2-6 standard samples
including a blank sample, as a calibration curve.

There are the following

five types.

4-1.

Logit.log 1

This logic is used for the calibration curve in which the absorbance converges
to the increase of concentration.
ABS
Asn
As3
As2
Ax

S3
S2

As1
Ab

Sn

S1

ABS

: Absorbance

Conc.

: Concentration

B

: Reagent blank

Ab

: Absorbance of reagent
blank

B
Cb

Cb Cs1

Cs2

Cx

Cs3

Csn
Conc.

: Concentration of
reagent blank

Ax

Logit.log1

: Absorbance of unknown
sample

Cx

: Concentration of
unkno wn

sample

S1-Sn

: Standard sample

A1-An

: Absorbance of standard
sample

C1-Cn

: Concentration of
standard sample

(1) Standard sample concentration input
Input the standard sample concentrations in the input frame of
STANDARD dialog box in Item Parameter screen Page:1.

STANDARD
NAME
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At least one standard
sample is necessary.

*

#1

*

#4

*

#2

*

#5

*

#3

*

#6

*

Concentrations can be
input up to 6.
Input concentrations
from #1 in increasing
order.
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(2) Concentration
Concentrati on calculation
Cx

Cx＝ (C＋Cb)

: Concentration of unknown
sample

Ax

: Absorbance or absorbance
rate of unknown sample

K
Ax＝Ab＋―――――――――――
(1＋exp(-a-b×lnC))

Cb

: Concentration of reagent blank

Ab

: Absorbance or absorbance rate
of reagent blank

K, a, b : Constants
(Calculated automatically）

1
C ＝ exp ―― (ln
b

T

Ax－Ab
―――――――
K－(Ax－Ab)

－ a)
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4-2.

Logit.log 2

This logic is used for the calibration curve in which the absorbance converges
to the increase of concentration.
As this logic uses more parameters than logit.log 1, better approximation
may be expected.
ABS

ABS
Asn
As3
As2
Ax

S3
S2

As1
Ab

Sn

S1
B
Cb Cs1

Cx

Cs3

Cs2

Csn
Conc.

: Absorbance

Conc. : Concentration
B

: Reagent blank

Ab

: Absorbance of reagent blank

Cb

: Concentration of reagent blank

Ax

: Absorbance of unknown sample

Cx

: Concentration of unknown sample

S1-Sn : Standard sample
A1-An : Absorbance of standard sample
C1-Cn : Concentration of standard sample

Logit.log 2

(1) Standard sample concentration input
Input standard sample concentrations in the input frame of
STANDARD dialog box in Item Parameter screen Page:1.

STANDARD
NAME

*

#1

*

#4

*

#2

*

#5

*

#3

*

#6

*

At least one standard sample is necessary.
Concentrations can be input up to 6.
Input concentrations from #1 in increasing order.
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(2) Concentration calculation
Cx＝ (C＋Cb)

Cx

: Concentration of unknown sample

Ax

: Absorbance or absorbance rate of
reagent blank

Cb

: Concentration of reagent blank

Ab

: Absorbance or absorbance rate of
reagent blank

K, a, b, c : Constants

（ Calculated automatically ）

K
Ax＝Ab＋―――――――――――――
(1＋exp(-a-b×lnC-c×C))

Calculate C by Newton approximation method

0 ＝a＋b×lnC＋c×C－ ln

T

(Ax－Ab)
―――――――――
(K－(Ax－Ab))
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4-3.

Spline

Connect absorption data of #I to #I+1 standard samples (I = 1 - n), taking
into the account of the data of #I-1 and #I+2 and adjust to make a smooth
calibration curve.
ABS : Absorbance
Conc. : Concentration

ABS
Asn
As3
As2
Ax
As1
Ab

Sn
S2

S3

B

: Reagent blank

Ab

: Absorbance of reagent blank

Cb

: Concentration of reagent
blank

S1
Ax

B
Cb Cs1

Cs2 Cs3 Csn
Cx
Conc.

: Absorbance of unknown
sample

Cx

: Concentration of unknown

S1-Sn : Standard sample

Spline sample

A1-An: Absorbance of standard
sample
C1-Cn: Concentration of standard
sample

(1) Standard sample concentration input
Input the standard sample concentrations in the input frame
of STANDARD dialog box in Item Parameter screen Page:1.
STANDARD
NAME

*

#1

*

#4

*

#2

*

#5

*

#3

*

#6

*

At least 2 standard samples are necessary.
Concentrations can be input up to 6.
Input concentrations from #1 in increasing order.
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(2) Concentration calculation

Cx : Concentration of unknown
sample

Cx＝ (C＋Cb)

Ax : Absorbance or absorbance rate
of unknown sample
Cb : Concentration of reagent
blank
Ab : Absorbance or absorbance rate
of reagent blank

Ax＝a(I)+b(I)･(C-C(J))+c(I)･(Cx-C(J)) ２+d(I)･(C-C(J)) ３
a(I),b(I),c(I),d(I): Constants (Calculated automatically)
I=1～N
Calculate C by Newton approximation method

f(C-C(J))=a(I)+b(I)･(C-C(J))+c(I)･(C-C(J)) ２+d(I)･(C-C(J)) ３-Ax

T

Increasing type

a(1) ≦ a(N) and a(1) ≧ Ax then C=C1

Decreasing type

a(1) ≧ a(N) and a(1) ≦ Ax then C=C1
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4-4.

Exponential

For being different from 4-1,4-2,4-3 above, this logic is used for the
calibration curve in which the absorbance diverges to the increase of
concentration.
ABS : Absorbance
Conc. : Concentration

ABS
Asn
As3
As2
Ax
As1
Ab

Sn
S2

S3

B

: Reagent blank

Ab

: Absorbance of reagent
blank

S1

Cb

: Concentration of reagent
blank

B
Cb Cs1

Ax

Cs2 Cs3 Csn
Cx
Conc.

: Absorbance of unknown
sample

Cx

Exponential

: Concentration of unknown
sample

S1-Sn : Standard sample
A1-An: Absorbance of standard
sample
C1-Cn: Concentration of standard
sample

(1) Standard sample concentration input
Input the standard sample concentrations in the input frame of
STANDARD dialog box in Item Parameter screen Page:1.

STANDARD
NAME

*

#1

*

#4

*

#2

*

#5

*

#3

*

#6

*

At least one standard sample is necessary.
Concentrations can be input up to 6.
Input concentrations from #1 in increasing order.
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(2) Concentration calculation
Cx

: Concentration of unknown
sample

Cx ＝ (C＋Cb)

Ax

: Absorbance or absorbance
rate of unknown sample

Cb

: Concentration of reagent
blank

Ab

: Absorbance or absorbance
rate of reagent blank

K, a, b, c : Constants
(Calculated automatically)

Ax ＝ Ab + K･exp(a･(lnC) + b･(lnC) ２ + c･(lnC) ３)

Calculate C by Newton approximation method
Ax-Ab
――――
K

a･(lnC)+b･(lnC) ２ +c･(lnC) ３ - ln

When K ＞ 0 and Ax ≦ Ab,

T

=0

C＝
＝0
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4-5.

Polynomial

This calibration curve is used for the case which optical absorbance
decreases as concentration increases.
ABS

ABS
Ab
As1
As2

Conc. : Concentration

B
S1
S2

Ax

S3

As3
Asn

Sn
Cb

: Absorbance

Cs1

Cs2 Cs3
Cx

Csn
Conc.

B

: Reagent blank

Ab

: Absorbance of reagent blank

Cb

: Concentration of reagent blank

Ax

: Absorbance of unknown sample

Cx

: Concentration of unknown
sample

S1-Sn : Standard sample
A1-An: Absorbance of standard

Polynomial

sample
C1-Cn: Concentration of standard
sample.

( 1) Standard sample concentration input
Input the standard sample concentrations in the input frame of
STANDARD dialog box in Item Parameter screen Page:1.
STANDARD
NAME

・At least one standard

*

#1

*

#4

*

#2

*

#5

*

#3

*

#6

*

sample is necessary.
・Concentrations can be
input up to 6.
・Input concentrations
from #1 in increasing
order.

(2) Concentration calculation
Cx ＝ (C＋Cb)

Cx

: Concentration of unknown sample

Ax

: Absorbance or absorbance rate of
unknown sample

Cb

: Concentration of reagent blank

Ab

: Absorbance or absorbance rate of
reagent blank

K, a, b, c : Constants
(Calculated automatically)

C ＝ K +（a×Ax）+ (b×Ax ２ ) + (c×Ax ３)
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2.2.5

ISE Module (Option)

ISE (ion selective electrode) measures electro-motive force (mV), induced by
ion concentration in the sample.
Four kinds of electrodes are used for the system.
Na
electrode : Sensitive only for Na ion in the sample.
K
electrode : Sensitive only for K ion in the sample.
Cl
electrode : Sensitive only for Cl ion in the sample.
Reference electrode : No ion selectivity

1. Calibration
One point calibration is done for every test.
For each test, both sample mV and Calibrator-1( Cal-1 ) mV are measured.
Two points calibration is done every morning, before the system starts to operate.
Calibrator-1(Cal-1) and Calibrator-2 (Cal-2) are measured and the slope,
ion concentration versus mV, is calculated for each item.
If the slope is out of the standard range, below, the electrode should be replaced.
If the slope of all electrodes is out of range, reference electrode should be checked.
decade Slope (mV/)
Na
K
Cl

2.

30.37 –73.40
29.45 –69.46
21.01 –68.71

Concentration calculation

Cx = Ca * 10^ [(Ex – Ea) / S]

Cx

: Concentration of unknown sample

Ca
Ex

: Concentration of Cal-1
: Electromotive force of unknown
sample
: Electromotive force of Cal-1
: Slope, measured by two points
calibration.

Ea
S

T

Range ( mmol/L )
Serum
Urine
70 – 200
10 – 200
1 – 20.0
1 - 100
70 – 200
10 – 200
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Chapter 3

Analysis Operation

The start-up operation and operation procedure are explained in this chapter.
3.1

Handling Caution --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ 3 - 2

3.2

StartStart-up Inspection --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ 3 - 3

3.3

Routine Operation ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------- 3 - 4

3.3.1

Start Up -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------- 3 - 5

3.3.2

Initialization of the
System------------------------------------------------------------------the System
-------------------------------- ---- 3 - 8

3.3.3

Reagent Setting / Bottle Parameter Renewal ------------ 3 - 9

3.3.4

Calibration Registration and Confirmation --------------- 3 - 1 4

3.3.5

Patient Sample Order Entry ----------------------------------------------------------------- -- 3 - 1 8

3.3.6

Calibration Sample Measurement
Measurement--------------------------------------------------------- 3 - 2 5

3.3.7

Patient Sample Measurement
Measurement -------------------------------- 3 - 2 7

3.3.8

Additional Sample Measurement ---------------------------- 3 - 29

3.3.9

STAT Sample Measurement ----------------------------------------------------------------- -- 3 - 3 3

3.3.10

Confirmation of the Measurement Results --------------- 3 - 3 6

3.3.11

Emergency Stop --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ 3 - 40

3.3.12

Shutdown ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- 3 - 4 1

3.3.13

Inspection at the End of Operation ----------------------- 3 - 4 3

3.4

3.4.1

Measurement of ReRe-run Samples --------------------------- 3 - 4 4

3.4.2

Measurement of Control Samples -------------------------- 3 - 50

3.4.3

Carryover Avoidance --------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------ 3 - 61

3.5
3. 5

ISE Setting and Measurement ---------------------------------------------------------------------- ------- 3 - 66

3.5.1

ISE Measurement Se
Setting
tting --------------------------------------------------------------------- ------ 3 - 66

3.5.2

ISE Calibration Order Entry ----------------------------------------------------------------- -- 3 - 66

3.5.3

ISE Calibration Measuring ------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- 3 - 67

3.5.4

ISE Calibration Measurement Results ------------------ 3 - 68

3.5.5

ISE Order Entry -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------- 3 - 69

3.5.6

ISE Measurement and Results ------------------------------- 3 - 69

3.5.7

Cleaning of Electrode --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 3 - 70

3.6
3. 6

T

Application on Various Operations ---------------------------------------------------------------- - 3 - 4 4

Barcode System for Samples ------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------- 3 - 71

3.6.1

Usable Blood Collecting Tubes ------------------------------ 3 - 71

3.6.2

Readable Codes --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ 3 - 71

3.6.3

Readable Digits ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------- 3 - 71

3.6.4

Barcode Label Position ------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------- 3 - 7 1

3.6.5

Setting of Blood Collecting Tubes --------------------------- 3 - 72

3.6.6

System Parameter Setting ------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- 3 - 72

3.6.7

Patient Sample Order Entry ---------------------------------------------------------------- - 3 - 73

3.6.8
3.6. 8

Patient Sample Measurement -------------------------------- 3 - 73

3.6.9
3.6. 9

Confirmation of Reading of Sample ID ------------------- 3 - 73

3.1

Handling Caution

1. Do not put reagents or samples on the top of the system.
2. Do not replace samples while the sample tray or the sample probe is
rotating.
Please replace samples while they are not moving.
3. Do not touch the moving parts such as sample probe, reagent probe,
reaction tray, reagent tray or sampler, while in operation.
4. Do not remove nor set the sampler cover and the reagent tray cover,
while in operation.
5. Please ask service engineer to inspect the inside of the system or the
parts replacement of the system, if there are not any other directions.
Mixing unit #2

Mixing unit #1

Washing station for cuvette

Sample probe

Reagent tray

Reagent probe

Reaction tray

System top view
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3.2 StartStart - up Inspection
Check the following points, before turning power on or starting measurement.
Reagent probe
Sample probe

Printer

Confirm that there is no dirt, no bend
nor droplet at the tip of the sample
probe and of the reagent probe.
Make sure there is no liquid leakage on
the sample pump or the reagent pump.
Refer to “Chapter 5 Maintenance”,
if you find any trouble.
Is there printing paper enough?
If not, please refer to “Chapter 2

Reagent pump

Sample pump

Function and Principle 2.1.1 (9)”.

Front view
Is deionizedd water enough in the
Water reservoir

water reservoir? (10 liter)
Consumption of deionized water
is around 3.5 liter/hour.
If the residual amount is less than
2.5 liter, sampling will be stopped
and an alarm is given.
Is cleaning solution enough in the

Cleaning solution
reservoir

cleaning solution reservoir? (3 liter)
Check acid and alkaline solutions.
Consumption of washing solution is
around 960mL for 5 hour-operation.
If the residual amount is less than
240mL, sampling will be stopped

Drainage reservoir

and an alarm is given.
Is the drainage reservoir empty? (10L)
Drainage is about 3.5 liter/hour.
3 hour-continuous-operation is possible.
If the liquid volume reaches to 9 liter,
sampling will be stopped and an alarm
is given.

T
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3.3 Routine Operation
Procedure of the routine operation is explained, considering that
the minimum analysis condition of the routine operation is prepared.
If the analysis parameter is not yet set, please refer to “Chapter 4
Screen Operation and Programming”.
The routine operation procedure is the followings.

3.3.1

StartStart - up

3.3.2

Initialization

3.3.3

Reagent Setting, Bottle Parameter Renewal

3.3.4

Calibration Registration and Confirmation

3.3.5

Order Entry of Patient
Patie nt Sample

3.3.6

Measurement of Calibration Sample

3.3.7

Measurement of Patient Sample

3.3.8

Measurement of Additional Sample

3.3.9

STAT Measurement

3.3.10 Confirmation of Test Results
3.3.11 Emergency Stop
3.3.12 Shutdown
3.3.13 Inspection at the End of Operation

3-4
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3.3.1 Start Up
1. Turn ON the main
m ain power switch on the rear panel.
If the switch is already ON for cooling the reagent,
you do not need this step.

2. Turn ON the workstation switch.
The workstation starts working and the version information screen
is shown, and then the Main Control screen appears.
Status Monitor

Temperature Monitor

Main Control screen

3. Turn ON the system
syste m power switch on the left side panel of the
system.
1) [Program Down-Loading. ] message is shown in the center
of the screen and the loading percentage is also shown.
When the loading is completed, this message disappears.
Program Down-Loading ...

100％
Program Down-Loading... dialog box
T
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2) [Parameter Down-Loading] message follows.
When the loading is completed, the massage disappears and the
screen changes into the Main Control screen.
The temperature monitor and the status monitor at the upper
right of the screen change into [WARM-UP] and [IDLE].

Main Control screen
3) The voice message, “Warm-up finished”, is heard when the
temperature of the reaction tray reaches to 37 Celsius degrees,
and the following dialog box comes up in the center.
The temperature monitor at the upper right turns from
[WARM-UP] to [TEMP-OK].
Analyzer Status
TEMP OK
OK

Note

The stand-by state means the temperature monitor shows
[TEMP-OK], and it will take around 25 minutes after
turning on the system switch.

4) Click

3-6

OK

button to clear dialog box.
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4. Initialize the system.
Refer to the next chapter, 3.3.2 Initialization of the system.

CAUTION
In case that the main system power switch and the power switch of
personal computer are turned OFF, DO NOT turn them ON within
three seconds.
When ISE option is built in, DO NOT turn the system ON again
within one minute.

T
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3.3.2 Initialization of the System

1. Click

Ready

button in the Main Control screen .
Click

Main Control screen
1) Each mechanism of the system moves to the home position
(the starting position) and stops there.
2) During initialization movement, the status monitor shows [INIT].

2. If initialization finishes normally, the stat
.
sta t us monitor shows [Ready]
Note

If initialization finishes abnormally, an error message
appears.
Please refer to “Chapter 6 Alarm Function”.
Initialization works even while the temperature monitor
shows [WARM-UP].
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3.3.3 Reagent Setting / Bottle Parameter Renewal
1. Click

Bottle

button in the Main
Main Control screen.

Click

Main Control screen
The Bottle Parameter screen is shown.

FILL button

Bottle Parameter screen

2. Remove the reagent tray cover and set the reagent bottle to the
reagen
reag ent
en t tray, confirming the registered position number on the
screen.
T
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Note

There are three kinds of bottles, 20mL, 40mL and
60mL.
For 36 test items (option), there are two kinds of the
reagent bottles, 13mL and 25mL.

3. Bottle Parameter renewal operation
If you have no renewal, click

Exit

button to return to the Main

Control screen.

(1) Renewal of reagent residual amount.
When you need to set the newly prepared reagent, please follow
the procedure for the renewal of the residual reagent.
1)

Click the check counter box to renew.
The color of the box turns from white to green.

2) Press

Ctrl

key of PC. (For volume input)
The reagent volume input box is shown.

Test Volume
mL

3) Input the prepared reagent volume (unit in mL), and then
press

Enter

key.

- The check counter for the residual amount of reagent is
renewed.

Note

Renewal can be done by inputting how many reagent
tests are performed, without pressing
then pressing

Enter

Ctrl

key, and

key.

When the position to change is not on the screen, look
for it, clicking ▲ or ▼ in the scroll bar on the right
of the box.
If clicking

FILL

button, the test counts of all the items are

set all together.
In case of the double-reagent-system, the smaller number of
residual test counts (R1 or R2) is selected and the same number
is inputted for both R1 and R2 automatically.
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(2) Registration of test item
If a box of the right side column of the position number is empty,
you can put a new Test Item in the position.
1) Move the cursor to the blank R1/R2 box and click.
The color of the box turns from white to green.
2) Move the cursor to the Item List and click the item you
want to register.
The back color of the item turns from white to blue.
3) Double-click the Item.
The item number, the item name, the reagent composition R1
or R2 will be written in the designated position automatically.
Note

When changing test item, click
Control screen and then click

Round
Save

on the Main

button.

(3) Deletion of Test Items
If you need to delete Test Items, follow the following procedure.
1) Move the cursor to the R1/R2 box of the item to be deleted
and click.
2) Click

Line Clear

button.

The following dialog box appears.

Confirmation of deletion dialog box.
3) Click

OK

button to delete.

If you do not want to delete, click

Cancel .

The dialog box disappears.
Note

When you make the deletion, click
Control screen and then click

T

Save

Round

in the Main

button.
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(4) Setting the
th e alarm level of the residual amount of reagent by
the test repetition numbers
number s
An alarm is given, when the residual test number coincides with the
set number.
1) Click * of
2) Input
Note

Alarm

*

box.

Desired test number
*

, then press

Enter

key.

leads you to move the cursor to this box and

input by key on PC.

(5) Setting the stop level of the residual amount of reagent by
the test repetition numbers
Sampling is stopped and the subsequent analyzing is stopped when
the residual test number coincides with the set number.
1) Click * of
2) Input

4. Clicking

Test Stop

*

box.

Desired test number , and then press

Update

Enter

button
button saves
save s the new information .

The following dialog box is shown.

Confirmation of saving dialog box
1) Click

OK

button to save.

Dialog box disappears.
Click
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Cancel

button if you do not want to save.

key.
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5. Click

Exit

button in the bottle parameter screen
screen to finish the

program.
The display goes back to the Main Control screen.

T
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3.3.4

Calibration Registration and Confirmation

For the test items which need calibration, the registration of the standard
sample number (including blank sample) and the sampling repetition
count is necessary.

Order entry is also necessary.

After the calibration, absorbance data are shown and also the latest four
data are shown as the reference data.

1. Explanation of calibration parameter
paramete r screen .
Click

CALIB

button in the Main Control screen.

Click

Main Control screen
The following screen appears.

Calibration Parameter screen

3-14
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Upper part of Calibration Parameter screen
Based on the bottle parameter information, the test items are
written in order of item number automatically.
The right side column of BLK ODR (blank order) is divided into
two rows ; the upper row is for the standard sample number and
the repetition count and the lower row is for the latest
absorbance data.
The back color of the selected box turns green.
At the lower part of the screen, the latest four results are
shown in order.
Note

When the item is not on the screen, look for it, clicking
▲ or ▼ in the scroll bar on the right side.

2. Calibration registration procedure.
When adding or correcting the contents of registration, perform the
following procedure. If not, follow the procedure of Section 4 to operate.

(1) Registration of Test Items
When a test item was added, it is written automatically according
to the bottle parameter information.
1) Click BLK (blank sample) box of the item name to be added.
Input

Blank sample number

, and press

Enter

key.

2) Click Standard sample-1 box of the item name to be registered.
Input

T

Standard sample number

, then press

Enter

key.
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3) Wait till the repetition count of sampling is inputted
automatically.
The back color of the box turns green.
Input

Sampling repetition count , then press

Enter

key.

The cursor automatically moves to STD-2 (Standard sample-2) box.
Repeat 2) and 3), when there are more standard samples.
4) For standard sample measurement registration, click

CH ODR

box on the left side.
⋁ mark appears in the box if accepted.
5) For blank sample measurement registration, click

BLK ODR

check box.
⋁ mark appears in the box if accepted.

(2) Correction of the registered test item
1) Click the Standard sample number or the repetition count of
the test item to be corrected.
The back color of the position turns blue.
2) Input

Note

Correct number

, then press

Enter

key.

When there are multiple standard samples and you
modify the sample number of STD-1, the numbers of
other samples are automatically assigned sequentially.

3. Saving procedure for registration and correction .
1) Click

Update

button.

The following dialog box appears.
Calibration Parameter
Data save. OK ?
OK

Cancel

Confirmation dialog box
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2) Click

OK

button.

Calibration parameters are saved.
If you do not want to save, click

Cancel

button.

The dialog box disappears.

4. Finishing the calibration parameter registration and confirmation
Click

Exit

button.

The display goes back to the Main Control screen.
Note

If you click

Exit

button before saving operation,

the following dialog box appears.

Calibration Parameter
Data is not saved. OK ?
OK

Cancel

Confirmation dialog box

Note

If you click

OK

button, the display goes back to the

Main Control screen without saving.
Click

Cancel

button to go back to the Calibration

Parameter screen.

T
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3.3.5 Patient Sample Order E ntry
There are three ways for order entry.
Order entry of individual test item for each patient sample
Profile order entry (pre-set test items) for each patient sample
Group order entry (same items) for a patient sample group

1. Click

Order

button
butt on in the Main Control screen.

Click

Main Control screen
Order Entry screen appears.

Order Entry screen
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Ordered test items based on the Bottle Parameter information
are shown at the bottom of the screen.

2. Individ
Indivi d ual Test O rder Entry for each sample

Upper left of Order Entry screen
1)

File Date

: The date of built-in clock is automatically shown.

2)

R. Round

: The round number is shown. Default setting is 1(one).

3)

Sample No.

: Click

Sample No.

Then press

Enter

, and input the number.
key

As the sample numbers, input the following numbers.
Patient samples

: 1 ~ 400

Control samples

: C7 ~ C66

STAT samples

: E1 ~ E50

If you input the sample number, the corresponding
tray # and the sample kind appear automatically.
4)

# of Asp

: Input the measuring repetition number.
Default setting is 1(one), but you can set up to 10.
Click

# of Asp

Input

Repetition count (1 - 10)

Then press
5)

Type

T

key.

: Select one out of Serum, Urine and Plasma in the
list box.

6)

Enter

box.

Default setting is Serum.

Control Kind : Select the control sample registered in the list box.
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7)

Samp. Status : Sampling status is shown automatically.

8)

Sample kind : Select either Patient sample or Control sample.
(Standard sample and STAT sample are shown
automatically.)
Default setting is Standard sample.

9)

Order Status : Select either Normal or Rerun.
Default setting is Normal.

10) Input the patient information.
When clicking

Patient

in the Order Entry screen, [ Patient

Information ] screen appears.

Patient Information screen
In case of new registration

: Click

New Registration

button

and input the information.
In case of saved registration

: Search the patient, clicking
Search

button, or select one out

of the patient list.
11) To finish the input of the patient information, click

Exit

button.

The display goes back to the Order Entry screen.
Patient ID number, patient name, blood collecting date, etc.
will be written automatically.
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12) If there is any comment for the patient, you can input the comment
in Comment 2 in the Order Entry screen. You can select Comment 1
from the list box to use.
13) Select the test item to be measured out of the test items displayed
by clicking.
NAME
< LDH

Dil
✳

< ALB
The check mark will appear on the left and the color of the name
will turn from black to blue.
To cancel, click the item name once more.
14) When the sample is diluted to be measured, double click ∗ in the
dilution rate box.

The dilution rate list will be shown on the right.

Select the dilution rate out of the list.
When to modify the rate or cancel, double click and select one
in the list.
15) Register the substances shown on the display.

Click

Order

button.

As the sample number advances automatically, you can continue to
perform the Order Entry.
When to delete the substances, click

Delete

button.

3. Profile order entry
For the profile registration, please refer to “Chapter 4, 4.11.2. Profile
Registration Screen”.
1) Click

Profile

button on the Order Entry screen.

The following box appears in the screen.

Select Profile screen

T
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2) Select Profile from the left list box.
Double-click the Profile Name to select.
Selected profile is shown on the right box.
Note

You can select the profiles up to four.
Selected profile will be automatically shown under

Profile

button in the Order Entry screen.
3) Click

Close

Note

button to close the dialog box.
The check mark will be automatically shown on the left of
the item name to measure, if accepted.

4) Register the substances shown on the display.
Click

Order

button in the Order Entry screen.

As the sample number advances automatically, you can continue to
perform the Order Entry.
5) Click

Delete

button to delete the substances.

4. Group Order Entry of the same Test Items
1) Click

G.Order

button.

The following dialog box appears in the center of the screen.

Group Order dialog box
2) The sample number of the current Order Entry screen is automatically
entered as the starting sample number.
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Note

If you want to change the starting sample number,
input the proper sample number on the Order Entry
screen once again.

3) Input the end sample number of the group into the box of
End Sample No.
4) Clicking

OK

, then press

Enter

key.

button, the Order is registered.

To cancel Group Order Entry, click

Cancel

button.

Group Order Entry dialog box disappears.
Note

Be sure not to enter the sample number under
measurement between the starting sample number and
the end sample number.

(The measurement results

cannot be saved correctly.)

5. Deletion of G roup Entry
1) When clicking

G.Delete

button on the Order Entry screen,

the following dialog box appears in the center of the screen.

Group Delete dialog box
2) The sample number of the current Order Entry screen is automatically
entered as the starting sample number of the Group Deletion.
Note

If you want to change the starting sample number of
deletion, please input the proper sample number.

3) Input the end sample number of the group deletion in the box of
End Sample No.

T

, then press

Enter

key.
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4) Clicking

OK

button, the Group Order is deleted.

If you do not want to delete, click

Cancel

button.

The Group Delete dialog box disappears.

6. End of O rder Entry operation
Click

Exit

button.

The display goes back to the Main Control screen.
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3.3.6 Calibration Sample Measurement
Calibration tray is used for the calibration sample measurement.
The calibration tray has 30 positions outside and 17 positions inside for
blank samples and standard samples, and 6 positions for the control
samples and one position for the standard sample for ISE.

1. Click

Standard

button and set the blank and standard samples on

the calibration tray, confirming the Calibration Parameter screen.
Calibration Order Entry is done in the Calibration Parameter screen.
Please refer to “3.3.4 Calibration registration and confirmation”.
2. Set the calibration tray to the sampler unit.
The sample tray number in the Main Control screen turns from
[None] to [Cal.].
The following explanation is for the procedure after setting the
measurement of each item.
3. Click

Start

button in the Main Control screen.

Click

Click

Main Control screen
The status monitor display turns from [READY] to [RUN] on
the Main Control screen.
The results printout will start around 17 minutes after the
measurement starts.

T
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4. At the end of sampling, “Sampling is finished” is announced and
the following dialog box appears on the screen.
The status monitor display turns from [RUN] to [S.STOP].
Analyzer Status
SAMPLING STOP
OK
Sampling stop dialog box
After confirming the message, click

OK

button.

The sampling stop dialog box disappears from the screen.
Note

If you want to stop sampling while in operation, click
S.STOP

button.

Sampling will stop from the next test item.

5. After printing out of all the results and finishing pre-determined
operation, the system stops automatically.

Then “Measurement

is finished” is announced and the following dialog box appears on
the screen.
The status monitor display turns from [S.STOP] to [END].
Analyzer Status
END OF RUN
OK
END OF RUN dialog box

After confirmation, click

OK

button.

The END OF RUN dialog box disappears
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3.3.7 Patient Sample Measurement
The patient sample tray is used for the patient sample measurement.
The patient sample tray has 30 patient sample positions outside and
10 inside, and 10 control sample positions and 5 STAT sample positions
inside.
As the patient sample tray, 10 trays (from No.1 to NO.10) are
prepared, and two trays (No.1 and No.2) are supplied as the standard
accessories.
Sampling order is decided in ascending order of Item Number.

1. Set the samples on the patient tray, checking the sample numbers
on the Order Entry screen.

And set the tray to the sampler unit.

Main Control screen
The patient tray number on the Main Control screen turns from
[None] to [ #1].

2. Click

Start

(In case of No.1 tray setting.)

button.

The measurement starts at once.
The status monitor display turns from [READY] to [RUN].
The results printout will start around 12 minutes after the
measurement starts.

3. At the end of sampling, “Sampling is finished” is announced and
the following dialog box appears on the screen.
T
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The status monitor display turns from [RUN] to [S.STOP].
Analyzer Status
SAMPLING STOP
OK
Sampling stop dialog box
After confirmation, click

OK

button.

The sampling stop dialog box disappears from the screen.
Note

1. If you want to stop sampling, while in operation, click
S.Stop

button.

Sampling will stop from the next item.
2. When you click

S.Stop

button, the following dialog

box appears.
S.STOP
SAMPLING STOP
OK

Cancel

Sampling stop dialog box
If you want to stop sampling, click
click

Cancel

OK

button, and if not,

button.

4. After printing out all the results and finishing pre-determined
operation, the system stops automatically.

Then “Measurement is

finished” is announced and the following dialog box appears on the
screen .
The status monitor display turns from [S.STOP] to [END].
Analyzer Status
END OF RUN
OK
END OF RUN dialog box
After confirmation, click

OK

button.

The END OF RUN dialog box disappears.
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3.3.8
3.3. 8 Additional Sample Measurement
It is possible to add samples while the system is in operation and
before sampling stops.

These orders are entered following to the last

sample of already registered, and the samples are measured following to
the last sample already registered.
Therefore, the order of already registered samples cannot be changed.
After sampling stops or in the ready state, the order entry of the
additional samples is possible without restriction.

1. Operation,
Operation , while in analyzing and before sampling stop.
There are two cases; one is the addition to the same tray and the other
is the addition using the other tray.

They are explained individually.

(1) Add to the same tray
1) Let the Main Control screen show and click
2) Click

Order

S.Stop

button.

button on the Main Control screen.

- The Order Entry screen appears.
3) The sample numbers of additional samples should be the
successive numbers of the last sample of already registered.
4) Wait till sampling stops.
Click

S.Stop

button on the Main Control screen if necessary.

5) At the end of sampling, “Sampling is finished” is announced
and the following dialog box appears on the screen.
The status monitor display turns from [RUN] to [S.STOP].
Analyzer Status
SAMPLING STOP
OK
Sampling stop dialog box

T
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6) After confirmation, click

OK

button.

The sampling stop dialog box disappears from the screen.
7) Set the additional samples to the sample tray.
8) Click

Exit

button on the Order Entry screen.

The Order Entry screen disappears and the display goes back to
the Main Control screen.

Click

Tray No.
display

Click

Main Control screen
9) Click

Start

button.

Analyzing restart.
The status monitor display turns from [S.STOP] to [RUN].

(2) Using the other tray
1) Click

Order

button on the Main Control screen.

The Order Entry screen appears.
2) Enter the order of the additional samples.
3) Click

Exit

button on the Main Control screen.

The Order Entry screen disappears and the Main Control screen
appears.
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4) Wait till sampling stops.
Click

S.Stop

button on the Main Control screen if necessary.

5) At the end of sampling, “Sampling is finished” is announced
and the following dialog box appears on the screen.
The status monitor display turns from [RUN] to [S.STOP].
Analyzer Status
SAMPLING STOP
OK
Sampling stop dialog box
6) After confirmation, click

OK

button.

The sampling stop dialog box disappears from the screen.
7) Set the sample tray with samples to the sampler unit.
9) Click

Start

button in the Main Control screen.

Analyzing restarts.
The status monitor display turns from [S.STOP] to [RUN].

2. Operation while in ssampling
ampling stop or the status monitor is
R eady .
The sample numbers are not necessarily assigned successively after the
preceding number.
Please put the corresponding sample numbers to the using tray.
If you use the same sample number that is used once before, the
contents of the Test Item Order Entry of the former test will be
over-written and lost.
1)

Click

Order

button in the Main Control screen.

The Order Entry screen appears.
2)

T

Enter the order for the additional samples.
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3)

Set the samples on the patient tray, confirming the sample
numbers on the Order Entry screen.
And set the tray to the sampler unit.

4)

Click

Exit

button on the Order Entry screen.

The Order Entry screen disappears and the Main Control
screen appears.
5)

Click

Start

button on the Main Control screen.

Analyzing restarts.
The status monitor display turns from [S.STOP] or [READY]
to [RUN].
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3.3.9
3.3. 9

STAT Sample Measurement

If an operator enters a STAT order while in operation, the system
gives priority to STAT sample for measuring.
There are five STAT sample positions on the inner circle of the patient
sample tray.

1. Click

S tat

button on the Main Control screen.

Click

Main Control screen
After finishing all aspirations of the current samples, the system
goes into the state of sampling stop.
The STAT confirmation dialog box appears.
STAT
STAT treatment
OK

Cancel

STAT confirmation dialog box

2. Click

OK

button.
button .

If you want to stop STAT treatment, click

Cancel

button.

After finishing the sampling of the item, which was under measurement at
the moment of clicking

T

OK

button, STAT sample breaks into measurement.
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1) The STAT operation dialog box appears.

Input

STAT operation dialog box
2)

Start No.
Stop No.

Note

*

Input the starting number of STAT sample.

*

Input the last number of STAT sample.

Five positions for each patient sample tray are reserved
for STAT samples.

For example, E1 – E5 positions for

No.1 tray, E6 – E10 for No.2 tray and so on.
Moreover, you can use any position for STAT samples by
inputting STAT sample position numbers in “Start No.” and
“Stop No.”.

In this case, the system will give priority to

the samples for measurement.

3. Click

Order

button on the Main Control screen.

1) The Order Entry screen appears.
Input sample No.

Order Entry screen
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2) Input the sample position numbers which you want to measure as
STAT samples corresponding to the tray number in operation.
When the system is in the ID mode, change Sample kind into STAT
and then input the sample numbers, E*.
Note

The Order Entry procedure is the same as the patient
samples.

Please refer to “3.3.5 Patient sample order entry”.

When STAT sample breaks in at standard sample position in
ID mode, the ID at the indicated position will have priority.
(Barcode label is necessary.)
There is no problem even STAT sample breaks in after Order
Entry is completed.
3) After completing the Order Entry, click

Exit

button.

The Main Control screen appears.

4. Set the STAT samples on the sample tray.
The STAT samples up to five can be set.

5. Click

Stat

button on the STAT operation dialog box.

After finishing the current sampling, analyzing of the STAT
samples starts.

6. When the sampling of the STAT samples is finished, the system
goes back into the state before the STAT sampling, and restarts
sampling of the following patient samples.
7. The results printout of the STAT samples starts around 12 minutes
after sampling is over.
Note

Do not perform break-in of STAT sample during the measurement
of other STAT samples.
- The system might not normally operate.
Do not double-click the start button of STAT.
- The system might not normally operate.

T
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3.3.10
(Pr intout)
3.3. 10 Confirmation of the Measurement Results (Printout)
The measurement results are checked by the results printout and the
reaction process monitor.

For confirmation of the measurement results of

Control Samples, please refer to “3.4.2 Control Sample Measurement”.

1. Print out of Calibration measurement results
S.No : 2004 CALIBRATOR
(2000/06/03 09:43:24)
ID
[
]
NAME [
]
Item

Result

NR

M

S

Sample number Sample kind
year/month/day/hour/minute/second
Sample ID number
Patient name

RC#

TPLA

0.1856

815

TPLA

0.1809

816

TPLA

0.1791

817

……

0.1800

An example of printout (In case of 3 times measurements)
The following information is printed out as the test results of
calibration.
1) ITEM

:

Item name

2) RESULT

:

Measurement results (Absorbance value)
In case of multiple measurements, the mean
value is shown in the same line of …….

3) NR

:

In case the value got out of the normal range,
LOW or HIGH is printed out.
When dilution was performed, dilution rate
precedes to be printed.
Ex. In case of 100 times dilution, D100.

4) M

:

Data message flag

Refer to page 3-38.

5) S

:

Short liquid check flag

6) RC#

:

Registration number of reaction process monitor

Refer to page 3-39.

data
1. In case of plural measurements, as an average calculation,
the most deviated datum is ignored.
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In this example, S. No. S2, the datum 0.1856 is ignored.
0.1800 which is an average of 0.1809 and 0.1791, is taken
as the result of sample number S2.
2. As the memory capacity of reaction monitor data, 9999 tests
are prepared.
If the stored data exceed the capacity, the oldest data will be
over-written and lost.

2. Printout of patient sample test results
The measurement results of patient sample are checked on the printout,
the measurement result screen and the reaction monitor.
The printout is explained in this section.
Refer to 4.3 Review & Edit for the measurement result screen, and 4.5
Reaction Curve Monitor for the reaction monitor screen.
Sample number Sample kind
year/month/day/hour/minute/second
Sample ID number
Patient name

S.No : 9
Type : Serum
(2000/06/30 11:03:44)
ID [
]
NAME [
]
Item

Result

NR

CRP45

0.35

T-CHO

185.1

ALB

M

S

LOW

RC#
820
821

*******

822

ITEM Result
NR
No Cup or No Tube

M

S

RC#

An example of patient sample test results printout
The following information is printed out as the test results of
patient sample.
1) ITEM

: Item names in order of measurements

2) Result

: Measurement results
If not calculated because of no CAL data or other
reasons, ***** is printed out.

3) NR

: In case that the value was out of the normal range,
LOW or HIGH is printed out.
When dilution was performed, dilution rate
precedes to be printed.

T
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Ex. In case of 100 times dilution, D100.
4) M

: Data message flag

5) S

: Short liquid check flag

6) RC#

: Registration number of reaction process monitor data.

7) No Cup or No Tube : In case that the cup was not detected.

1. In case of plural measurements, the average is taken as the result.
2. As the memory capacity of reaction monitor data, 9999 tests are
prepared.
If stored data exceed the capacity, the oldest data will be
over-written and lost.

3. Check flag
There are two flags; data message flag (M) and short liquid check
flag (S).
SNo : 9 Type : Serum
(2000/06/03 10:13:54)
ID
[
]
NAME [
]
Item RESULT NR
M
T-CHO

183.2

CRP45

0.35

*

S
*

RC#
820
821

In case of ISE, an error code
is input in five digits.

An example of patient sample test results printout

(1) Data message flag (M)
The kinds of data message flags are as follows.
Data message flags have the orders of priority.

If multiple messages

would occur, the message with the highest priority will be printed out.
The following messages are shown in order of priority.
Also, the dilution rate will be printed out in this section, if the sample
is diluted.
C

Cell blank is out of 0.001 - 0.370 Abs. range.

B

Absorbance rate of main wavelength, which canceled cell blank
value, is lower than [ABSORBANCE LIMIT LOW], at all the
measuring points or the first measuring point.
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G

Absorbance rate of main wavelength, which canceled cell blank
value, is higher than [ABSORBANCE LIMIT HIGH], at all the
measuring points or the first measuring point.

L

In case of RATE assay
…Linearity check result exceeds [LINEARITY CHECK].

P

Prozone is detected. The reading exceeds the upper or lower limit.

E

In case of END point measurement
--- The range of absorbance of main wavelength, which canceled
cell blank value, is larger than [Endpoint Limit] at any
measuring point.
--- The absorbance is higher than [ABSORBANCE LIMIT HIGH].

T

Reaction tray temperature is out of the set temperature plus-minus
0.1 Celsius degrees, while measurement.

t

While warming-up.
In case of ISE, an error code is input in five digits.
Refer to the chapter 6, ISE Error Code for the details.
Note

“While warming-up” means the time when the temperature
of reaction tray has not yet reached to the set temperature
plus-minus 0.3 Celsius degrees in four minutes after the
system power is turned on.

(2) Short sample/reagent check flag (LEVEL)
Short liquid check flags are put in S column.

T

S

Shortage of sample

R1

Shortage of 1st reagent

R2

Shortage of 2nd reagent

RR

Shortage of both 1st and 2nd reagents

SR

Shortage of sample and 1st reagent

SR

Shortage of sample and 2nd reagent

SR

Shortage of sample, 1st reagent and 2nd reagent
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3.3.11
3.3. 11 Emergency Stop
After starting up measurement, if you find something unusual, caused by
mis-operation or some other reasons, and want to stop immediately,
follow the procedure below.
Please note, emergency stop deletes all the information under
measurement except already printed out.

1. Click

E. S top

button on the Main Control screen

Click
Main Control screen
Emergency stop confirmation dialog box appears in the center
of the screen.
E. Stop
Emergency Stop
OK

Cancel

Emergency stop confirmation dialog box

2. Click

OK

button in the dialog box.

All the analyzing operation stops.
If you cancel emergency stop, click

Cancel

button.

3. When you restart measurement, initialization of the system is
necessary.
Please refer to “3.3.2 Initialization”.
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3.3.12
3.3. 12 Shutdown

Following the procedure below, proceed to shut down operation then turn
OFF power switch.

1. Click

Exit

button on the Main Control screen.

Click
Main Control screen
Program stop confirmation dialog box appears in the center
of the screen.

Program stop confirmation dialog box

2. When shutting down, click

OK

When canceling shutdown, click
When clicking

OK

button in the dialog box.
Cancel

button

button, [System shutdown] message appears

in the center of the screen.

And PC will be shutdown by the closing

operation of Windows.
Note

It is programmed that the shutdown operation will
not be performed in measurement or in the state of
sampling stop.

T
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3. Turn OFF the system switch at the left side panel of the
system.
system .
Even you turn OFF the above mentioned switch in 2, the reagent
cooler is still working.
If you do not use the system for a certain period of time, turn
OFF the main switch on the rear panel of the system.
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3.3.13
3.3. 13 Inspection at the End of Operation
As the preparation for the following day, please check or treat as follows.
Reagent probe
Sample probe

Printer

Wipe out the sample probe and the
reagent probe if there is any dirt or
droplet.
If there is any leakage of the sample or
reagent pump, treat it.
Refer to “Chapter 5 Maintenance”.
Remove the reagent from the sample
tray.

Reagent pump

Sample pump

Sample probe cleaning

Wipe out spilled sample or reagent
on the system with a cloth, which is
dipped once into water or neutral
detergent solution and squeezed out.

Empty the drainage reservoir (10 L).

Drainage reservoir

T
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3.4
3. 4

Application on Various Operations

3.4.1 Measurement of ReRe - run Samples
There are two kinds of re-run ;

batch re-run which is performed by

manual operation after measurement results are given, and automatic rerun which is performed automatically by setting re-run condition for each
item before measurement.

1. ReRe-run by manual operation
1 - 1 . The flow of operation
1) Initialization of the system.
2) Confirmation of the residual amount of reagent.
3) Order entry of re-run samples
4) Measurement of re-run samples
5) Confirmation of the test results

1 - 2. Operation
( 1) Initialization of the system
Click

Ready

button on the Main Control screen to initialize

the system.
Note

If re-run operation follows the routine operation
directly, initialization is not necessary.

(2) Confirmation
Confirm ation of the residual amount of reagent
1) Open the bottle parameter screen by clicking

Bottle

button on the Main Control screen.
2) Confirm the residual amount of reagent for the items to re-run.
Refer to “3.3.3 Reagent Setting/Bottle Parameter Renewal”.
If the amount is not enough, set newly prepared reagent.
When you set newly prepared reagent to the system, it is
necessary to do calibration for the test item.
Refer to “3.3.4 Calibration Registration and Confirmation”.
3) After the confirmation, click
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(3) Order entry of rere - run sample
1) To open order entry screen, click

Order

button on the Main

Control screen.

Order Entry screen
2) Click sample number box, and input sample number for re-run.
(In ID mode, input the Sample ID in Sample ID box.)

Order Entry screen
Input

Sample No.

, and then press

Enter

key.

When the Sample Number is registered, the corresponding
tray # and sample kind appear automatically.
3) Select “Rerun” by clicking ▼ on the right side in Order Status
input box.
4) Input the sampling repetition count and press
Input “Sampling repetition count (1-10)” in
Enter

T

Enter

key.

# of Asp , and press

key.
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5) Select test items for re-run
<

LDH

<

ALB

*

Dilution ratio box

To select test item, move the cursor to the box □
of the item name and click. (*mark above)
Note

When selected, < mark appears in the □ and the
item name turns from black to red.
If clicking the item again, the order is cancelled.

6)

If the re-run sample is diluted, double click * in dilution
ratio box.
Dilution ratio list appears.
Select the dilution ratio from the list.
When you change the ratio or cancel, double-click to show the
list again to select.

7) Click

Entry

Note

button.

Sample number advances in number automatically.
You can continue to perform the order entry.
Re-run order entry also can be done on the Review &
Edit screen by clicking the items in the column of TEST.

8) Completing the Order Entry, click

Exit

button.

Finishing this program, the display returns to the Main Control
screen.

(4) Measurement of rere - run sample
Operation is the same as the patient sample measurement.
Click

Start

button on the Main Control screen.

Measurement starts at once.
The status monitor display turns from [READY] to [RUN]
on the Main Control screen.
Results printout starts about 12 minutes after measurement starts.
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(5) Confirmation
Confirm ation of the test results
Operation is the same as the patient sample operation.
If you want to compare the results with the former results,
click

R&E

button on the Main Control screen.

The following Review and Edit screen appears.

Input Sample No..

The last
result

Re-run
result
Re-run Order Entry
Review & Edit screen
1) Input the sample number.
Input

Sample No.

, and then press

Enter

key.

The result of former measurement is shown at the center
left and the re-run result is shown in the center right of
the screen.
2) After confirmation, click

Exit

button.

The display returns to the Main Control screen.

T
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2. Automatic ReRe -run
For performing automatic re-run, it is necessary to set parameter beforehand.
Re-run will be performed without any other operation.
For measurement result, refer to the measurement result of “Re-run by
manual operation”.

2 - 1 Screen for par
parameter
ameter setting
1. System parameter
2. Page 3 of item parameter

2 - 2 System parameter setting
1) Clicking [System Parameter] in the sub menu of System in the Main
Control screen, the following screen is shown.

Auto re-run setting

System parameter screen

2) Click On in Auto Rerun.
3) Set automatic re-run by clicking

Save

button.

4) Return to the Main Control screen by clicking

Exit

button.

2 - 3 Item parameter setting
Set the condition for auto re-run for each item.
1) Clicking [Item] in the Main Control screen, the following screen is
displayed.
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Select Item,

Item parameter screen
2) When selecting the item to set the condition and double-clicking
it, page 1 of the item parameter screen is shown.
Click

Next Page

in page 1 and in page 2 to show page 3.

Page 3 of Item parameter
3) Set condition for each.
Refer to Chapter 4 for the details of condition setting.
4) Register the setting by clicking

Save

button.

5) Set condition for other items with the same procedure.
6) Return to the item parameter screen by clicking

T

Return

button

and then go back to the Main Control screen by clicking

Exit .
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3.4.2 Measurement of Control Samples
To perform the control sample measurement, follow the procedure below.

1. The flow of operation
1) System parameter setting
2) Registration of control sample name and item parameter input.
3) Order entry of control sample
4) Measurement of control sample
5) Confirmation of the test results

2. Operation
(1) System
Syste m parameter setting
1) Click

System

button on the Main Control screen.

The following screen appears on the Main Control screen.

System function selection screen
2) Click

System Parameter

button, then the following screen

appears.

Select measuring
timing

System Parameter screen
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3) In Run sequence, “by Sample” is set for Unknown Tray.
For Calibration Tray, select either “by Sample” or “by Item”.
Default setting is “by Item”.
4) Set the control sample measurement timing.
Set for the patient (unknown) tray.
None

If selected, the measurement of control sample is not done.

Interval If selected, the input boxes for item and interval on the
right, input numbers.
*
Last

controls/

*

samples

If selected, measurement starts after the measurement of
patient sample.

Set for the calibration tray.
None

If selected, the measurement of control sample is not done.

Last

If selected, measurement starts after the measurement of
standard sample.

When selected, a black point will appear in the circle.
In case you perform the measurement of control sample during
the stand-by state or the sampling stop state, click

Control

button on the Main Control screen.
Please refer to “(4) Measurement of Control Sample” for the details.

5) Finishing the selection, click

Save

button.

The next dialog box appears.
Run Parameter
Save Data. OK ?
OK

Cancel

Save confirmation dialog box
6) Click

OK

button.

The display goes back to the Main Control screen.
When you want to cancel, click

T

Cancel

button.
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(2) Registration of Co ntrol S ample N ame and Item Parameter.
1) Click

QC

button on the Main Control screen.

The following screen appears in the Main Control screen.

QC menu screen
2) Click

Control

button, then the following screen appears.

Control Sample Name screen
3) Input the Control Sample Name.
Input

Control sample name

, then press

Enter

4) Finishing the Control Sample Name input, click
The following dialog box appears.
Control Name Save
Save Data. OK ?
OK

Cancel

Save confirmation dialog box
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key.
Save

button.
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5)

Click

OK

button, and then click

Exit

button on the Control

Sample Name screen.
When you want to cancel, click

Cancel

button.

The display goes back to the Main Control screen.
6)

Click

QC

button on the Main Control screen.

7)

Click

Parameter

button, then the following screen appears.

Parameter screen
8)

Select one Item Name of Item List by double-clicking, or select
one Item by clicking and click

Edit

button.

The following screen appears.

Parameter Input in Each Item screen
T
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9) Input the proper number in each input box.
Input

Number

, then press

Enter

key.

10) Finishing number input, click

Save

button.

- The following dialog box appears.
Data Save
Data Save. OK ?
OK

Cancel

Save confirmation dialog box
11) Click

OK

button to save.

When canceling, click

Cancel

button.

The dialog box disappears.
12)

Clicking

Return

button on the Parameter input in each item

screen, the display goes back to the Parameter screen.
13) Proceed to input the next item by the same procedure.
14) After input of all the Test Items, click

Exit

button on

the Parameter screen.
The display goes back to the Main Control screen.

(3) Order entry of Control S ample
1) To open the Order Entry screen, click

Order

button on the

Main Control screen.
2) Click the Sample No. box, and input the control sample number.
Control Sample Numbers which can be input are as follows.
Patient sample tray

Calibration tray
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No.1 :

C7 –

No.2 :

C13 – C18

No.3 :

C19 – C24

:

C1 –

C12

C6
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Input sample number, C*.

Select quality control name.

Order Entry screen
(In ID mode, change to Control for Sample kind, and then input
C* in Sample No. box.)
Input

Sample No.

, then press

Enter

key.

When the sample number is registered, the corresponding
Tray # and the Sample Kind appear automatically.
3) Confirm that Order Status box shows “Normal”.
4) Input the sampling repetition number.
Input “Sampling repetition count (1-10)” in
Enter

# of Asp

, then press

key.

5) Click the Control Kind box and select the Control Sample Name.

Upper right of Order Entry screen
Note

If you click ▼

button, the registered list appears.

6) Select the Test Items to be measured.
⋁

LDH

⋁

ALB

To select Test Item, move the cursor to the box □
of the Item Name and click.
T
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7) Click

Order

button.

The sample number advances automatically.
You can continue to perform the order entry.
8) Finishing the order entry, click

Exit

button on the Order

Entry screen.
Finishing this program, the display returns to the Main
Control screen.

(4) Measurement of Control S ample
1. The measurement of Control Sample is done together with
the measurement of patient sample or of calibration.
2. Follow the procedure below in case you perform the
measurement of control sample in the stand-by or the
sampling stop state before the measurement of patient
sample or calibration.

Click

Click

Control

button, confirming it is lit.

So the following dialog box is shown.

Clicking

OK

button, the measurement of control sample which

order entry is already accepted starts automatically.
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(5) Confirmation
Confirm ation of the test results
Control Sample test results will be shown as follows.
1. Printout
2. Confirmation of the variation within a day by a graph.
3. Confirmation of the day-to-day variation by a graph.

1. Printout
When the measurement is completed, the results are
calculated as QC data automatically and printed out as follows.
S.No :

C9 Type : Serum
(2000/06/03 11:03:44)
ID
[
]
NAME [
]

Item

Result

CRP45

0.35

NR

M

LOW

S

RC#
820

An example of Control Sample test results printout
The printout of the Control Sample test results shows the same
information as the Patient Sample test results.
Please refer to “3.3.10 Confirmation of test results”.

2. Confirmation
Confirm ation of the variation within a day by a graph.
1) Click

QC

2) Clicking

button on the Main Control screen.

Daily

button in the sub-menu of QC, the following screen

appears.

QC Edit screen

T
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3) Do the following selection and input.
File Date

: Select date by clicking ▼ button, at the
right end.

Test

: Select Test Item by clicking ▼ button at the
right end.

Sample #

: Input the range of sample number.

Control

: Select the name of Control Sample by
clicking ▼

button at the right end.

4) After all the selection and input, click

OK

button on the

Parameter screen.
Graphs of test results of daily statistics will be shown.

X Chart (1)
5) You can switch to show three kinds of graphs by clicking button.
6) After confirmation, click

Exit

button.

Closing the program, the display returns to the Main Control screen.
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3. Confirmation
Confirm ation of the dayday - toto - day variation by a graph.
1) Click

QC

button on the Main Control screen.

The sub-menu of QC appears the Main Control screen.
2) Clicking

Cumulative

button, the following screen appears.

Cumulative QC edit screen
3) Do the following selection and input.
File Date

: Select date range by clicking ▼ button,
at the right end.

Test

: Select test item by clicking ▼ button
at the right end.

Sample Category

: Select sample category by clicking ▼
button at the right end.

Control

: Select the name of control sample by
clicking ▼

4) After all the selection and input, click

button at the right end.
OK

button.

Graphs of test results of designated cumulative statistics will
be shown.
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XB-R Chart
5) You can switch to show three kinds of graphs by clicking the button.
6) After confirmation, click

Exit

button.

Closing the program, the display returns to the Main Control screen.

T
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3.4.3 Carryover Avoidance
As the reagent probes and the reaction cuvettes contact with several
reagents, sometimes cleaning process is not sufficient, depending on the
reagent combination, which may cause carryover or cross contamination
between test items.
In this case, it is possible to do cleaning with the carryover avoidance
function.

1. Mechanical units,
units , which relate to the reagent carryover.
1) Reagent probe (only from R1 to R1 or from R2 to R2)
2) Reaction cuvette

2. Operation
(1) Registration of reagent probe cleaning condition
If the item, which gives carryover, and the item, which is sensitive
to the preceding reagent, are measured successively, it is possible
to put the empty reaction cuvette for cleaning after the
dispensation of the carryover reagent.
The reagent probe aspirates cleaning solution instead of the next
reagent and dispenses it into this empty cuvette.

By this probe

cleaning, the effect of carryover will be reduced.
To utilize above technology, register the items that cause carryover,
the sensitive items and cleaning solution by the following procedure.
You can set the following three conditions.
1. In case of setting only item 1, cleaning is performed after
the set item.
2. In case of setting only item 2, cleaning is performed before
the set item.
3. In case of setting both item 1 and 2, cleaning will be
performed when the combination of item 1 and 2 is made.
1) Click

System

button on the Main Control screen.

The following sub-menu appears on the Main Control screen.
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System function selection screen
2) Clicking

Probe Washing

in the sub-menu, the following Probe

Washing Condition registration screen appears.
Select
cleaning
solution.

Select
Item 1.
Select
Item 2.

Probe Washing Condition Registration screen
3) Select and register the reagent probe cleaning condition.
Item 1

Item 2

10:CK

15:GLU

*

*

Wash
97:ALKAL
*

Data input section of probe washing screen
When clicking the box, the item list appears.
Select the item by clicking ▼

button on the right.

Item 1

: Select the item which gives carryover.

Item 2

: Select the item which is sensitive to item 1.

Wash

: Select cleaning solution from the item list.

When only item 1 is inputted, probe washing is done after item 1.
T
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In case that only item 2 is input, probe washing is performed
before item 2.
4) Click

Update

button, then the following dialog box appears.
Probe Wash
Data save. OK?
OK

Cancel

Save confirmation dialog box
5) Click

OK

button to save the information.

When canceling, click
Clicking

OK

Cancel

button.

button, the dialog box disappears.

6) After completing the registration, click

Exit

button.

The display goes back to the Main Control screen.

(2) Registration of reaction cuvette cleaning condition
The reaction cuvette, which is used for the registered test item,
is not used for the next measurement, but just aspirates cleaning
solution instead of a reagent to be cleaned.
By this special cleaning, the effect of carryover will be reduced.
To utilize above technology, register the carryover item and
cleaning solution by the following procedure.
1) Click

System

button on the Main Control screen.

The following display is shown on the Main Control screen.

System function selection screen
T
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2) Clicking

Cell Wash

button, the following Cuvette Washing

Condition registration screen appears.

Select the item.

Cleaning solution display

Cuvette Washing Condition Registration screen
3) Select the Item that gives carryover.
Item

Wash

10:CK

97:ALKAL

When clicking the box, the item list shows.
Look for the item by clicking ▼

4) Click

Update

button on the right

button, then the following dialog box appears.
Probe Wash
Data save. OK?
OK(O)

Cancel(C)

Save confirmation dialog box
5) Click

OK

button to save the information.

When canceling, click

Cancel

button.

6) When completing all the input, click
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button to return
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to the Main Control screen.

(3) Registration of Item Parameter
Register cleaning solution, using for carryover protection,
as one of Test Items.
For the registration procedure, please refer to “Chapter 4
Screen operations and programming”.

(4) Cleaning solution
sol ution bottle setting and bottle parameter
registration.
registration .
Open the Bottle Parameter screen and register the parameter
of cleaning solution to be used.
For the registration procedure, please refer to “3.3.3
Reagent setting / bottle parameter renewal”.

T
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3. 5

ISE Setting and Measurement

3.5.1.

ISE Measurement Setting
ISE measurement is performed on System Parameter screen.
1. Click

System

button on the

Main Control screen, and click
Sys Para

in the sub-menu to

show System Parameter screen.
2. Click

ISE OPTION .

3. Click

Save

4. Click

Exit

button.
to go back to the

Main Control screen.
System Parameter screen

3.5.2

ISE OPTION

ISE Calibration Order Entry
ISE Calibration Order Entry is performed on the Calibration Parameter screen.

1. Click

CALIB

button on the

Main Control screen to show the
screen on the left side.
2. Click the kind of samples to enter
ISE calibration order. All kinds
of samples, serum, urine and
dialysis with a check can be
ordered.
3. When setting is changed or added,
save the setting by clicking
2

Order Entry screen

3

Up date

4

4. Click

button.

Exit

to go back to the

Main Control screen.

NOTE
When you checked Urine and Dialysis, Dialysis is assigned S43 of the
calibration tray and Urine calibration liquid 1 is assigned S44 and
Urine calibration liquid 2, S45, automatically.
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3.5.3

ISE Calibration Measuring

ISE calibration is performed with other items using the calibration tray.
3

1

2

1. Initialize the system by clicking
Ready

button on the Main

Control screen.
2. Set each calibration liquid to the
set position on the calibration
tray.
Serum

250 micro-liter of
CAL-2 to CAL position

Main Control Screen

Urine

500 micro-liter of Urine
CAL-1 to position S44

ISE-CAL

500 micro-liter of Urine
CAL-2 to position S45
Dialysis 250 micro-liter of

Pour each calibration

Dialysis calibrator D to

liquid.

Sample cup

For Serum, set
CAL-2 to CAL.

position S43
3.

Click

Start

button to start

measurement.

For Urine, set CAL-2 to S45.

For Urine, set CAL-1 to S44.

For Dialysis, set CAL-1 to S43.
Calibration tray

T
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3.5.4

ISE Calibration Measurement Results

The results of ISE calibration measurement are printed out with the results of other
items for each sample.
1. In case of Serum
S.No : CAL TYPE :Serum
(2001/11/20 11:20:40)
ID [
]
NAME[

In case of ISE, an error code is

]

input in five digits, when an
ITEM

RESULT

NR

MS

RC#

Na

60.9

Refer to the chapter 6, “ISE Error

K

51.8

Code” for the details.

Cl

41.2

2. In case of Urine
S.No : S45 CALIBRATOR
(2001/11/20 11:22:14)
ITEM

S.No :

ITEM

RESULT

NR

MS

CAL-2 for Urine

RC#

RESULT

Na

50.9

K

41.8

Cl

31.2

NR

MS

ITEM

RESULT

Na

50.5

K

45.8

Cl

41.2

Only the printout on the left is shown.
CAL-1 for Urine

S44 CALIBRATOR
(2001/11/20 11:23:15)
RC#

The value calculated with CAL-1
and CAL-2 is printed out.

3. In case of Dialysis
S.No : S43 CALIBRATOR
(2001/11/20 11:24:15)
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error occurred.

NR

MS

RC#
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3.5.5

ISE Order Entry

The entry of ISE orders is performed on Order Entry screen like other entries.

1. When setting electrolyte ON in
System Parameter screen,
Na, K, Cl

is lit up and the

order entry will be possible.
2. Click

Na, K, Cl

button for the

order entry.

Order Entry screen

Electrolyte

3. Click

Order

button.

4. Click

EXIT

button to go back

to the Main Control screen.

Na, K, Cl

3.5.6

ISE Measurement and Results
ISE measurement will be performed with the measurement of other items.
The results of ISE measurement will be printed out with other results for each
sample.
In case of ISE, an error code is inputted in five digits when an error occurred.
Refer to the chapter 6, “ISE Error Code” for the details.

T
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3.5.7

Cleaning of Electrode
Cleaning of electrode is necessary once a day using the special cleaning solution.
When setting the last sample to the sample tray at the end of the day, set the
cleaning solution to the set position.

Note

When measuring ISE after cleaning of electrode, calibration is necessary.
So perform cleaning after finishing all the sampling of the day.
Set the sample cup to
this position.

Pour 250 micro-liter
cleaning

Sample cup
Tray for patient sample

1. After finishing all of sampling,
click

ISE WASH

button.

2. Upon clicking, cleaning solution
is dispensed in ISE to clean the
inside of electrodes.
Even in Ready state, cleaning is
also started by clicking this
button.
Click ISE WASH.

Note
While

ISE WASH

button is lit, cleaning can be done any time by clicking the button.

Be sure to operate the cleaning function after finishing the last sampling of the day.
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3. 6

Barcode System for Samples

3. 6. 1

Usable Blood Collecting Tubes
The following blood collecting tubes can be used for this system.

3. 6. 2

1. 5 mL

12.4 x 75 mm

2. 7 mL

12.4 x 100 mm

3. 7 mL

15.4 x 75 mm

4. 10 mL

15.4 x 100 mm

Readable Codes
The following codes can be read by this system.

3. 6. 3

2. ITF

3. CODE 128

4. NW-7

Readable Digits
1. The maximum readable digits

18

2. Readable bar width

more than 0.2mm

Barcode Label Position

Upper limit

６４

１３

７

3. 6. 4

1. CODE 39

１４

２０

３５

５５

Lower limit

１００ｍｍ

７５ｍｍ

Note
Affix the barcode label with its bottom to be more than 20mm upper from
the bottom of the blood collecting tube.
In case of using a 12.4 x 100 mm tube, affix the label with its bottom to be
lower than 35mm from the bottom of the tube to avoid turning of tube.

T
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3. 6. 5

Setting of Blood Collecting Tubes

Barcode

Note
Set the blood collecting tubes with barcodes outside of the tray.
Blood collecting tubes can be set only to the outside of the patient sample tray.

3. 6. 6

System Parameter Setting
Change the setting of system parameter to receive sample barcode.
Click
1. Click

System

Sys Para

button and then

in the sub menu.

The left screen is shown.
2. Click

by Sample ID

to be ON.

3. Click

Save

button.

4. Click

EXIT

button to go back

to the Main Control screen.
System Parameter screen
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3. 6. 7

Patient Sample Order Entry
Perform the same operation as “3. 3. 5” except input of Sample Number.
Input Sample ID instead of Sample Number.

Click

3. 6. 8

Patient
Patient Sample Measurement
Perform the same operation as “3. 3. 7”.
This time, the barcode of blood collecting tube will be read.

3. 6. 9

Confirmation of Reading of Sample ID
Reading of sample ID is confirmed as follows.

Click
1.

Click

Order

button on the

Main Control screen.
The left screen is shown.
2.

Click

ID List

button.

Then the sample ID list dialog
box appears.

Order Entry screen

T
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Position number

ID number

In this list, barcode ID of the
position that has been read
already is shown.
The blank parts are shown
when there is no blood collecting
tube with a barcode or the
barcode could not be read.

Sample ID list dialog box
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Chapter 4

Screens and Programming

The input method in each screen is explained in this chapter.
4.1

Main Control Screen ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------- 4 - 2

4.2

Order Entry ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------- 4 - 8

4.3

Review & Edit ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- 4 - 20

4.4

Quality Control ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------- 4 - 33

4.4.2

QC Parameter Screen -------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------- 4 - 34

4.4.3
4.4. 3

Run to Run QC Edit Screen ----------------------------------------------------------------- -- 4 - 37

4.4.4

Day to Day QC Edit Screen ----------------------------------------------------------------- -- 4 - 43

4.4.5

Control Menu Screen --------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------ 4 - 49

4.5

Reaction Curve Monitor ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------- 4 - 50

4.6

Item Parameter ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------- 4 - 52

4.6.2

Item Parameter Screen ------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------- 4 - 52

4.6.3

Calculation Between Items Screen -------------------------- 4 - 6 3

4.6.4
4.6. 4

Cleaning Item Screen

4.6.5
4.6. 5

ISE Item Parameter

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------ 4 - 67

4.7

Round Parameter

4.8

Reagent Bottle Parameter ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------- 4 - 70

4.9

Calibration Parameter --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ 4 - 73

4.10

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------- 4 - 68

System ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- ----- 4 - 79

4.10.2
4.10. 2

System Parameter Screen

4.10.3

Version Information
Information Screen ------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- 4 - 83

4.10.4
4.10. 4

Probe Wash Screen ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------- 4 - 84

4.10.5

Cell Wash Screen -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------- 4 - 86

4.11

------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- 4 - 80

File ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------- 4 - 87

4.11.2
4.11. 2

Profile Registration Screen ------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- 4 - 88

4.11.3

Format Disk Screen ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------- 4 - 89

4.11.4

Sample File Screen ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------- 4 - 90

4.12

T

------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------- 4 - 66

Maintenance

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- 4 - 91

4.12.2

User Maintenance ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------- 4 - 92

4.12.3
4.12. 3

ISE Screen ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------- 4 - 93

4.12.4
4.12. 4

Cell Blank Check Screen --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 4 - 99

4.12.5

Lamp Screen -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------- 4 - 101
10 1

4.12.6
4.12. 6

Error List Screen -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------- 4 - 102

4.13

Password Setting

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------- 4 - 103

4.14

Result Print Setting

4.15

Reaction Monitor Saving Screen

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ 4 - 106
----------------------------------------------------------------- -- 4 - 107

4.1

Main Control Screen

4.1.1 Function
This screen is the main screen, which appears when the system starts and
reaches to various functions.
This screen is used in System operation, Routine operation, Environmental
program, and Parameter registration or modification.
And Operation status displays such as the run monitor and the status monitor
will be shown on this screen.
Each button on the screen has the following function.

Operation Control
Ready
Start
S.Stop
Stat
E.Stop
Exit

Initialization of mechanical units
Start of measurement
Stop sampling, while in operation
Order entry of STAT sample
Emergency Stop, while in operation
Analyzer shutdown

Routine Operation
Order
R&E
QC
R-Mon

Order Entry
Test results Review and Edit
Quality Control functions and display
Reaction Monitor display

Parameter Registration
Item
Round
Bottle
CALIB

Test Item parameters and related conditions registration
Test Item registration for Round
Reagent bottle position and residual amount setting
Calibration Order Entry and result display

Environmental Condition Registration
System
File
Maint.
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System condition and special function registration
Profile registration and Database File operation
User’s Maintenance function
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4.1.2
4.1. 2 Main Control Screen
S creen

Main Control screen

Operation Area (Right side of the screen)
Ready

button

Clicking this button makes mechanical units initialization.
Start

button

Clicking this button, the measurement starts when the system is in
the “ready” state．
S.Stop

button

This button is used to stop sampling, while in operation.
Clicking this button, the system continues sample aspiration of the sample
until the end of the testing item shown on the run monitor, then stops
aspiration.
Stat

button

Clicking this button, the screen goes into the “STAT analysis” mode.
This button is used to insert STAT sample during operation.
E.Stop

button

This button is used for emergency stop of the system.
Exit

button

This is clicked at the end of operation to turn the power off automatically.

T
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Routine Operation
Order button
Clicking this button, Order Entry screen, where you can register the test order
for the samples, is shown.
R&E
button
Clicking this button, Review and Edit screen, where you can check the test
results of samples, is shown. Rerun test results are also checked.
QC
button
Clicking this button, QC menu screen is shown.
R-Mon button
Clicking this button, Reaction Process Monitor screen, which displays the
graphic of optical absorbance data of reaction process, is shown.

Parameter
Item button
Clicking this button, Item Parameter registration screen is shown.
In this section, Test Items and related reagent parameters are registered or
modified.
Round button
Clicking this button, Test Item registration screen for each Round is shown.
Bottle button
Clicking this button, Reagent Bottle Position registration screen and the
initial value of reagent residual amount calculation are shown.
CALIB button
Clicking this button, Calibration screen is shown.

Environment
System button
Clicking this button, System menu, where you can register the system
condition, is shown.
File
button
Clicking this button, File menu is shown.
Maint. button
Clicking this button, Maintenance menu is shown.

Status Monitor (Top line right)
[Temp. Monitor] (Right display)
This shows the temperature status of the analyzer.
It shows [ … ], [WARM-UP] or [TEMP-OK]
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[Status Monitor] (Left display)
This shows the operating status of the analyzer.
It shows [OFF LINE], [IDLE], [READY], [INIT], [RUN], [S.STOP] or [END]

Run Monitor (Under left)
[Run Monitor]
Clicking Start button, the screen is changed into the followings.
Monitor displays the Sample number and the Item Name, attached to each
reaction cuvette, and operation process.

The display of run monitor can be enlarged or minified by clicking
▲ or ▼ button.
The display can be switched to two types, the ellipse display type or the
table type by clicking Monitor 1 or Monitor 2 button.
Last Sample No.
A display
A: Sample No. of the sample, which sampling was finished already, is shown.
Tray No.
B display
B: Sample tray No. display
If no tray is set. [None] is shown.
If a tray is set, Tray name is shown as [Cal. Tray], [Tray #1], [Tray….
#2],

Bottom
Monitor 1
This run monitor is shown when the system starts.

Monitor 1 screen

T
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Monitor 2
Clicking this button, the table type run monitor is shown.
display is enlarged while measuring.

This monitor

Time until printingout starts.

Standard sample
Clicking this button, the test item names and the sample numbers of
standard samples already registered are shown.
This button is used when the standard samples are set on the calibration
tray.

Reagent
Clicking this button, the position assignment table of test items is shown.
Also the residual test counts for reagents are shown.

Residual test counts for R1

Residual test counts for R2
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Memo
This is used to write a message to the other operators and save it.
Clicking Memo button, the display is changed into
written message is saved by clicking this button.

Save , and the

Message guide
The name of button pointed by a mouse pointer or the function message
is shown.
ISE WASH
After all the measurements for all the samples in the day are finished,
the ISE cleaning should be performed by clicking this button.
In Chapter 4, the following explanation is used for the same kind of indication.
*
Value

T

“ * ” means to click the box first and then input the necessary data
from the keyboard.
+ Enter
To input the necessary data in the input box, click the box first, then
input the necessary data from the keyboard and press Enter key.
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4.2

Order Entry

4.2
4. 2 .1 Function
Registration, modification or deletion of test items for the samples except
the standard sample is handled here.
The above-mentioned operation is possible while the system is running.

4.2
4. 2 .2 Order Entry Screen
Screen

Order Entry screen

Top Line
R.Round

A

B

File Date

C

A: Round number
B: Round name
C: File date input box for the order entry. (Default is this day.)
Clicking this box, the measurement date list for the last one month
is shown.
Clicking the date, all the registered information of samples of the day
appears.
The sample registration information of the past can be seen, but
neither modification nor deletion can be done.
The registration date of rerun sample is managed as the data of the same
day as the original sample.
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SampleSample - No. area
Sample No

D

E

Barcode ID

F

D: Sample Number input box.
Input a sample number, which you want to enter the order newly,
to refer, to modify or delete.
Sample No.

+

Enter

As sample numbers, the following numbers are reserved.
1. Patient sample No.
1 - 400
2. Control sample No.
C1 - C66
3. STAT sample No.
E1 - E50
E: Sample Tray Number display box
If you input a Sample Number in D box, the tray number corresponding to
the Sample Number is displayed in D box automatically.
Please refer to the table below, Tray Number and corresponding Sample No.
Tray No.

Pat. Sam. No.

QC Sample No.

STAT Samp. No.

1

1 - 40

C7 - C12

E1 - E5

2

41 - 80

C13 - C18

E6 - E10

3

81 - 120

C19 - C24

E11 - E15

4

121 - 160

C25 - C30

E16 - E20

5

161 - 200

C31 - C36

E21 - E25

6

201 - 240

C37 - C42

E26 - E30

7

241 - 280

C43 - C48

E31 - E35

8

281 - 320

C49 - C54

E36 - E40

9

321 - 360

C55 - C60

E41 - E45

10

361 - 400

C61 - C66

E46 - E50

Tray Number and corresponding Sample Number
(Patient sample tray)
Tray No.
Cal. Tray

Standard
sample No.
B1 – B2
S1 – S45

Control
sample No.
C1 – C6

ISE
CAL2
WASH

Tray Number and corresponding Sample Number
(Calibration tray)
Note

Order entry of standard sample number is performed
on “Calibration parameter screen”.

T
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In case of setting Sample Barcode
When setting the sample barcode in the system parameter, the part
of the screen display is changed.

The upper left of Order Entry screen

ID List

The display is different from the screen for Tray ID.
1.

ID List

button is shown.

2. When clicking

ID List

button, ID list is shown.

The following information is shown in the Status column.
Status :
No display

Under measurement, or measurement is
completed.

No Cup or No Run

Order entry is done and now the system
Is in the waiting state for measurement.
It shows cup detection error or the case
that ID could not read.

No Order

Order for the read ID is not accepted.

When order is accepted, ID is shown at the bottom of the list.
Plural ID numbers are shown in the same position when plural
samples are measured in the same position.
3. [Patient ID] turns to [Sample ID].
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ASTM Send

The following ASTM Batch dialog box is shown by
clicking

ASTM Send

button.

Only when ASTM is set in the system parameter, this
function operates.

Request All

The Host is requested to send the information
by clicking this button.

Send Result

This button is used to send a batch of measurement
results to the Host.
After inputting of the starting sample ID (No.) and
the end sample ID (No.), click this button to
transmit. (It is possible even in measurement.)
When performing a batch transmission of
measurement results in the past, change the system
date into the desired date for transmission by
clicking

System Parameter

and

Date Setting

.

And then perform a batch transmission on the
Main Control screen.
When completing, be sure to change the date back.
The results in the past can not be transmitted
during measuring.

T
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Patient Information
Patient
To input or modify patient information, click this button.
When clicked, the following Patient Information screen appears.
The left side of this screen is used to show the list of already registered
patients and to search.
When a patient is searched and selected in the left side patient list, the
detailed information appears the right side.
You can confirm or modify the information in this screen.
For the new patient, click
information.

New Registration

button and input the patient

Patient Information screen
When you have finished to input the new patient information or to modify
the already registered patient, click Upload button to store the new
information.
To delete the information of patient in the list, select the patient and click
Delete button.
After selecting a patient by clicking, click
disappears.

Exit

button.

This dialog box

Changing of Patient Information
Patient Information except Patient ID can be changed.
While [Samp Status] is “Run” or “Complete”, the following password
input dialog box is shown by clicking Patient button.
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Input password and click

OK

button.

If the inputted password checks up with the registered password,
this dialog box disappears and the patient information screen is shown.
The password has to be registered beforehand.
Refer to 4.13 Setting Password for how to set the password.
Select the cell to rewrite.
Click

Upload

Click

Exit

button.

button.

This screen disappears and
changed into P.Order .

Order

is

Clicking P.Order button, the following
dialog box is shown.

Clicking Yes button, the overwritten
information is saved.

T

Male

Click this button when the patient is a male.

Female

Click this button when the patient is a female

Sample ID

The patient ID of the patient information is shown
automatically.

Name

The patient name of the patient information is shown
automatically.

Blood Date

The blood collecting date of the patient information
is shown automatically.

Comment 1

You can select the blood information out of Hemolytic,
Lipemic or Icteric in the list to show.

Comment 2

You can input the comment.
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# of Asp

*

Note
Type

You can input this only in the state of “New” or “Order entry”.
Sample type selection
Select one of “Serum, Urine, Plasma, CSF, Dialysis, Other”
in the list by clicking.

Note
Control Kind

You can input this only in the state of “New” or “Order entry”.
QC sample kind selection out of TP-1, TP-2, and CTRL-03 to
CTRL-10
Select a proper QC Sample from the pull down menu by
clicking.
Select a QC sample from the samples already registered.
If you have selected a wrong one, select the blank to delete.

Note

<

Input the repetition count of sampling (1 – 10).
Repetition count + Enter

You can input this only in the state of “New” or “Order entry”.

Samp Status

Automatic display of analysis status.
Display content is one of the followings:
“New”
(default)
“Order”
Order entry
“Run”
in operation
“Complete” (normal ending)
“Error”
(abnormal ending)

Sample Kind

One of “Unknown”, “Calibrator”, “Control” or “Stat” is shown
automatically.

Order Status

“Normal” or “Rerun” is shown.
For Rerun Order entry, click this box and select “Rerun” in
the pull down menu by clicking.

NAME
G

Dil
H
G:

Test Item registration box
A Test Item name list, registered in selected Reagent Round,
is shown under the NAME column.
Click the test item name to order.
The color of the item name changes into blue and a check
mark appears on the left of the name.
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To cancel the check mark, click the item name again.
If Status is Rerun, the color of the selected test item name turns
to red.
H: Dilution rate input box for pre-dilution
10 kinds of setting : Blank, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100
If you double-click this box of the selected test item, the dilution
rate pull down menu appears.
Clicking the proper rate, the rate is input in the box and the list
box disappears at the same time.
To change the rate or cancel, double-click the box to show the
dilution rate list, and select the rate to change or select the
blank to cancel.

<

NAME
Na, K, Cl

ISE order entry box
Clicking the item name, the color of the item name turns from
black to blue, and the check mark appears on the left of the box.
When selecting Rerun in the Sample Status, the color of the
item name turns to red.

Compute

The calculation item set by the item parameter is shown.
Clicking the item name, the color of the item name turns from
black to blue, and the check mark appears on the left of the box.
When selecting Rerun in the Sample Status, the color of the
item name turns to red.

Profile
Profile Selection Dialog Box
Profile

To apply Profile Order Entry, click this button.
Profile Selection dialog box appears.

Profile screen

T
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A Profile list, registered in Environment Profile screen, is
shown at the upper left.
Select a Profile to use by clicking, and double click it.
Selected Profile appears in the box at the right side.
You can order up to 10 Profiles for one sample.
After the Profile selection, click Close button.
The selected Profile is shown in Order Entry screen, and the
dialog box disappears.
Note

For Profile registration, please refer to Chapter 4, “4.11.2 Profile
Registration Screen”.

Work list

Click this button to show the Order Work Sheet for confirmation
of the contents of order and analysis.
3

2

1
4

5

Order Work List screen
1. Select the sample kind out of “Unknown”, “Control” and “Stat”,
and input the starting sample number (ID) and the ending sample
number (ID). You can select the multiple kinds.
When you confirm all the data, click “All”.
2. Select the ordering data.
3. Select the order state out of “Normal” and “Rerun”.
4. Click “Clear or Order” for the not measured sample list, or click
“Run or Complete or Error” for the measurement result list.
5. When clicking Search button, the not measured sample list or
the measurement result list is displayed. (* mark appears for the
not measured item in the not measured sample list.)
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Not measured sample list

Measurement result list
Clicking Print button, the displayed list can be printed by the
external printer.
Clicking Back
List screen.

button, the screen goes back to the Order Work

The Bottom Line
The First Sample Search button
Former Sample Search button
Clicking the button, registered sample information of one before
the current sample number appears.
■

Sample Search button
Clicking this button, registered sample information of current
sample number appears.
Later Sample Search button
Clicking this button, registered sample information of one larger
than current sample number appears.
Last Sample Search button

New
G.Order

T

Sample Number Erase button
Group Order Entry button
Multiple samples having the Same Test Items are registered
in one action.
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Clicking this button, the following Group Order Entry screen
appears in the center of the screen.
Start Sample No
End Sample No.
OK

I
J
Cancel

I: Start Sample Number Input box
Starting sample number of the Group Order Entry is the same as
the current sample number in Order Entry screen.
If you want to change Starting Sample Number, you have to go back to
Order Entry screen and input a new sample number.
J: End Sample Number Input box
OK

button
Clicking this button, Group Order is registered.

Cancel

button
Clicking this button, Group Order Entry is cancelled.

G.Delete Group Delete button
Registration of a group of multiple samples of the same tests is deleted by
one action.
Clicking this button, the following Group Entry Delete screen appears in
the center of the screen.
Start Sample No
End Sample No.
OK

K
L
Cancel

K: Start Sample Number Input box
Starting sample Number of the Group Delete is the same as the
current sample number in Order Entry screen.
If you want to change Starting Sample Number, you have to go back to
Order Entry screen and input a new Sample Number.
L: End Sample Number Input box
OK
button
Clicking this button, Group Delete is registered.
Cancel
button
Clicking this button, Group Delete is cancelled.
Order
button
Clicking this button, the sample information of Order Entry screen is
stored in Sample file.
Delete
button
Clicking this button, the sample information of Order Entry screen is
deleted from Sample file.
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Exit
button
Clicking this button, the display goes back to the Main Control screen.
Note

T

Clicking Entry or Delete button, Operation Confirmation
Dialog box appears.
If it is OK, click OK button.
If you want to stop, click Cancel button.
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4.3
4. 3

Review & Edit

4.3
4. 3 .1 Function
This function is used to refer, modify or delete the test results.
Test results are shown as the sample base.
Comparison of the rerun results with the former results, and the rerun order
entry and the dilution rate registration are possible in this screen.

4.3
4. 3 .2 Review & Edit screen
screen

Review & Edit screen

Top Line
R.Round

A

B

File Date

C

A: Reagent Round number display.
B: Reagent Round name display.
C: The date input box to call test results.
Default is the date of today.
You can select the date from the pull down menu, which contains the date
of operations for the last one month.

Sample Area
Sample No.
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D

E

BCD-ID

F
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D: Sample Number input box
If you input File Date in A box, the smallest sample number of the
day appears automatically.
E: Corresponding Tray Number display box
F: Barcode ID number of selected patient name

Patient I nformation Area
Name
Asp Date
Date of Birth
Age, Sex
G:
H:
I :
J :
K:
L :
M:
N:
O:

Doctor
Section
Blood Date
Patient ID

G
H
I
J

L
M
N
O

K

Patient name display
Display box of sample aspirating date.
Date of birth display
Age display
Male or female
Doctor’s name display
Patient section display
Date of blood taken
Patient ID is shown in this box

Comment 1
Comment 2

Hemolytic
P

Lipemic
P
P

Icteric
P

P: Comment display
# of Asp
Type
Control Kind
Data Status
Sample Kind
Order Status
Q
R
S
T
U
V

:
:
:
:
:
:

Q
R
S
T
U
V

Sampling repetition number (1～10) is shown.
One of “Serum”, “Urine”, or “Plasma” etc. is shown.
If the selected sample is a control sample, Sample Name is displayed.
The status of the test result is shown. (Clear or Error)
One of “Standard”, “Control”, “STAT” or “Patient” is shown automatically.
“Normal” or “Rerun” is shown.

Profile
Profile

P

P : Registered Profile Name display

T
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Test Results Area
TEST
A

DIL
B

Result
C

NR
D

Units
E

Code
F

Level
G

Rerun
H

NR
I

P
J

S
K

A : Test Item Name display
Order entry is performed.
Clicking this box, the check mark appears in the box and Rerun will be accepted.
For the measurement result of Rerun, the check mark is put already.
B : Dilution Rate Input box
If you order Rerun, the dilution rate pull down menu appears.
(Blank, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100)
Select the proper dilution rate by clicking.
C : Test result display
You can edit the test result here, but edition is possible only within
the day.
To edit the data, click the box first and erase the data by BS key,
then input the new data.
Value + Enter
D : Out of Normal Range display
“H” is displayed when the value is higher than the normal range.
“L” is displayed when the value is lower than the normal range.
E : Unit display
F : Data Check Code display
G : Short Sample Check Code display
H : Rerun result display
I : Out of Normal Range display
J : Data Message Code display
K : Short Sample Check Code display

B ottom Line
The First Sample Search button
Former Sample Search button
Clicking this button, the registered sample information of one
before the current sample number appears.
■

Sample Search button
Clicking this button, the registered sample information of current
sample number appears.
Later Sample Search button
Clicking this button, the registered sample information of one
larger than the current sample number appears.
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Last Sample Search button
Report

Clicking this button, the test results are displayed.

Report screen
Clicking Print in the screen, printout is possible by the
external printer. One page is used for one sample.
Beforehand the external printer has to be connected, and the
driver of printer to be used has to be installed.

T
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Data List

When clicking this button, the following menu is shown.

Data List Menu Screen

F1: Results

Measurement result data can be seen in the table and
printed out by the external printer.

F2:Abnormal Value

Abnormal data out of measurement results can be seen
in the table and printed out by the external printer.

F3: Untested

The list for the samples that have not tested can be
seen in the table and printed out by the external
printer.

F4: Time Series

The measurement results can be displayed in time series
for each patient and printed out by the external printer.

F5:Abnormal Range

Abnormal range for each item is set.

F6: Print Settings

The order of items and counts in each list of Test
Results, Abnormal Value and Untested are set.

Error Expression

In case that data error occurred, you can select whether
to print out the result in value or in asterisk.

Exit

Clicking this button, the display goes back to the Test
result screen.

Notice
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To print out the data, the external printer has to be connected and
the printer driver of the printer to be used has to be installed.
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1. Test Results
Clicking F1:Results

button, the following screen is shown.

This list is shown
after searching.

Test Result List screen
Testing date The latest measurement date is displayed as default. When
loading the results in the past, select the date in the list.
Search

Clicking this button, the following search condition dialog box
appears.

When there are
plural patients with
the same name,
input ID number.

For searching, input Sample No. when it is the sample No. mode,
and Sample ID or Patient name when it is the sample ID mode,
and then click Search button.
For showing all the data, just click Search button without
inputting anything.
Edit

T

The measurement result values can be rewritten.
Password input dialog box is shown by clicking this button.
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Input Password and click OK button. If the input word
checks up with the registered password, the dialog box disappears
and editing will be possible.
Password has to be registered beforehand.
Refer to “4.13 Password Setting” for how to set Password.

Select the cell to rewrite the value and double-click it. The back
color of the cell changes into green and editing will be possible.
After inputting the number to rewrite, the rewritten value is
automatically saved by pressing Enter key of PC.
Repeat the same procedure to complete editing.
Print

The data can be printed out by external printer.
Clicking this button, the following screen is shown.

Printing numbers set in Print Settings and items registered for
printing numbers are shown.
Click Print button to print out.
Exit
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Clicking the button, the display goes back to the data list
menu.
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2. Abnormal Value
Clicking F2:Abnormal Value button, the following screen is shown.
Beforehand, it is necessary to set the abnormal value range for each item
by F5:Abnormal Range Setting of Data List menu.

This list is
shown after
searching.

Abnormal Value List

Search

Clicking this button, the following dialog box is shown.

For searching, input date and Sample No. when it is the
sample No. mode, and Sample ID when it is the sample ID mode,
and then
click Search button.
For showing all the data, just click Search button without
inputting anything.

T

Print

The data can be printed out, using the external printer.
Refer to “1. Test Results” for how to print out.

Exit

Clicking the button, the display goes back to the data list
menu.
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3. Untested
Clicking

F3:Untested

button in the menu, the following screen is shown.

This list is
shown after
searching.

Untested List

Search

The mark is put
for untested item.

Clicking this button, the following dialog box is shown.

For searching, input date and Sample No. when it is the sample
No. mode, and Sample ID when it is the sample ID mode, and then
click Search button.
For showing all the data, just click Search button without
inputting anything.
Print
Exit
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The data can be printed out, using the external printer.
Refer to “1. Test Results” for how to print out.
Clicking the button, the display goes back to the data list
menu.
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4. Time sseries
eries
Clicking

F4:Time Series

button in the menu, the following screen is shown.

This list is
shown after
searching.

Time Series screen

Search

Clicking this button, the following dialog box is shown.

For searching, input date and Sample No. when it is the sample
No. mode, and Sample ID when it is the sample ID mode, and then
click Search button.
For showing all the data, just click Search button without
inputting anything.

T

Print

The data can be printed out, using the external printer.
Refer to “1. Test Results” for how to print out.

Exit

Clicking the button, the display goes back to the data list
menu.
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Graph

By the following procedure, the measurement result is shown
in graphic expression for each item.
1. Clicking Graph , the confirmation dialog box appears.
2. Clicking OK , the dialog box disappears.
3. When you click the item name that you would like to show
in graphic expression, the following screen appears.

Time Series Graph screen

Print

Clicking Print button, the graphs that are in the set date
range can be printed out.
(Printout is possible by only external printer.)

Exit

When clicking this button, the display goes back to Time Series
screen.
When clicking the Item in Time Series screen, the graph for the
selected item is shown.
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5. Abnormal Range Setting
Clicking F5:Abnormal Range

button, the following screen is shown.

Select the other
kind than serum
and urine from
this box.

Test Item Name

T

Abnormal Value Range Setting screen

Delete

Selecting the data cell to be deleted and clicking this button, the
data will be deleted.

Update

After selecting the data cell to be updated and double-clicking it,
input the value. Then press Enter key and click this
button, so the data will be updated.

Print

Clicking this button, Abnormal Value Range Setting List will be
printed out.

End

Clicking the button, the display goes back to the Data Menu
screen.
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6. Print Settings
Clicking F6: Print Settings in the menu, the following screen is shown.
The order of printing and item counts can be set in ten ways at the maximum
for each list.

Select the item
out of this box
and double-click.
So the clicked
item is input in
the blank cell.

Print Settings screen

Delete

Selecting the cell to delete and clicking this button, the item
will be deleted.

Update

When the registration of item for each printing number is
completed, the settings are saved by clicking this button.

End

Clicking this button, the display goes back to the data menu
screen.

B ottom Line
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Print

The test results for each displayed sample number is printed out.
The test results of the sample number shown can be printed out.

Save

This button appears in case that Re-run box is clicked to put the
check mark and the value is reedited.
Re-run order entry is automatically executed in Order Entry
screen by clicking this button.

Exit

This program will be finished by clicking this button, and the
display goes back to the Main Control screen.
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4.4

Quality Control

4.4
4. 4 .1

Function

Quality control of this system is managed by the following technologies.
LEVY-JENNINGS PLOT
BAR CHART
WESTGARD MULTI-RULE CHART
XB-R.
Clicking
appears.

T

QC button on the Main Control screen, the following QC menu
Select the function by clicking the button.

Parameter

button

QC parameter registration

Daily

button

Daily (Run to Run) QC operation

Cumulative

button

Cumulative (Day to day) QC operation

Control

button

Control name registration

Cancel

button

The display goes back to the Main Control screen.
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4.4.
4.4 . 2

QC Parameter Screen

Clicking Parameter button on QC menu screen, the following QC Parameter
Item selection menu screen appears.

1.

Item Selection Menu screen

Item Selection Menu screen

Top line
Item Name
* :
** :

*

**

Input box of test item number (1 - 77)
Test Item Name display box
Click the box (*) first, then input the item number, or click a test
item in the test item list.

Test Item list
This list shows the test item numbers and the registered test item names.
If you click an item and then double click it, QC parameter setting screen
appears.

Bottom line
Edit button
Clicking this button, QC Parameter registration screen for the input
item name appears.
Exit button
Clicking this button, the display goes back to the Main Control screen.
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2.

QC Parameter Registration
Registr ation Screen

There are two ways to call QC Parameter registration screen.
One way is to click Edit button in Item Selection menu screen after inputting
Item Name, and the other is to click Test Item selection in Test Item list of
the same screen, followed by double clicking.

QC Parameter Registration screen
This screen is used to input the following target values for each registered
control sample.
1. Run to Run quality
2. Day to Day quality

(MEAN, 2SD)
(MEAN, 2SD, Range)

Parameter input table
CONTROL
CTRL.1: Name
A
B
C
D
E

T

:
:
:
:
:

Input
Input
Input
Input
Input

box
box
box
box
box

for
for
for
for
for

RUN TO RUN
MEAN
2SD
A
B

DAY TO DAY
MEAN 2SD RNG
C
D
E

Run to Run Mean
Run to Run 2SD
Day to Day Mean
Day to Day 2SD
Day to Day Range
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Bottom line
Save
button
Clicking this button, the input data are saved.
Clear
button
Clicking this button, all the input data are deleted from the screen.
Return button
Clicking this button, the display goes back to the Item Selection screen.
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4 .4.
.4 . 3

1.

RunRun -toto -Run QC Screen
Scree n

RunRun -toto -Run QC Edit Screen

Clicking Daily
screen appears.

button on QC menu screen, the following Run to Run QC Edit

Run-to-Run QC Edit screen

Data input area
File Date

From

A
B

A, B : Input boxes for the interested date range.
Test
C

C

: Input box for test item to edit.
Sample #

From

D

To

E

D, E : Input box for sample number range.
Sample Category
F

F

: Input box of control sample type.
Control

G
H

G, H : Input boxes for #1 and #2 control samples to display.

T
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Bottom line
OK

button

Clicking this button, Run-to-Run QC Graphic display appears.
If all the necessary data are not input, the error message appears.
Please check if anything is left.
Exit

button

Clicking this button, the display goes back to the Main Control screen.
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2.

RunRun -toto -Run QC Graphic Screen

(1) Kinds of graphic screen
The following three charts can be seen by switchover.
X Chart (1)
X Chart (2)
Multi Chart

: LEVY-JENNIGS PLOT
: XB-CHART
: MULTI-RULE CHART

(2) Color legend of graphic display (common for all graphics)
graphi cs)
Horizontal line
Mean of statistics
Mean in a fixed range
± 2SD
± 3SD

Color
Green
White
Yellow
Red

Data
Within ± 2SD
Out of ± 2SD &
Within ± 3SD
Out of ± 3SD

Color
Green
Yellow
Red

(3) X Chart (1) screen
Clicking

OK

button on Edit screen, the following screen appears.

X Chart (1) screen

Top and 2 nd lines
Test
A:

A
Selected Test Item Name display box

X Chart (1)

X Chart (2)

Multi Chart

Graph Type Selection button (Default is X Chart (1).)

T
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Main area
Control Type
B
B : Display box for Control Sample name.
N
MEAN
SD
CV(%)
MIN
MAX
RANGE
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

C
D
E
F
G
H
I

Display box of selected number of tests
Mean display of selected range
SD display of selected range
CV% display of selected range
Minimum value display of selected range
Maximum value display of selected range
(Max. - Min.) display of selected range

Sample #
File Date

J
K
L

J : Starting sample number
K : Ending sample number
L : Selected File Date display box

Bottom line
Exit

button

Clicking this button, the display goes back to the Run to Run QC Edit screen.
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(4) X Chart (2) s creen
Selecting

X Chart (2)

in X Chart (1) screen, the following screen appears.

Skipping the common items to X Chart (1), the different items are explained.

X Chart (2) screen
There are two charts; the upper one is QC sample #1 and the lower
one is QC sample #2.
BAR

Line

button

Graph type selection button for both QC samples

T
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(5) Multi Chart screen
Selecting

Multi Chart

in X Chart (1) screen, the following screen appears.

Skipping the common items to X Chart (1) and Chart (2), the different items
are explained here.

Multi Chart screen

Error code list
X

Y

X : Error code which appears in the graph (X = A - F) is shown.
If a data error occurs, the error mark A - F attaches to the data.
Y : Legend of error marks, which are explained below, is shown.
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A

1-2S

QC sample data exceed ±2SD.

B

1-3S

QC sample data exceed ±3SD.

C

2-2S

Two different QC sample data exceed 2SD in the same
direction, or two successive data of the same QC sample
exceed 2SD.

D

R-4S

SD range of two different QC sample data exceeds 4SD, or
SD range of the same QC sample exceeds 4SD.

E

4-1S

Two different QC sample data exceed 1SD in the same
direction twice successively, or four successive data of the
same QC sample exceed 1SD.

F

10-X

Two different QC sample data deviate in the same direction
five times successively, or ten successive data of the same QC
sample deviate in the same direction.
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4.4
4. 4 . 4
1.

DayDay -toto -Day QC Screen
Scree n

DayDay -toto -Day QC Edit Screen
Scree n

Clicking Cumulative button in QC menu screen, the following Day to Day
QC Edit screen appears.

Day-to-Day QC Edit screen

Data input area
File Date

From
To

A
B

A, B : Input boxes for the interested date range
Test
C

: Input box for the test item to edit

Sample Category
D

C

D

: Input box of control sample type
Control

E
F

E, F : Input boxes for #1 and #2 control samples to display.

T
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Bottom line
OK

button

Clicking this button, Day to Day QC Graphic display appears.
If all the necessary data are not input, the error message appears.
Please check if anything is left.
Exit

button

Clicking this button, the display goes back to the Main Control screen.
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2.

QC Graphic screen

(1) Kinds of graphic screen
The following three charts can be seen by switchover.
XB-R Chart
XB Chart
Multi Chart

: XB-R CHART
: XB-CHART
: MULTI-RULE CHART

(2) Color legend of graphic display (common for all graphics)
Horizontal line
Color
Mean of statistics
Green
Mean in the fixed range White
± 2SD
Yellow
± 3SD
Red

Data
Within ± 2SD
Out of ± 2SD &
Within ± 3SD
Out of ± 3SD

Color
Green
Yellow
Red

(3) X B - R Chart screen
Clicking

OK

button in Edit screen, the following screen appears.

XB-R Chart screen

Top and 2 nd line
Test:

A

A : Selected Test Item Name display box
X Chart (1)

X Chart (2)

Multi Chart

Graph type selection button (Default is X Chart (1))

T
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Main area
Control Type
B
B : Display box for control sample name.
N
MEAN
SD
CV(%)
MIN
MAX
RANGE
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

C
D
E
F
G
H
I

Display box of selected number of tests
Mean display of selected range
SD display of selected range
CV% display of selected range
Minimum value display of selected range
Maximum value display of selected range
(Max. - Min.) display of selected range

Sample #
File Date

J
K
L

J : Starting sample number
K : Ending sample number
L : Selected file date display box

Bottom line
Exit

button

Clicking this button, the display goes back to the Day to Day QC Edit screen.
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(4) X B Chart screen
scree n
Selecting XB Chart in XB Chart screen, the following screen appears.
Skipping the common items to XB-R Chart, the different items are explained.

XB Chart screen
There are two charts; the upper one is QC sample #1 and the lower one is
QC sample #2.
BAR

Line

button

Graph type selection button for both QC samples

T
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(5) Multi Chart screen
Selecting Multi Chart in XB-R Chart screen, the following screen appears.
Skipping the common items to XB-R Chart and XB Chart, the different items
are explained.

Multi Chart screen

Error code list
X

Y

X : Error code which appears in the graph (X = A - F)
If a data error occurs, the error mark A - F attaches to the data.
Y : Legends of error marks, which are explained below.
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A

1-2S

QC sample data exceed plus-minus 2SD.

B

1-3S

QC sample data exceed plus-minus 3SD.

C

2-2S

Two different QC sample data exceed 2SD in the same
direction, or two successive data of the same QC sample
exceed 2SD.

D

R-4S

SD range of two different QC sample data exceeds 4SD, or SD
range of the same QC sample exceeds 4SD.

E

4-1S

Two different QC sample data exceed 1SD in the same
direction twice successively, or four successive data of the
same QC sample exceed 1SD.

F

10-X

Two different QC sample data deviate in the same direction
five times successively, or ten successive data of the same
QC sample deviate in the same direction.
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4.4.5

Control Menu Screen
Scree n

Clicking Control
screen appears.

button in QC menu, the following Control Sample Name

Control Sample Name screen

Control number and name area
CTRL-n *

n=1 – 10

* : QC Sample Name Input box (up to 14 letters)

Bottom line
Save
button
When clicking this button, the input QC sample names are registered.
Clear button
All the input data in this screen are cleared.
If you want to clear the registered QC sample names, click
button following to Clear button.

Save

Exit
button
Clicking this button, the display goes back to the Main Control screen.

T
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4.5
4. 5

Reaction Curve Monitor

4.5.1 Function
Optical absorbance of all reaction process is displayed in the list and the graph.
Three absorbance data, main, sub and the difference of these two wavelengths,
are shown.

4.5.2

Reaction Curve Monitor Screen
Screen

Clicking R-Mon button in the Main Control screen, the reaction process
monitor screen appears, but there is no data at this stage.
Input RC number, which is shown in the result printout, and then the data
corresponding to the RC number appears.

Reaction Process Monitor screen

Top line
RC No.

A

Cell No.

B

Sample No.

C

Item No.

D

E

A : Input box of reaction process monitor data registration number, which is
given in the test result printout. You have to input.
B : Display of the used cuvette number corresponding to the RC number.(1- 60)
C : Display of the sample number, corresponding to the RC number.
D : Display of the test item number, corresponding to the RC number.
E : Display of the test item name, corresponding to the RC number.
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Optical Absorbance area
Color 1

F

Cell blank

H

Color 2
Cell blank

J
F
G
H
I
J
K
L

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

G

Color 1-2

I

K

L

Main wavelength display
Sub-wavelength display
Cell blank for main wavelength display
Cell blank for sub-wavelength display
Display of Optical Absorbance table, main wavelength
Display of Optical Absorbance table, sub-wavelength
Display of Optical Absorbance table, wavelength difference

For your reference:
Events
R1 addition
Sample addition
Mixing
R2 addition
Mixing
Note

Absorbance measurement point number
6
12
12 & 13
32
33 & 34

Displayed data are all cell blanks corrected.

Graphic Display area
*

Color 1

*

SPAN

A

Zero Level

B

Color 2

**

*

Color 1-2

Auto-Span

* : Selection box for graphic display. Select one of three kinds of data.
A : Input box of absorbance span (Y-axis) (0 - 3 ABS)
This is effective only when Auto Span is not selected.
B : Input box of base point of absorbance (Y=0)
(-3 - 3 ABS)
** : Auto Span selection box

Bottom line
Go to smaller RC number.
■

Display the reaction curve under the newly selected condition above.
Go to larger RC number.

T

Print

Absorbance data of the reaction curve on the screen are printed out.

Exit

Back to the Main Control screen.
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4.6
4. 6

Item Parameter

4.6
4. 6 .1 Function
F unction
In this section, the test items and related reagent parameters are registered or
modified.
The registration of test items up to 100 is possible.
The range of item numbers is assigned as follows:
1 78 81 96 99 -

4.6.2
4. 6.2

77
80
95
98
100

Common test items
ISE (Na, K, Cl)
Calculation items
Cleaning solutions
Diluents

Item Parameter screen

Clicking Item button on the Main Control screen, the following Item Selection
Menu screen appears.

1.

Item Selection Menu screen

Item Selection Menu screen
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The test item names, which are already registered, are shown on the screen.
You can add new items, or delete unnecessary items, or modify test item
numbers, which relates to the order of measuring.

Top line
Item Name

A B

A : Input box of common test item number (1 - 77)
There are two ways to input the test item number.
B : The test item name corresponding to the item number appears
automatically, if it is registered already.
(1) Input the number directly into the input box.
Item number + Enter
(2) Click the item number in the “Item List”.
The back color turns to blue.

Note

Without the item number input, neither
works.

Edit

nor

Delete

button

Item list
The list of test item numbers and the names, which are already registered, is
shown.
Message guide : The help message is shown by indicating the position with the
cursor.
After selection of the test item by clicking, the 1 st page of Item Parameter screen
of the selected test item appears by double clicking or clicking Edit button.

Bottom line
Edit
button
Clicking this button, the 1st page of Item Parameter screen of the item
number appears.
Delete button
Clicking this button, the registered contents of the item number are deleted
from the Item Parameter file.
Exit button
Clicking this button, the display goes back to the Main Control screen.

T
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2.

Item Parameter screen

Item Parameter screen is composed of three pages.
To call the 1st page, click Edit button on Item Selection Menu screen, or
double click after the selection of test item on Item Selection menu screen
by clicking.

［ The 1st page］
page ］

Message guide

Item Parameter screen (Page 1)

Top line
Item Name

A

B

A : Test Item Number, which is designated in the Item Selection menu
screen, is shown.
The number cannot be changed here.
B : Test Item Name (Up to 5 letters) appears if it is registered.
For the new test item, input the name after clicking the input frame.
Item name + Enter

Message Guide
The help message relative to the pointed item is shown.

Data Information
UNITS

C

C : The unit of the test result display/input (Up to 8 letters)
After clicking the input frame, input a unit.
Unit to register + Enter
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DECIMALS

D

D : Number of digits below decimal point of the test result display/input. (0–3)
After clicking the input frame, input numbers.
Number + Enter

ANALYSIS
TYPE

E

E : Analysis type display/input (END, RATE or ISE)
Select one out of the pull down menu by clicking.
W. length 1

F

F : Main-wavelength display/input (12 kinds)
Select one out of the pull down menu by clicking.
W. length 2

G

G : Sub-wavelength display/input (12 kinds)
Select one out of the pull down menu by clicking.
METHOD

H

H : Analysis Method Name display/input (Up to 20 letters)
After clicking the input frame, input the analysis method name.

CALIBRATION
TYPE

I

I : Kinds of calibration curves display/input (7 kinds)
Default is Factor.
Select a calibration curve type out of the pull down menu by clicking.
FACTOR

J

J : Factor value input box (-99999 – 99999)
When Factor was selected, the input box remains.

So, input the value.

If the other than Factor is selected, the table appears.
The density of standard sample (#1 - #6)
(-99999 – 99999)
After clicking this box, Value + Enter
You can input up to six to register or modify in numerical order.
Be sure to register the density in numerical order.

T
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CORRELATION
CORR ELATION
SLOPE
K

Y=

INTER
L

X=

K : Slope of correlation correction input box (0 - 999.99)
After clicking the input frame, input a number.
Value + Enter
L : Intersection of correlation correction input box (-999.99 - 999.99)
After clicking the input frame, input a number.
Value(including minus,-) + Enter
Correction formula

Y = Kx + L

K : Slope (SLOPE)
L : Intersection (INTER)
x : Actual test results
Y : Corrected final results

Default = 1.00
Default = 0.00

NORMAL RANGE

SERUM
URINE

MALE
LOW HIGH
M
N
Q
R

FEMALE
LOW HIGH
O
P
S
T

M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T : Input box of normal range for serum, urine and so on.

Bottom line
Page : 1
display
Page number display
Print
button
Clicking this button, the parameters of this test item are printed out.
Next Page button
Clicking this button, the 2nd page of Item Parameter screen appears.
Save
button
Clicking this button, the contents of the screen are stored in the Item
Parameter file.
Return
button
Clicking the button, the display goes back to the Item Selection Menu screen.
Note
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When Return or Save button is clicked, the operation
confirmation dialog box appears.
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［ The 2nd page］
page ］

Item Parameter screen (Page 2)

ASPIRATION
KIND
Single Double
Single reagent or double reagent selection by clicking one of them.
Black point appears if selected.
VOLUME
UNIT
SAMPLE
A
ul
REAGENT1 VOL
B
REAGENT2
C
A: Input box for sample volume.
(3 – 30 micro-liter: 0.5 micro-liter step)
B: Input box for 1st reagent volume. (200 – 350 micro-liter: 5 micro-liter step)
C: Input box for 2nd reagent volume. (20 – 200 micro-liter: 5 micro-liter step)
Value (uL)

+

Enter

Third Mix.
OFF
ON
Selection of 3 rd Mixing by clicking one of them.
R1 Blank
Water-Blank
R1-Blank 1
Selection of blank by clicking one of them.

MONITOR
O,LEVEL POINT
SPAN

D
E

D : Input box for basic measurement point number, which is used for
Reaction Process monitor basic point. (1 - 54)
After clicking this box, Value + Enter
E : Input box for full scale of Reaction Process monitor. (minus 9.999 - 9.999)
After clicking this box, Span value + Enter

T
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DATA PROCESS
READ
START
F
G

MAIN
SUB

END
H
I

F, H : Input boxes for the starting and ending points of the main measurement
range. (1 - 54)
G, I : Input boxes for the starting and ending points of the sub measurement
range. (1 - 46)
After clicking this box, Value + Enter
START ≦ END
15 seconds / cycle
For your reference
Water blank
R1 dispensation
Sample dispensation
R2 dispensation
Result

Measurement point
1, 2, 3
6
12
30
54

ABSORBANCE LIMIT
LOW
HIGH

J
K

J : Input box for the lower limit of optical absorbance. (-9.999 - 9.999 Abs)
K : Input box for the upper limit of optical absorbance. (-9.999 - 9.999 Abs)
After clicking this box,

Value

+

Enter

LOW ≦ HIGH
Note

As the optical absorbance, the difference between main and sub
absorbance is used for bi-chromatic measurement and the main
absorbance is used for mono-chromatic measurement.
For these optical absorbance, the cell blank or the reagent blank
are already subtracted.

FACTOR
Blank correction

L

ENDPOINT LIMIT
LINEAR CHECK(%)

M
N

L : Input box for Sample Blank correction factor for two points end
measurement
(K value)
K value range: -9.9999 - 9.9999
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This correction factor is automatically calculated from sample volume (Sv)
and reagent volumes (R1v and R2v).
K value calculation formula (Applied for two reagents system)
1. If sub measurement interval is before R2 dispensation and main
measurement interval is after R2 dispensation:
.
Sv＋R1v
K ＝
Sv＋R1v＋R2v
2. If both main and sub measurement intervals are at the same side
with R2 dispensation:
K = 1.000
M : Input box for limit value to check optical absorption variation for
END point assays. (0 - 9.999 Abs)
After clicking this box, Value(Abs.) + Enter
If calculated absorption variation exceeds this value in the designated
point of main measurement interval, “D” message appears in the result
printout.
N : Input box for Limit value of linearity check for RATE assay
(0 - 99%)
After clicking this box, Value(%) + Enter
If calculated linearity value exceeds this value, “L” message appears in
the result printout.

PROZONE CHECK
This is the input section of prozone phenomena checking parameters for
immuno-assay tests.
Please refer to “Chapter 2, 2.2.2 Prozone Check Function”, for the theoretical
explanation of PROZONE CHECK principle
FIRST
SECOND
THIRD

START
P
R
U

END
Q
S
V

LIMIT(%)
T
W

LOW
LOW

HIGH
HIGH

P, Q : Input boxes for the starting, P and ending, Q point numbers of
measurement, which define the basic measurement interval.
Input range: 14 - 54
After clicking this box, Value + Enter

T
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R, S : Input boxes for the starting, R and ending, S point numbers of
measurement, which define the reference measurement interval
against FIRST measurement interval.
Input range: 14 - 54
T

: Input box for the reference limit value (-99999 - 99999)% and selection
of limit applied upper or lower, by clicking one of circles, LOW/HIGH.
After clicking this box, Value + Enter

U, V : Input boxes for the starting, U and the ending, V point numbers of
measurement, which will be reference measurement interval to the
SECOND measurement interval.
Input range: 14 - 54
W

Note

: Input box for the reference limit value (-99999 - 99999)% and selection
of limit applied upper or lower, by clicking one of circles, LOW/HIGH.

To do prozone check, “FIRST and SECOND”, or “FIRST, SECOND
and THIRD” input Frames should be filled in.

Bottom line
Page : 2
display
Page number display
Print
button
Clicking this button, the parameters of this test item are printed out.
Prev Page button
Clicking this button, the 1st page of Item Parameter screen appears.
Save
button
Clicking this button, the contents of the screen are stored in the Item
Parameter file.
Return
button
Clicking this button, the display goes back to the Item Selection Menu screen.
Note

1. When Return or Save button is clicked, the operation
confirmation dialog box appears.
2. If the input data are not acceptable, the input failure occurs or
a warning is given.
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［ The 3rd page］
page ］
The conditions of Auto re-run are set in this page.

Item parameter screen (Page 3)
Auto Rerun SW

ON

OFF

Select whether to execute automatic rerun or not.
This setting has a priority to any other setting.

When selecting

OFF, the following settings are ignored and rerun is not executed.
Auto Rerun Range (Result)

ON

OFF

Select whether to execute rerun when the value is lower than the
lower limit or exceeds the upper limit.
When the value is lower, undiluted solution is used for rerun.
When it exceeds the limit, ten times diluted is used for rerun.
Sample Kind
Set the rerun value for each kind of sample.
For this example of serum, rerun is executed when the value is
lower than 1(one) or exceeds 10(ten).
Auto Rerun Condition (Absorbance)
Set absorbance range and prozone range.
Absorbance Rang Select whether to execute rerun when absorbance is
lower than the lower limit or exceeds the upper limit.
Lower : When the data message flag is “B”.
Higher : When the data message flag is “G”.
10 times diluted is used for rerun.
T
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Prozone Range

Select whether to execute rerun when prozone exceeds
the limit : when the data message flag is P.
10 times diluted is used for rerun.
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4.6.3

Calculation Between Items
Item s Screen

If an Item number out of 81 - 95 is selected in the Item Selection Menu screen,
the following Calculation Between Items screen appears.
Message Guide

Calculation Between Items screen

Top line
Item Name

A

B

A : Test Item No., which is designated in the Item Selection Menu screen, is
shown. The number cannot be changed here.
B : Test Item Name (up to 5 letters) appears if it is registered.
For the new Test Item, input the name, after clicking the input frame.
After clicking this box, Item name + Enter

MESSAGE GUIDE
The help message relative to the pointed item is shown.

COMPUTING METHOD
Item 1

C

C : Input box for the first item name, used for the calculation.
To input, click this box first, then double click the item in the item list.
Item 2

D

D : Input box for the second item name, used for the calculation.
To input, click this box first, then double click the item in Item List.

T
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Formula

E

E : Input box for the formula, used for the calculation.
To input, click this box first, then double click the formula in
Computing Method List.

D ATA I NFORMATION
UNITS

F

F : Input box for unit to use for the test result. (Up to 8 letters)
DECIMALS

G

G : Input box for number of digits below decimal point for the test results.
Input range: 0 - 3

COMPUTING METHOD LIST
Computing Method List
H
Edit Formula

display
button

H : Registered formula list display.
You can select a calculation formula from this list by clicking and transfer
to “F” input box by double clicking.
Edit Formula

button

Double clicking this button, open Calculation Formula Edit dialog box,
where you can register new calculation formula.
Item Parameter
Formula edition
Explanation
*Formula input
OK
Cancel
Calculation Formula Edition dialog box
The method to make a new calculation formula
1. Click Free line in Computing Method List, in Calculation Between Items
screen.
2. Double click Edit Formula button. Then Calculation Formula Edit dialog
box appears.
3. Following the explanation, input a new formula in Formula Input section.
4. Clicking
OK
button, a new formula is registered and appears in
Computing Method List.
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Item List
Item List
I
I : Test Item number and name display
If you click “C” or “D”, and select a test item in “I” by double clicking,
this item is transferred to “C” or “D”.

Bottom line
Save
button
Clicking this button, the information on the screen is registered in Item
Parameter File.
Return button
Clicking this button, the display goes back to Item Selection Menu screen.
Note

T

1. When clicking Return or Save button, the confirmation
dialog box appears.
2. If input information is not proper one, the information may be
rejected or a warning is given.
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4.6
4. 6 . 4 . Cleaning I tem Screen
If selecting the item of No. 96 - 98 in the Item Selection Menu and doubleclicking it, the dialog box is shown in the screen.
The amount of cleaning solution is set.
The amount set here is used for the probe cleaning and the reaction cuvette
cleaning.

Cleaning Item screen

DIALOG BOX
KIND
Single Double
Single reagent or double solution selection by clicking one of them.
Black circle appears if selected.
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REAGENT 1

Set the amount of cleaning solution to be aspirated by R1 probe.

REAGENT 2

This box appears when “double” is selected in KIND .
Set the amount of cleaning solution to be aspirated by R2 probe.

Save

The set amount of cleaning solution is saved.

Return

When clicking this button, the dialog box is closed.
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4.6
4. 6 . 5 . ISE Item Parameter
If selecting the item of No. 78 - 80 in the Item Selection Menu and doubleclicking it, the following screen is shown.

ISE Item Parameter screen
Item Name

*

UNITS

The item name and the item number are shown.
Input the unit.

DECIMALS

Default is mmol/L

*

Input box for number of digits below decimal point for the test results.
SLOPE

INTER

Dialysis
MALE

T

The correction factors are set.
The standard value of dialysis

FEMALE

Input the lower limit and the upper limit of the normal
value.
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4.7
4. 7

Round Parameter

4.7
4. 7 .1 Function
This is used to see the reagent bottle position.
The bottle position is decided by the Reagent Bottle Parameter.

4.7.2

Round Parameter screen
screen

Round Parameter screen

Top line
Round No

A

Round Name

B

A : Round Number input box
B : Round name corresponding to Round Number display

Main area
CH#
display
Channel Number display. (1 - 24)
Item Name display
Test item name, which is defined in Reagent Bottle Parameter screen.
R1
display
The display of the position number of First reagent (R1) in the reagent tray.
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R2
display
The display of the position number of Second reagent (R2) in the reagent tray.

Bottom line
Save
button
All the information of 24/36 channels is stored into the Round Parameter File.
Clicking the button, the message “Protocol Down-Loading” appears
during the storage operation.
Exit
button
Clicking the button, the display goes back to the Main Control screen.

T
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4.8
4. 8

Reagent Bottle Parameter

4.8
4. 8 .1 Function
This function is used to define the reagent bottle position to be used (No. 1 – 24)
on the reagent tray.

4.8
4. 8 .2 Reagent Bottle Parameter Screen
S creen
Message Guide

Reagent Bottle Parameter screen
Round Name

Clicking this button, the following dialog box is shown.

Round Definition dialog
Total of bottles
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Select 24 or 36 (option).
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The kind of Round

Select the round number to set.
You can set it up to 10.

Name

Input the name to the set number.

Save

Clicking this button, the name is saved.

Cancel

This button is used to cancel the operation.

Delete

Clicking this button, the input name is deleted.

Return

Clicking this button, the dialog box is closed.

Set Current Round

Clicking this button, the shown round name is registered
as the current round.
For the current round, the back color turns to white, and
the back color is yellow for the not current round.

Message Guide

The help message related to the position indicated by the
mo use cursor is shown.

Position number

Bottle position No. 1 – 24 (No. 1 – 36 for option)
The numbers are the same as the position numbers
of the reagent tray.

Item Name

The display of the test item name of the set reagent

Test item registration or modification procedure
1. Click the box of R1 or R2 in the column of Test Count,
register or modify.
2. Click the test item to be registered or modified from
the item list, then double click it.
If the item to be registered or modified is not in the list.
search the item, clicking ▲ or ▼ button on the right.
3. The Test Item is registered in the position.
Single/Double

In case of one kind of reagent to set, 1 is shown, and in
case of two kinds, 2 is shown automatically.

ID

ID number display from the barcode reader
T. Counts
R1
R2
Reagent residual volume counter (0 - 999) for R1 and R2

( 1 ) R egistration or rrenewal
enewal of Test Count by test number
1. Click the box to input the residual test count in Test Count area.
2. Input the residual test count of the reagent bottle.
3. For double reagents, input both R1 and R2 boxes.

T
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( 2 ) R egistration or R
Renewal
enewal of Test Count by volume.
volume .
1. Click the box of the position to renew.
2. Press Ctrl key on PC.
Test Volume input box appears.
3. Input the residual reagent volume.
Test Volume
*

ml

Item List
Test Item Name list that is registered in Item Selection Menu screen.

Second line from the bottom
Alarm

B

T. Counts

Test Stop

C

T. Counts

B : Input box for residual test numbers. This gives alarm by sound.
(-1 - 999 : No sound alarm)
C : Input box for residual test numbers. This stops the measurement.
(-1 - 999 : No measurement stop)
Bottle Read
button
When you input a new Round and use reagent barcode system, click this
Button.
This button makes barcode reader confirm current bottle assignment.

Bottom line
All Clear
button
Clicking this button, all the reagent bottle parameters in the screen are
deleted.
Line Clear
button
Clicking this button, Reagent Bottle Parameters of the selected position are
deleted.
Update
button
Clicking this button, the entire Reagent Bottles Parameters and positions
are registered in Bottle Parameter File.
Exit
bottom
Clicking this button, this program is closed and the display goes back to the
Main Control screen.

Note
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When you click All Clear , Line Clear , Update , or
button, the operation confirmation dialog box appears.

Exit
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4.9
4. 9

Calibration Parameter

4.9
4. 9 .1

Function

This function is used to produce calibration curve.
You can register Sample Numbers of Standard Samples, including Blank
Samples, and aspiration repetition number.
You can make Order Entry of Standard Samples.
You also can see Graphic display of optical absorbance of Standard Samples.
(Calibration curve)

4.9.2
4. 9.2

Calibration Parameter screen

1. Calibration screen

Title line from left to right

T

CH

Channel Number display

ODR

Order Entry box, by clicking this box
V mark appears to show that the order is accepted.
(To cancel the order, click the box again.)

ITEM#

Test Item Number display, based on Bottle Parameter
information

Graph

The button to call graphic display screen

NAME

Test Item Name display, corresponding to the test item number
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BLK / ODR

Input box for Blank Sample testing
When performing only blank measurement order, click the box.
So, V mark appears in the box and the order is accepted.
To cancel the order, double-click the box with V.

Re Cal

When re-calculating, chick the square. V mark appears to show
that the order is accepted.
(To cancel the order, click the box again.)

BLK

Input box for Blank Sample Number and the sampling repetition
number
Lower line :
Display of the latest optical absorbance data
(You can edit these data.)

STD-1

STD-2 STD-3 STD-4
STD-5
STD-6 :
Input box for Standard Sample Number – number of repetition
Lower line :
Display of the latest optical absorbance data
(You can edit these data.)

Note

1. Sample numbers should be arranged in ascending order,
otherwise the warning appears.
If you press Enter key for the wrong input data, “error dialog
box” appears. If this occurs, click OK button and input the
correct sample number.
2. If there are multiple standard samples, and if you modify
Sample Number of STD-1, the sample number of other samples
will be modified to be one larger than the former sample number
automatically.

A box under the input table
ISE-CAL
Serum
Urine
Dialysis

*1
*2
*3

Clicking the box on the left of each item, V mark appears in
the box to accept the measurement order.
To cancel the order, click the box again.

:
:
:
:

The mark disappears.

Display box of former optical absorbance data
Same as above
Same as above
Same as above

The latest four test results of the Test Item, which is selected by cursor, are
shown in reverse chronological order.
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Note

1. Only three results (*1 ~ *3) are shown in the box.
will be shown by clicking.

* 4 result

2. It is possible to rewrite to change these historical test results for
the latest test results by the drag and drop technique.

Bottom line
Order All

Clicking this button, the measurement order for all the items except
ISE can be performed in a lump. Clicking the button on the left
of each item, V mark appears in the box. To cancel the order,
click the button again. The mark disappears.

Re CAL

In case that measurement of patient sample has started before
the result of calibration has not be given, the got result is not
effective and measurement has to be redone.
This function is for re-calculating the measured result of the
patient sample using the former calibration data.
Clicking this button, the following dialog box is shown.

Start No(ID)
End No(ID)
Input the starting sample No. or the end sample No. in the
sample No. mode, the starting sample ID or the end sample
ID in the sample ID mode.
CAL. START
Clicking this button, calculation starts, and the following screen
is shown.

T
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SAVE

Clicking this button, the recalculated results are saved.
The measurement results in 4.3 Measurement Result screen are
updated.

RETURN

Clicking the button, the recalculated results are not saved, and
the results before calculated remains.
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2. Calibration Graphics screen

Calibration Graphics screen

Top line
Item Name

A

B

A : Item Name Number display, selected in Calibration Parameter
screen

Input box area (left side)
Type

C

C : Calibration curve type input box/display
Default is the type, which is selected in Item Parameter screen.
From the pull down menu, you can select other calibration curve
for simulation.
Factor

D

D : Registered Factor value display
If calibration curve type is Factor, the Factor value appears in this box.
STD #
Blank
1

Conc.
E
E

ABS
F
F

E : Standard Sample, Blank Sample concentration display
Concentration value registered in Item Parameter screen is shown.
F : Standard Sample, Blank Sample test results display
Test results are shown in optical absorbance.

T
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Second line from the bottom
Abs(In)

G

Conc(Out)

H

G : Optical absorbance value input box
H : Concentration display box
If you input Abs value in G box, corresponding concentration is shown
in the right box H.
You can use Conc. Box as an input box to generate a new temporal
calibration curve, for simulation purpose.

Bottom line
Compute

button

This button is used to generate a new calibration curve.
If you input new data in G and H, click this button to get new calibration curve
display.
This operation is used only for simulation. New input data will not be stored.
Exit

button

Clicking this button, the display goes back to Calibration Parameter screen.
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4.10

System

4.10.1

Function

In this System section, the following items are handled:
Registration of control sample measurement timing, confirmation of system
program version, registration of reagent probe and reaction cuvette carryover
protection and so on.
Clicking System button on the Main Control screen, the following System
Menu appears in the control screen.

One of the following system programs is selected by clicking proper button in
the menu.
Sys Para

System Parameter button

System parameter registration
Ver. Info

Version Information button

System program version information display
Prob Wash

Probe Washing button

Reagent probe cleaning parameter registration
Cell Wash

Cuvette Washing button

Reaction cuvette cleaning parameter registration
Cancel

Cancel button

Clicking the button, the display goes back to the Main Control screen.

T
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4.10.2

System Parameter Screen

Clicking System Parameter
Parameter screen appears.

button in System Menu, the following System

System Parameter screen

Run sequence area
Unknown Tray
Calibration Tray

*
*

by Sample
by Sample

*

by Item

For Unknown Tray, the measurement order follows the order of sample
number.
For Calibration Tray, you can select By Sample or By Item.
Default setting is By Item.

Sample ID Mode area
* by Sample No.

*

by Sample ID

Register the measurement order of samples, selecting the sample number or ID
number.
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Control method area
Unknown Tray

A
C

None
Last

B

Interval

Calibration Tray

A

None

C

Last

Register the measurement timing of Control Samples.
A : If

None

is selected, no Control Sample is measured for Patient tray.

B : If Interval is selected, the following input box appears the
right of the title.
*

Controls /

* :
** :

**

samples

Input box of Control Sample number to measure.
Input box of Measurement interval

C : If Last is selected, Control Sample is measured following the
measurement of the last sample on the tray.

Auto Rerun
SW

Select whether to execute automatic rerun or not.

ASTM
SW

Using the bi-directional communication of ASTM, click ON.

Kind of Format

It is not needed to set.

Leave it as it is.

TMS Host Online
Use Online

The setting screen can be opened by clicking the box.
Standard setting is already set. If it becomes necessary
to modify the setting, contact with our serviceman.

ISE area
A

ISE OPTION

A : If you perform ISE measurement, click this box.

Bottom area
Initialize cell no.

B

B : Display box for the first Sample Number of the next measurement

T
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Print Setting

Clicking this button, the following dialog box is shown.
Select the style of printout between “value” and “*****”
for the Level Error, the ABS Error and the Multi-CAL Error
by clicking Save button

When setting the value, the data are printed out.
When setting *****, ***** is printed out.
Date setting

Clicking this button, the date modification dialog box appears.
You can modify Date and Date Format in this dialog box.

Date modification dialog box
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Save

Clicking this button, the parameters on the screen are saved.
When changed, be sure to click Save button.

Exit

Clicking this button, the display goes back to the Main Control
screen.
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4.10.3

Version Information Screen

Clicking Version Information button in the System Menu, the following
Version Information screen appears.

Version Information screen
User Interface

System program version number and date are shown.

Sequence Control

Control program version number and date are shown.

Language Switch

Select language by clicking.

OK

T

button

The display goes back to the Main Control screen by
clicking this button.
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4.10.4
4. 10.4

Probe Wash Screen

Clicking Probe Washing button in the System Menu, the following Probe Wash
Condition Registration screen for the reagent probe appears.
To avoid the reagent to reagent interaction, up to 30 combinations of effecting
test items, sensitive test items and cleaning solutions, can be registered.

Probe Wash Condition Registration screen

Item registration area
Item 1
A

Item 2
B

Wash
C

A : Input box of carryover effecting test item.
B : Input box of carryover sensitive test item.
C : Input box of cleaning solution to avoid carryover.
If you click the input box, the pull down menu appears.
You can select a proper one from the list.

Bottom line
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All Clear

Clicking this button, all the input data are deleted.

Line Clear

Clicking this button, data of the selected line are deleted.

Update

Clicking this button, all the data on the screen are
registered.

Exit

Clicking this button, the display goes back to the Main
Control screen.

Operator ’s Manual
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You can set three conditions for the probe cleaning.
1. In case that only Item 1 is registered, cleaning is performed
after dispensation of the set Item.
2. In case that only Item 2 is registered, cleaning is performed.
before dispensation of the set Item.
3. In case that both Item 1 and Item 2 are registered, cleaning
is performed when the combination of Item 1 and Item 2 occurs.

T
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4.10.5

Cell Wash Screen

Clicking Cuvette Washing button in System Menu screen, the
Following Cuvette Washing Condition Registration screen appears.
To avoid contamination by reagents, up to 30 combinations of effecting test
items and cleaning solutions to be used can be registered.

Cell Wash Condition Registration screen

Item registration area
Item
A

Wash
B

A : Input box of carryover effecting test item.
If you click an input box, pull down menu appears.
You can select a proper one from the list.
B : Display of cleaning solutions to avoid carryover.
Cleaning solution registration is done in the System Parameter screen.

Bottom line
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All Clear

Clicking this button, all the input data are deleted.

Line Clear

Clicking this button, data of the selected line are deleted.

Update

Clicking this button, all the data on the screen are registered.

Exit

Clicking this button, the display returns to the Main Control
screen.
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4.11

File

4.11
4. 11.1
11 .1

Function

Profile Registration which is used for Profile Order Entry and Test Result Data
Copy from a hard disk to a floppy disk (data down load) are handled in this
section.
Clicking
appears.

File

Profile

button on Main control screen, the following File Menu screen

button

Profile Registration screen appears.
Format Disk

button

Floppy Disk Formatting screen appears.
Sample File

button

Sample File screen appears.
Test Results stored in PC hard disk can be down loaded to a floppy disk in
this screen.
Up loading from a floppy disk to hard disk is also possible in this screen.
Cancel

button

Clicking the button, the display goes back to the Main Control screen.

T
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4.11.2

Profile Registration Screen
Scree n

Clicking Profile button in File Menu screen, the following Profile
Registration screen appears.

Profile Registration screen

Top line
Number

A

Name

B

Round

C

A : Profile number input box (1 – 30)
B : Profile name input box (Up to 10 characters)
Default is “PROFILE-01”.
To change the profile name, click this box and delete the old name
by BS or Delete key, then input a new name.
C : Round number input box

Test Item selection area
*

Test Item name

* : Clicking the box, check mark appears in this box.
Click all the boxes of Test Items to register for the Profile.
To cancel the Test Item, click the box again.

Bottom line
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Delete

Clicking

Save

Clicking the button, the profile is registered and stored.

Exit

Clicking this button, the display returns to the Main Control
screen.
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4.11.
4.11 . 3

Format Disk Screen

Clicking Format Disk
appears with alarm.

button in File Menu screen, the following screen

Caution
Once format is done, all the content of the floppy disk
will be lost.
If you want to cancel press “ Ctrl

+ C” key.

Insert a new disk into Drive A:
When you are ready, press

Enter

key……

Format Disk screen

Use 3.5", 2HD floppy disk.
Proceed formatting following the message in screen.
If you want to stop formatting, press

C

key while pressing

Ctrl

key.

Then the display goes back to the Main Control screen.

T
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4.11.4

Sample File Screen

Clicking Sample File
screen appears.

button on File Menu screen, the following Sample File

Sample File screen

Data Base Part
CURRENT DB
A

EXTERNAL DB
B

A : A date list, which Hard Disk has test results.
B : A date List, which Floppy Disk has test results.

Control buttons
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Save ->>

This button is used to store the test results from Hard Disk to
Floppy disk.
Select the date by clicking in Current DB, and click this button.

<<- Load

This button is used to store the test results from Floppy Disk to
Hard disk.
Select the date by clicking in External DB, and click this button.

Delete ->>

This button is used to delete the test results from Hard Disk.
Select the date by clicking in Current DB, and click this button.

<<- Delete

This button is used to delete the test results from Floppy disk.
Select the date by clicking in External DB, and click this
button.
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4.12
4. 12

Maintenance

4.12.1

Function

This function is used for daily maintenance, such as cell blank check, lamp life
check, ISE information and error list confirmation.
Clicking Maint. button on the Main Control screen, the following
Maintenance Menu appears on the Main Control screen.
Clicking the button, the following Maintenance Screen appears.

Clicking these buttons, the following maintenance screens are available.
User Maint

There are five screens as Auto gain at lamp exchange.

ISE

Residual life of electrodes and reagents are displayed.

Cell Check

The latest cell blank value list is displayed.

Lamp

Residual lamp life is displayed.

Error List

Occurred error list is displayed.

To go back to the Main Control screen from the maintenance screen, click
Cancel button.

T
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4.12.2

User Maintenance

Clicking User Maint
is shown.

4-92

button in the maintenance menu, the following screen

Cell Washing

Clicking this button, all of 60 reaction cuvettes are washed.

Cell drain

Clicking this button, all the reaction cuvettes are drained.

PRAIM01

Clicking this button, all the filling lines are filled with water.
It is convenient to use this function at the system set up or the
piping tubes exchange.

Fill Cell

Clicking this button, 300 micro-liter of purified water or
cleaning solution is dispensed into all of 60 reaction cuvettes.
Before clicking the button, set the bottle with purified water or
cleaning solution in it to R1 side of the position No.1 on the
reagent tray.

AUTO GAIN

Use this button when the intensity of light is adjusted after
lamp exchange.
Refer to “5.2.7 Light Source” for the details.

Stop

Clicking this button, the abovementioned operations are
immediately stopped.

Exit

Clicking this button, the display goes back to the Main
Control screen.
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4.12.3
Clicking
appears.

ISE Screen
ISE

button on Maintenance Menu screen, the following screen

ISE screen

Top line
Current Date

A

A : Date display

Electrode Area
Na+
Time
Alarm
B
164/184 Days is Left
Count
Alarm
C
D
/10000
E Change This

D
F
T
Status

Changed Date
G
B : Input box for the residual days to be alarmed.
C : Input box for the residual test count to be alarmed.
D : Residual test count out of 10000 tests.
This residual life can be over-written by inputting a number.
E : Residual life display switching box. Clicking this box, the field of Count
to show the residual test count becomes effective.

T
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F : Graph display of used days/test count, which is smaller.
G : Electrode replacement date is changed by this function.
Select a date in the calendar, then click this button.
H : Manual Send ; Click this button to go to Order Entry screen.

Reference & Pump Tube Area
Clicking

Reference & Pump Tube

button, the following screen is shown.

Reference & Pump Tube screen
Pump Cassette
Time
Alarm
I
12/184 Days is Left

D
K

Count
Alarm
19983/20000
J Change This

Status

Changed Date
L
I : Input box for the residual days to be alarmed.
J : Residual life display switching box. Clicking this box, the field of Count
to show the residual test count becomes effective.
K : Graph display of used days/test numbers, which is smaller.
L : Electrode replacement date is changed by this function.
Select a date in the calendar, then click this button.
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Reagent Area

Reagent screen
Reagent
Count
Alarm
N

M
/1500
Bottle
O
P Change This
Changed Date and Time
R

T
Q
ml
Status

M : Input box for the residual test numbers to be alarmed.
N : Residual test numbers display. This residual test count can be
over-written by inputting a number.
O : Input box of Cal-A bottle volume.
P : Clicking this button, the display of bottle volume becomes effective.
Q : Graph display of used days/test numbers, which is smaller.
R : Electrode replacement date is changed by this function.
Select a date in the calendar, then click this button.

Bottom line

T

Update set

Clicking this button, the data are renewed.

Maintenance

When clicking this button, the following dialog box is shown.
After the replacement of electrodes, reagent pack or pump
tube, purge is done automatically.

Exit

Clicking this button, the display goes back to the Main
Control screen.
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Manual Send
Clicking

Manual Send

button on the bottom, the following screen

appears.

Manual Send screen
This screen is used to discharge the liquid in the tubes and electrode,
or to fill them with liquid when you exchange electrodes or Cal-1 or
pump tubes.
<ISE?>

To confirm if ISE unit is available for transmission.
When it is available, the system returns <ISE!> back.

<CALB>

This button is used for serum calibration with ISE unit only.

<CAL1>

This button is used for urine calibration with ISE unit only.

<CAL2>

This button is used for urine calibration with ISE unit only.

<SAMP>

This button is used for serum sample measurement with ISE
unit only.

<URIN>

This button is used for diluted urine sample measurement with
ISE unit only.
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<CLEN>

This button is used for electrode cleaning with ISE unit only.

<STRT>

This button is used to perform each measurement command.

<DATA>

This button is used to display the last measured data.
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<MANT>

Clicking this button, the liquid in ISE unit is discharged.
This function is used when electrode exchange or sample pot
cleaning.

<PURG>

Clicking this button, Cal-1 is sent to the electrode after the
liquid is discharged from the dispensation pot and electrode.
At the exchange of electrode or pump tube, this is used to fill
the electrode or tube with Cal-1.

<STBY>

The basic function of this is the same as <PURG>.
This button is used to reset the flow sensor.

<DBUG>

Clicking this button, AD value at Cal 1 level and AD value at
sample level are displayed.

Transfer <DBUG> command again

to cancel.
<BUBD> Clicking this button, AD value of flow sensor is returned back.

<CKSM>

The version number of ROM of ISE module is displayed.

<WAIT>

Clicking this button, automatic flow of liquid is interrupted for
three minutes.

Exit

Clicking this button, the display goes back to the ISE screen.
The Comment display
In case of performing each command, <ISE!> is displayed at
the normal completion.

The error code is displayed when an

error occurred.

How to use command
1) Serum calibration
<CALB> -> Injection of 60 micromicro - liter of CalCal - 2 -> <STRT> ->
Data are shown in the Comment display.
2)

Urine calibration
<CAL2> -> Injection of 60 micromicro - liter of Urine CalCal - 2 -> <CAL2> ->
Injection of 60 micromicro - liter
lit er of Urine CalCal - 2 -> <CAL1> -> Injection of 60
micromicro - liter of Urine CalCal - 1 -> <CAL1> -> Injection of 60 micromicro - liter of

T
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Urine CalCal - 1 -> <STRT> -> Data are shown in the Comment display.
3)

Serum measurement
<SAMP> -> Injection of 60 micromicro - liter of serum sample -> <STRT> ->
Data are shown in the Comment display.

4)

Diluted urine sample (Dilute it six times with special diluent.)
<URIN> -> Injection of 60 micromicro - liter of diluted urine -> <URIN> ->
Injection of 60 micromicro - liter of diluted urine - > <STRT> ->
Data are shown in the Comment display.

5)

Electrode cleaning
<CLEN> -> Injection of 60 micromicro - liter of electrode cleaner -> <STRT>
-> Data are shown in the Comment display.

<ISE!> is shown in the Comment box after performing commands of
<CALB>, <CAL1>, <CAL2>, <SAMP>, <URIN> and <CLEN>.
Only after confirmation of <ISE!>, go ahead to the next step.
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4.12
4. 12.
12 . 4

Cell Blank Check Screen

Clicking Cell Check
screen appears.
1

button in Maintenance Menu screen, the following
2

3

4

5

6

7
8

9

Cell Blank Check screen
When the cell blank value exceeded the check value, Cell # box, Color 1 and Color 2
boxes will be colored. Please follow the indication on the bottom.
Refer to Chapter 5. Maintenance for Cuvette exchange.
1

Color 1->

Select a wavelength for Color-1.

2

Color 2->

Select a wavelength for Color-2.

3

Normal 001

Check value of cell blank is shown
The set value is 0.001 (Abs.) and it is not possible to
change this value.
If the value becomes upper than the set value,
perform gain adjustment because it is too light.

4

Normal 002

Check value of cell blank is shown.
The set value is 0.2 (Abs.) and it is not possible to
change this value.
If the value becomes lower than the set value,
it shows the time for exchange is coming soon.

.

T
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5

Normal 003

Check value of cell blank is shown.
The set value is 0.33 (Abs.) and it is not possible to
change this value.
If the value becomes lower than the set value,
change the cuvette into new one.

6

Cell #

Cell number display.

7

Color 1

The latest Water Blank Optical Absorption Value is
displayed for selected wavelength.
If this value becomes out of Normal OD criteria, the box is
colored. Follow the indication on the bottom.

8

Color 2

Same as above.

9

Exit

Clicking this button, the display goes back to the Main
Control screen.

Note
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(1 - 60)

When any box lights up in red, it is about the time for all cuvettes
to be exchanged.
It is recommended to exchange all of 60 cuvettes at once.
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4.12.5
Clicking

Lamp Screen
Lamp

button in the Maintenance Menu, the following screen appears
The lamp is getting dark gradually
with the lapse of time.

Lamp screen
The residual available time is
shown in percentage(%).
CHANGE

button

Click this button when you replaced a lamp.
Clicking this, the following dialog box is shown.

When clicking OK button, 100% is shown for the residual available time,
and the display of lamp is shown light
Exit

button

Clicking this button, the display goes back to the Main Control screen.

T
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4.12
4. 12.
12 . 6

Error List Screen

Clicking Error list
screen appears.

button on the Maintenance Menu screen, the following

Error List screen
In this screen, one error is shown in two lines.
The upper line is the error messages.
The lower line is the error codes and date & time.

Unit name
Motion
↓
↓
Water S/D
Water tank empty
130
↑
Unit

Exit
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01300-01
↑
Grp-Det

13-008
↑
Ca-No

000
↑
Func

Tank F/E
12.5

Cause
By
↓
↓
Water tank empty

5F7CH

↑
↑
STime Cycle

(00/09/06 15:56:33)
↑
(Date & time)

Clicking the button, the display goes back to the Main Control screen.
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4.13
4. 13

Password Setting

These operations will be available when the password is registered beforehand
and the input word checks up with the registered password.
1. Rewriting of patient information
2. Edition of the measurement results of data list
3. Maintenance menu

4.13
4. 13.1
13 .1

Password setting procedure

1. Click the top right of the Main Control screen to close or minimize the screen.

Click

2. Open Explorer in this procedure.
Start → Program → Explore

Selecting t224com.ini,
t224com.ini
double-click.

Click

Click Prg.
Prg

3. Clicking “C :”, show Folder List.
4. Select “U24pdev_N” in Folder List and then “Prg”.
5. Select “t224com. ini” in Folder List of Prg folder, and double-click it.
The program list in Memo style is shown.
The abovementioned procedure is common to each setting.
The explanation for each setting is as follows.

T
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4.13
4. 13.
13 . 2

Password Setting of Patient Information

Password setting
1. Input Password of 16 characters or less in PSWD= “ ” of [Order] in Program
list. For example, PSWD= “tbms”.
“ ” is necessary.
2. Save this file.
File → Overwritten
3. Close Memo.
File → Close

4.13
4. 13.
13 . 3

Password Setting of Data List Edit

1. Input Password of 16 characters or less in
PassWord= “ ” of [Datalist] in Program list.
For example, PassWord= “tbms”.
“ ” is necessary.
2. Save this file.
File → Overwritten
3. Close Memo.
File → Close

Password setting
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4.13
4. 13.
13 . 4

Password Setting of Maintenance Menu

Password setting
1. Input Password of 16 characters or less in pswd = “ ” of [System] in
Program list. For example, pswd = “tms”.
“ ” is necessary.
2. Save this file.
File → Overwritten
3. Close Memo.
File → Close
After completing setting of password, return the Main screen to the former size.

T
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4.14
4. 14

Result Print Setting

1.

Follow the procedures 1 to 5 in “4. 13. 1 Password Setting”
to open “C: U24pdev_N Prg t224com.ini”.

2.

Input 0, 1 or 2 in the part of “?” of “Print Mode = ?” in the
Section [Internal Printer].
“0” means that both ID and patient name are not printed.
“1” means that sample ID and patient name are printed.
“2” means that patient ID and patient name are printed.

3.

Save it.

4.

Shut down the system, and restart it.
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4.15
4. 15

Reaction Monitor Saving Screen

1.

Click

R-Mon

(Reaction monitor) button on the Main Control screen.

2.

When the reaction monitor screen appears, press
D key at the same time.

3.

The following screen appears.

Ctrl

key and

Input RC# that you want to
save.
Starting # -> Ending #

Add “a:” at the top of name.

4.

Input the start number and the stop number that you want to save in
RC#.

5.

Put “a:” at the top even if you change the input file name or you do not change,
and designate the bus of floppy disk.

6.

Click New button.
When you add the data to the existing file, click

Add

button.

The image of reaction monitor is outputted in the text file form.
The interval character is “, (comma)”.
You can open in Excel, if you change the extension from “txt” to “csv”.

T
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Chapter 5

Maintenance

Maintenance of this system is explained in this chapter.
5. 1 Maintenance Preparation

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------- 5 - 2

5.1.1

Necessary Tools, Goods and Parts ----------------------- 5 - 2

5.1.2

Maintenance Item List ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 5 - 3

5. 2 Maintenance Procedure
5.2.1

Sample Probe

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------- 5 - 4

----------------------------------------------------- 5 - 4

1.

Sample Probe Cleaning ----------------------------------------- 5 - 4

2.

Sample Probe Exchange

5 . 2.2

Reagent Probe

--------------------------------------- 5 - 5

---------------------------------------------------- 5 - 6

1.

Reagent Probe Cleaning

--------------------------------------- 5 - 6

2.

Reagent Probe Exchange

-------------------------------------- 5 - 7

5.2.3

Reaction Cuvette

------------------------------------------------- 5 - 8

Cuvette Exchange
5.2.4

Water Reservoir

----------------------------------------------- 5 - 8
-------------------------------------------------- 5 - 11

Water Filter Exchange
5 . 2.5

Cleaning Solution Reservoir
Filter Exchange

5.2.6
5.2.7

---------------------------------------- 5 - 11
--------------------------------- 5 - 12

-------------------------------------------------- 5 - 12

Drainage Reservoir

---------------------------------------------- 5 - 13

Float Switch Check

--------------------------------------------- 5 - 13

Light Source

------------------------------------------------------ 5 - 14

1.

Lamp Exchange

-------------------------------------------------- 5 - 14

2.

Gain Adjustment

------------------------------------------------- 5 - 17

5.2.8

Sampling Pump Unit

------------------------------------------- 5 - 20

1.

Daily Inspection

2.

UU-packing Exchange

-------------------------------------------- 5 - 21

Reagent Pump Unit

-------------------------------------------- 5 - 23

5 . 2.9

-------------------------------------------------- 5 - 20

1.

Daily Inspection

-------------------------------------------------- 5 - 23

2.

UU-packing Exchange

-------------------------------------------- 5 - 24

5.2.10 Probe Outside Washing P
Pump
ump Unit
1.

Daily Inspection

2.

UU-packing Exchange

5.2.11 ISE
5. 3

------------------------- 5 - 26

-------------------------------------------------- 5 - 26
-------------------------------------------- 5 - 27

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 5 - 29

Hidden Screens and Explanation of Screens

----------------- 5 - 42

5.1

Maintenance Preparation

5.1.1

Necessary T ools, Goods and Parts

1. Necessary
Neces sary tools (Accessories)
1. (Plus) Driver
2. Tweezers
3. Hexagonal wrench (2.5mm)

2. Necessary goods (Customer preparation)
1. KIMWIPE or gauze
2. Ethyl alcohol

3. Necessary parts (Parts No. on the right)

5-2

1.

Sample probe

: 20-02-0042

2.

Reagent probe

: 20-03-0055

3.

Reaction cuvette (*)

: 20-07-0126

4.

Pure water filter (*)

: SP2058

5.

Cleaning solution filter (*): SP2059

6.

Light source lamp (*)

: 20-10-0184

7.

Phi 2 U-packing

: 02-04-0087

8.

Phi 5

U-packing

: 20-05-0095

9.

Phi 10 U-packing

: 20-04-0086

10.

Calibrator (Cal-1)

: 20-

11.

Na electrode

: 20-

12.

K electrode

: 20-

13.

Cl electrode

: 20-

14.

Ref electrode

: 20-

15.

Pump cassette

: 20-
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5.1.2

Maintenance Item List

Item
5.2.1

Necessary parts

Num.

Sample probe

1. Probe cleaning
2. Probe exchange
5.2.2

KIMWIPE
Sample probe

1

Reagent probe

1. Probe cleaning
2. Probe exchange
5.2.3

1
Max.

Reaction cuvette

60

Hex. Wrench (2.5)

Pure water filter

1

KIMWIPE

Cleaning sol. Filter

2

KIMWIPE

Cleaning sol. reservoir

1. Filter exchange
5.2.6

Reagent probe

Water reservoir

1. Filter exchange
5.2.5

KIMWIPE

Reaction cuvette

1. Cuvette exchange
5.2.4

Waste reservoir

1. Float switch check
5.2.7

Tools, goods

KIMWIPE

Light source lamp

1. Lamp exchange

Hex. Wrench(2.5)
Light source lamp

1

(Minus) Driver
KIMWIPE

5.2.8

Sample pump unit

1. Daily check
2. U-packing exchange
5.2.9

Phi 2 U-packing

1

(+)Driver

Phi 10 U-packing

1

Tweezers

Phi 5

U-packing

1

(+)Driver

Phi 10 U-packing

1

Tweezers

Phi 10 U-packing

1

(+)Driver

1

Tweezers

1

Cotton swab

Reagent pump unit

1. Daily check
2. U-packing exchange
5.2.10 Probe outside washing
pump unit
1. Daily check
2. U-packing exchange
5.2.11

ISE module

1. Daily check

T

2. Calibrator 1 exchange

Calibrator1

3. Electrode exchange

Electrode

ISE washing solution
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5.2

Maintenance Procedure

When cleaning, wipe the system with a dry cloth.
If it is stained heavily, use diluted neutral detergent to wipe it out, but not solvent.
Wipe out the sample if it is on the system, with cloth dipped in 70% diluted
ethyl alcohol, if the sample has or might have biohazards.

5.2.1

Sample Probe

1. Sample Probe Cleaning
1. Turn off PC and analyzer system
STM arm

power switch before starting the
maintenance operation.

Washing pot

2. Remove the sample cover.
3. Remove a sample tray if it is inserted.
4. Pull up STM arm by hand and move
Sampler cover
Sampler

and rotate to above the sampler.

5. Wipe out the dirt at the outside of
probe tip by KIMWIPE or other
material soaked in pure water.
Note

Be careful not to bend the probe
tip.

If the probe is bent, please

confirm tip position referring
“5.2.1. 2.Sample Probe Exchange”.

6. Return STM arm to washing position
by hand.
7. Reset sampler cover at the proper
position.
Probe tip cleaning

5-4
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2. Sample Probe
P robe Exchange
Probe fixing nut

1. Move STM arm to above the sampler
by the same procedure as 1 to 4
of the former page.

2. Remove the probe by loosening a
fixing nut by fingers.
If it is too tight, use pliers.

Prove removing

3. Insert a new probe and fix it by a fixing
nut, fastening by fingers.
When you turn the nut, hold the
arm by the other hand for protection.

4. Power ON PC and analyzer, then
initialize by Ready button.

5. Adjust for the probe tip to come to the
center of an aspiration hole of washing
Probe exchange
Probe action locus

pot.
If the tip position shifts a little,
please adjust by bending the probe
a little.

6. After adjustment, return the probe to
the home position by initialization.
Washing pot

Aspiration hole

Probe position confirmation

T
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5.2.2

Reagent Probe

1. Reagent Probe Cleaning
1. Turn off PC and the analyzer system
power switch before starting the
maintenance operation.
2. Remove reagent tray cover.
3. Remove a reagent bottle of position
No. 1.
4. Move up RTM arm by hand and
Reagent probe

rotate R1 to the reagent bottle
position.

5. Wipe out the dirt at the outside of
probe tip by KIMWIPE or other
material soaked in pure water.

6.

Following R1 operation, do the
same operation above for R2.

Note

Be careful not to bend the probe
tip. If the probe is bent, please
confirm tip position referring
“5.2.2.2. Reagent Probe Exchange”.

7. Return RTM to the home position by
hand. (R2 is front side)
Probe tip cleaning

8. Place back reagent bottle and tray
cover.
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2. Reagent
Re agent Probe Exchange
1. Move the reagent probe, to be
replaced (R1 or R2), above the
position where there is no
bottle, by the same procedure as
1 to 4 of the former page.

2. Remove the probe by loosening
Probe fixing nut
Prove removing

fixing nut by hand.
If it is too tight, use pliers.
3. Insert a new probe and fix it by
a fixing nut, fastening by
fingers.
When you turn the nut, hold
the arm by the other hand for
protection.
4. Power ON PC and the system,
then initialize.

Probe exchange
Probe action locus

5. Adjust for the probe tip to come
to the center of an aspiration

Aspiration hole

hole of the washing pot.
And confirm the other side
probe tip is locating center of
the idle hole.
If the tip position shifts a little,
please adjust by bending
the probe a little.
Washing pot

Probe position confirmation

6. After adjustment, return the
probe to the home position by
initialization.

T
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5.2.3

Reaction Cuvette

Cuvette Exchange
Exchang e
1. Turn off PC and the analyzer system

RTM arm

power-switch before starting the
maintenance operation.

Reaction tray
Bird’s eye view of the instrument

2. Pull up RTM arm and turn to left a
little.
The position of R1 probe should be the
middle of reagent tray and cuvette.

Shifting of RTM arm

5-8
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Cell cover

3. Pull up cell cover and remove by
hand.

Reaction tray front view-1

4. 20 cuvettes are held by the cell
Cell holder

Fixing screw

holder.
Rotate reaction tray by hand so that
a cuvette group, which includes the
cuvette to be replaced, comes to the
front.
Cuvette number is printed on the cell

Cell holder

holder in 5 intervals.

5. Loosen cell holder screws (3 screws)
by hexagonal wrench (2.5 mm) so that
you can remove cell holder.
You do not need to remove a screw
itself.

When you remove the cell

holder, screws come together.
While you are loosening a screw, you
will feel suddenly light to turn.
Reaction tray front view - 2

T

This is an indication.
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6.

Pull up cell holder by hand and
remove it.

7.

Pull up the cuvette, to be replaced, by
fingers.

8.

Insert a new cuvette, confirming the
direction to insert.

Note

Do not touch the optical path
face of a cuvette by fingers.

Reaction tray front view - 3
9.

After the cuvette insertion, fix a cell
holder by a hexagonal wrench of
2.5 mm.
Assemble as each nail of a cell holder
comes between cuvettes.

10.

If you proceed to another cuvette
replacement, follow the 4 ~ 9
procedures.

11.

Pin

When you have finished cuvette
replacement, confirm each cuvette is
set properly, by rotating the tray

Reaction tray front view - 4

carefully by hand.

12.

Power ON PC and analyzer, then
initialize.

13.

Set the cell cover to the proper
position.
Fit the cell cover cut part to the pin.

Optical Path face
Cuvette

5-10
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5.2.4 Water Reservoir

Water F
Filter
ilter Exchange

1. Loosen the cap of the water reservoir and
pull up the filter and the float switch
unit.

2. Wipe out water around filter and other
Cap

parts by KIMWIPE for better working
condition.

Water reservoir

Stopper

3. The old filter is pulled down to remove.

4. Insert a new filter till the filter hits a
stopper.

5. Confirm if the float switch moves up and
down smoothly.

6. Return the filter and the float switch unit
into the water reservoir.
Filter

Float switch
7. Tighten the cap.

Filter and float switch

T
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5.2.5

Cleaning Solution Reservoir

Filter exchange
1. Loosen the cap of the cleaning
solution reservoir and pull up the filter
and the float switch unit.

2. Wipe out liquid around the filter and other
Cap
Cleaning solution reservoir

Stopper

parts by KIMWIPE for better working
condition.

3. Pull down the old filter to remove.

4. Insert a new filter till the filter hits
the stopper.

5. Confirm if the float switch moves up
and down smoothly.

Filter

Float switch

Filter and float switch

6. Return the filter and the float switch
unit into the cleaning solution
reservoir.

7. Tighten the cap.
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5.2.6

Drainage Reservoir

Float Switch Check
1. Loosing Cap of the reservoir and pull
up the float switch unit.

2. Wipe out water around the filter and
other part by KIMWIPE for better
working condition.

Drainage reservoir

3. Confirm if the float switch moves up
and down smoothly.

4. If you find dart around the float
switch, wash out dart by tap water
with brush.

5. Return the float switch unit into the
drainage reservoir.

Float switch

6. Tighten the cap.

Float switch

T
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5.2.7

Light Source

1. Lamp Exchange
！ Caution

Be sure to wait for ten minutes to cool the lamp and
lamp house for maintenance after turning off the system.
The temperature of the lamp rises during operation,
and it might cause burn on your fingers.
1.

Turn off the PC and the system
power switch and wait for ten
minutes to cool the lamp and lamp
house before starting the
maintenance operation.

2. Turn the upper part of the system
to the rear direction, until it is
locked by a stay.
Lamp house
3.
Bird’s eye view of the system

Pull up RTM arm and turn it to the
left a little.
The position of R1 probe should be
in the middle of reagent tray and
reaction tray.

Fixing screw knobs

Pin
4.

Loosen the lamp lead terminal
screws (2) at terminal block by (-)
driver and remove the lamp leads.
Do not over loosen the screws.

5.

Loosen the fixing screw knobs
(2 knobs) of lamp holding plate.
Do not over loosen the screws, as
the fixing screws designed to be
not removed.

Terminal block
Terminal fixing screw
Lamp house - 1

5-14

Knob

While loosening the screw, you will
suddenly feel light to turn.
This is an indication.
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Lamp holding plate
6.

Holding the knob by fingers, pull up the
lamp holding plate.

Lamp house - 2

7.

Loosen the lamp fixing screws
(2 screws) with a Hex. Wrench(2.5)
and remove the lamp from the lamp
holding plate.

Lamp holding plate

8.

Set a new lamp.
Set a new lamp, fitting the cut part of
the lamp flange to the pin on the lamp
holding plate.

Note

Pin

Do not touch the glass surface of
the lamp. If you find any dirt on

Lamp

the glass surface, clean it by
gauze wetted by ethyl alcohol.

T
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9. Set the lamp holding plate.
Adjust the lamp holding plate
position, so that the holes on
the plate fit the pins of the
lamp house and fix the plate
by turning two fixing screw
knobs.

Lamp house - 3

10. Set the lamp leads to the
terminals of a terminal
block and fix them using
a minus type screwdriver.

Note

The lamp leads are made a
little longer than necessary
length.

Terminal fixing screw
Terminal block

Push these leads

into a slit below, so that

Lamp house - 3

these leads are not
damaged.

11. Turn on the PC and the system power switch.

12. Wait until
Ready

Ready

button is available, and press

button to start the initial operation.

13. Make a registration of lamp replacement.
(Perform “CHANGE” in “4. 12. 5”.)
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2. Gain Adjustment

When finishing the lamp exchange, turn on the system to adjust the gain
(adjustment of the intensity of light), using the new reaction cuvette.

1. Clicking

Maint.

button in the main control screen,

the sub-menu is shown.

Fig. 5-33 Maintenance sub-menu
Maintenance sub menu

2.

Clicking

User Maint.

in the sub-menu, the user maintenance screen

is shown.

Click “Auto Gain”.

Fig. 5-34 User Maintenance screen

User maintenance screen

T
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3.

Clicking

Auto Gain

button, the following screen appears.

Values are shown
automatically.

Click

You can cancel
the gain by clicking this button.

Gain Adjustment screen

4.

Clicking

Auto Gain

button in Gain Adjustment screen, the reaction

tray rotates and stops a little later, and the following dialog box is
displayed.

5.

Pour deionized water, 500uL into the new reaction cuvette.

Deioniaed
water 500uL

Fig. 5-31 New reaction cuvette
6.

Referring to “5.2.3 Cuvette Exchange”, take out the cuvette of No. 50
position, and set the above mentioned new cuvette.
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Position No.50

Reaction cuvette setting

7.

Clicking

OK

button, the gain for all the wavelengths is automatically

executed.
After auto gain is completed, the following dialog box is shown.

Click
8.

OK

button.

After saving the data, the reaction tray rotates and stops with the cuvette
of No. 50 position to be front. The following dialog box appears.

Take out the reaction cuvette with deionized water in it, and set the
original reaction cuvette.
9.

Clicking

Exit

button in the Gain Adjustment screen, the display goes back

to the Main Control screen.

T
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10. After replacing the lamp, click

Maint.

and then

Lamp

in the sub-menu.

The following dialog box appears.
Click

CHANGE

.

Click “CHANGE”.

The display changes into “100%”.
“100%” is 2000 hours, but it is not the indication of its life.
Please get a rough idea to use.
Click “OK”.
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5.2.8

Sampling Pump Unit

1. Daily Inspection

1. This inspection is done while in
operation.
2. Remove the front panel.
Hold the lower end of the panel by
both hands and pull it a little to
unlock.
Then remove.
3. Sample pump and Sample probe
inside washing pump are fixed on a

Sample pump

S-probe inside
washing pump

plate.
4. Check if aspiration and dispensation
movement is running smoothly.

Front view

Aspiration

--- to the lower

Dispensation --- to the upper
5. Check if there is not a leakage at the plunger seal nor at the tube joints.
If the plunger seal leaks, tighten the seal screw a little by fingers.
If the tube joint leaks, tighten the joint screw by fingers.
6. Confirm that there is no air bubble in a pump head.
If you find a certain amount of air bubble, it possibly relates to 5.
Please check if it is tightly sealed.

Sample pump

Probe inside
washing pump

Note

If the above operation fails
to stop plunger seal leakage,
U-packing has to be replaced.

Tube joint
Seal screw

Sampling pump unit

T
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2. U - packing Exchange
1. Turn off PC and the analyzer system
Tube joint

power switch before starting the
maintenance operation.
Fixing screw
Tube joint

2. Remove the front panel.
3. Remove the tube joints of both sides.

4. Loosen the pump fixing screws (2
screws), using a Phillip type
screwdriver and remove sample pump
unit.
At the same time, disconnect all
connectors, connecting pump unit
and analyzer.
Pump unit removing

When removing the pump head of SP,
pull straight up.
the skew.

Do not pull out on

5. Loosen head fixing screws (2 screws)
and remove a pump head from the
body.
6. Remove plunger seal screw from the
pump head.
7. Remove a spacer.

Pump head removing
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8. Remove U-packing using tweezers.
Sample pump (phi 2)
Sample probe inside washing pump
(phi 10)
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Seal gasket

O-ring holder
9. Insert a new U-packing, taking care
Spacer

not to scratch.
10. Insert a spacer, and set and turn
plunger seal screw slightly.
11. Assemble pump head to the body.

U-packing

If pump head is hard to insert,
Seal screw

rotate the head right or left a
little while insertion.

The constitution of pump
head seal

12. Tighten seal screw by fingers.
13. Set the sampling pump unit to the
analyzer.
14. Power ON PC and analyzer, then
initialize.

Pump head assemble

T
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5.2.9
5.2. 9

Reagent Pump Unit

1. Daily Inspection

1. This inspection is done while in
operation.
2. Remove the front panel.
Hold the lower end of the panel by
both hands and pull a little to unlock.
Then remove.
3. Reagent pump and Reagent probe
inside washing pump are fixed on a

Reagent pump unit

R-probe inside
washing pump

plate.
4. Check if aspiration and dispense

Front view

movement is running smoothly.
Aspiration

--- to the lower

Dispensation --- to the upper
5. Confirm if there is no leakage at plunger seal nor tube joints.
If plunger seal leaks, tighten the seal screw a little by fingers.
If tube joint leaks, tighten joint screw by fingers.
6. Confirm if there is no air bubble in a pump head.
If you find a certain amount of air bubble, it possibly relates to 5.
Please confirm if it is tightly sealed.
Pump fixing screws
Reagent pump

Note

to stop plunger seal
Probe inside
washing pump

Pump
head

Tube joint
Seal screw

Reagent pump unit
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If the above operation fails
leakage, U-packing has to be
replaced.
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2. U - packing exchange

1. Turn off PC and analyzer system switch
Tube joint

before starting the maintenance
operation.
2. Remove the front panel.
3. Remove tube joints of both sides.

Tube joint
4. Loosen pump-fixing screws (2 screws),
using (+) driver and remove reagent
pump unit.
At the same time, disconnect all
connectors, connecting pump unit
to analyzer.

Pump unit removing

5. Loosen head fixing screws (2 screws) and
remove a pump head from the body.
6. Remove plunger seal screw from pump
head.
7. Remove a spacer.
8. Remove U-packing using tweezers.
Reagent pump (phi 5)
Reagent probe inside washing pump
(phi 10)

Pump head removing

T
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Seal gasket

O-ring holder

Spacer

9. Insert a new U-packing, taking care not
to scratch.
10. Insert a spacer, and set and turn Plunger
seal screw slightly.

Seal screw
11. Assemble pump head to the body.
If pump head is hard to insert, rotate
the head right or left a little while
The constitution of
pump head seal

insertion.

12. Tighten seal screw by fingers.
13. Set the reagent pump unit to the
analyzer.
14. Power ON PC and analyzer, then
initialize.

Pump head assemble
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5.2.10
5.2. 10

Probe Outside Washing Pump Unit

1. Daily Inspection
1.

This inspection is done while in
operation.

2.

Remove the front panel.
Hold the lower end of the panel by
both hands and pull a little to
unlock.
Then remove.

Probe outside
washing pump unit

3.

The probe (reagent and sample) outside
washing pump unit is located the most
right side.

Front view

4.

Check if aspiration and dispensation
movement is running smoothly.
Aspiration

… to the lower

Dispensation … to the upper
5. Confirm if there is no leakage at plunger seal nor tube joints.
If plunger seal leaks, tighten the seal screw a little by fingers.
If tube joint leaks, tighten joint screw by fingers.
Note

If the above operation fails to stop plunger seal leakage, U-packing
has to be replaced.

Pump head

6. Confirm if there is no air bubble
in a pump head.
If you find a certain amount of air
bubble, it possibly relates to 5.

Solenoid valve

7. Please check if it is tightly sealed.

Seal screw
Probe outside washing pump unit

T
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2. U - packing Exchange
Pump unit Fixing screw (2 screws)

1. Turn off PC and analyzer system
switch before start the maintenance
operation.
2. Remove the front panel.
3. Disconnect 3 tubes which connect
the pump unit to analyzer, at each
tube port.
4. Loosen pump fixing screws (2 screws)
and remove outside washing pump
unit.

Tube port
Pump unit removing

At the same time, disconnect all
connectors, connecting the pump
unit to analyzer.
5. Loosen head fixing screws (2 screws)
and remove a pump head from the
body.
6. Remove plunger seal screw from pump
head.
7. Remove a spacer.
8. Remove U-packing (phi 10) using
tweezers.

Fixing screw
Pump unit top view

Pump head removing
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Seal gasket
O-ring holder
Spacer

Seal screw

U-packing
The constitution of
pump head seal

9. Insert a new U-packing, taking care not
to scratch.
10. Insert a spacer, and set and turn
plunger seal screw slightly.
11. Assemble pump head to the body.
If pump head is hard to insert, rotate
the head right or left a little while

Pump head assembling

insertion.

12. Tighten the seal screw by fingers.
13. Set the pump unit to the analyzer.
14. Power ON PC and the analyzer, then initialize.
15. Confirm the smooth movement of the plunger and water leakage out of the
seal and also watch air bubble during operation.

T
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5.2.11
5.2. 11

ISE

For using ISE, you need to care about the following maintenance regularly.
1.

Exchange of calibrator 1

2.

Exchange of electrode

3.

Exchange of calibrator pump cassette

4.

Exchange of waste pump cassette

1. Operation on ISE Maintenance screen
For ISE maintenance, operate on the screen.
1. Click

Maint.

button on Main Control screen.

Main Control screen
2. The following sub-menu is shown.
Select

ISE

from the sub-menu.

Maintenance Sub-Menu screen
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3. The following Maintenance screen is shown.
Click

Manual Send

button on the screen.

ISE screen

Click

4. The following Command screen is shown.

Message

Click

Command screen

When you click a command button, ISE unit executes the command
and replies to the system.

T
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Command

Contents of Command
Action

<ISE?>

Confirmation of communication between ISE unit

Reply
from ISE

<ISE!>

and the system
<CALB>

Request of Serum calibration

<ISE!>

Discharge of calibration liquid from sample pot and
ISE unit
<CAL1>

Request of Cal-1 for urine

<ISE!>

Discharge of calibration liquid from sample pot and
ISE unit
<CAL2>

Request of Cal-2 for urine

<ISE!>

Discharge of calibration liquid from sample pot and
ISE unit
<SAMP>

Request of measuring of serum sample

<ISE!>

Discharge of calibration liquid from sample pot and
ISE unit
<URIN>

Request of measuring of urine sample

<ISE!>

Discharge of calibration liquid from sample pot and
ISE unit
<CLEN>

Request of cleaning

<ISE!>

Discharge of calibration liquid from sample pot and
ISE unit
<STRT>

Send command by clicking one button out of

Result

<CALB>, <SAMP>, <URINE>, <CLEN>, <CAL1>

Display,

and <CAL2>, and then click <STRT>.

<ISE!> to

Sequence is started.

<CLEN>
& <CAL2>
Error code
when error
occurred.

<DATA>

<MANT>

Request of the latest data display

Result

The latest measured results are shown.

Display

Request of going into maintenance mode at the

<ISE!>

electrode exchange
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Discharge of calibration liquid from sample pot and
ISE unit
The unit goes into maintenance mode.
(Stop of automatic liquid delivery)
<PURG>

Request of PURG

<ISE!>

The unit discharges calibration liquid from sample
pot and ISE unit, and delivers Cal-1.

Error code

The unit releases maintenance mode.

when error

(Return to automatic liquid delivery)
<STBY>

occurred.

Request of standby at the renewal of air level

<ISE!>

The unit discharges calibration liquid from sample

Error code

pot and IES unit, and delivers Cal-1.

when error

The unit performs setting of flow sensor air level a

occurred.

nd reading AD.
<DBUG>

Request of debug. From then, when reading

<ISE!>

potential in operation, AD value is outputted.
<BUBD>

Request of flow sensor value.

Flow sensor

The newest flow sensor AD value is outputted.
<CKSM>

Request of ROM version number.

<WAIT>

Request of automatic liquid delivery standby

AD value
ROM v.No.

<ISE!>

The unit stands by for automatic liquid delivery for
3 minutes after command reception.
Use the above commands in combinations.
a. Serum calibration
Click <CALB>.
Receiving the reply of <ISE!>, dispense Cal-2 (60 micro-liter) into the
sample pot.
Clicking <STRT>, calibration is started and the result is displayed.
b. Urine calibration
Click <CAL2>.
Receiving the reply of <ISE!>, dispense Cal-2 for urine (60 microliter) into the sample pot.
Clicking <STRT>, the reply of <ISE!> is returned.
Click <CAL1>.
Receiving the reply of <ISE!>, dispense Cal-1 for urine (60 microliter) into the sample pot.
Clicking <STRT>, calibration is started and the result is displayed.
T
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c. Serum measuring
Click <SAMP>.
Receiving the reply of <ISE!>, dispense the serum sample (60 microliter) into the sample cup.
Clicking <STRT>, measuring is started and the result is displayed.
d. Urine measuring
Click <URIN>.
Receiving the reply of <ISE!>, dispense the urine sample diluted by
6 times (60 micro-liter) into the sample pot.
Clicking <STRT>, measuring is started and the result is displayed.
Other Movement
Setting Up
ISE unit performs the standby movement, and returns the reply of
<ISE!>.
Automatic Liquid Delivery
The unit performs the standby movement every 30 minutes.
Also, if the unit does not receive <STRT> command in 5 minutes
after the reception of one of the commands, <CALB>, <SAMP>,
<URINE>, <CAL1> and <CAL2>, or START signal does not become
LOW, the unit performs the standby movement.
However, the unit does not perform the standby movement for 9
minutes after completion of calibration or measurement and for 3
minutes after reception of <WAIT> command.

5. Click

Exit

Clicking
appears.
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2. Exchange of Calibrator 1 (CAL(CAL - 1)
Connecting Cap
1.

Open the Order Entry screen before
starting maintenance.

2.

Holding the used Cal-1 pack upside
up, remove the cap, and then take
off the cap from hook to dispose.

3.

Hooking the new Cal-1 pack, screw
the cap into the pack, holding it
upside up.

Exchange of Cal-1 pack

4.

Perform “PURG” order on Order
Entry screen, keeping the new pack
upside up.

5.

Repeat ordering “PURG” till no
bubble comes out from the tube
and the liquid is sucked up.

6.

After turning the pack upside down,
repeat ordering “PURG” till no error
occurs.

7.

Confirming that no error occurs,
return to the ISE screen, and input
the residual amount of new Cal-1.

T
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3. Exchange of Electrode
1.

Open the Order Entry screen to
perform “MANT” order.

2.

Open ISE door at the right angle
to the system, and push down the
holding plate.

Holding plate
Exchange electrode

3.

While holding the plate down, pull
out electrode.

4.

Keep holding the plate down, and
insert the new electrode pushing
back.

5.

Open Order Entry screen, perform
“PURG” order till no error will
occur.

Exchange of electrode
6.

Executing “PURG” order, confirm
there is no leakage from the
electrode.
If leakage is found, repeat from

①

3 to 6 again.

・
1.
7.

Close the electrode cover, and close
ISE door.

8.

Return to ISE screen, and input
residual test numbers for the new
electrode.

Exchange of electrode
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4. Exchange of Pump Tube
1.

Remove CAL-1 pack from the hook
to prevent leaking from the tube.

2.

Open Order Entry screen, and
perform “MANT” order three times
to take off the liquid in the tube.

3.
Exchange of pump cover

Remove the blue pump cover, pulling
it using your nail on the upper part.

4.

Remove the rotor and the pump tube.

5.

Remove the pump tube and exchange
for the new pump tube.

Removal of rotor

6.

Winding the tube around the rotor,
insert them together into the pump.

7.

Install the pump cover.

8.

Hang Cal-1 pack on the hook with
a snap.

9.
Exchange of tube

This completed the exchange of waste
pump tube.
In case of the exchange of calibrator
pump tube, proceed to the next step.

10. Open Order Entry screen, perform
“PURG” order till no error occurs.

Assembly
T
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5. Exchange of PV Tube
PV tube
1. Take off the tube fitting.
2. Open Order Entry screen, and perform
“MANT” order three times to take
out the liquid in the tube.

ISE pump

PV tube

Groove in front

3. Remove PV tube inserted in the
groove of the pinch valve, and
exchange for the new PV tube.
Note : When exchanging the right PV
tubes, put Cal-1 pack on the desk,
and then remove the tube.
4. Set the new PV tube, inserting in
the groove in front.
5. Insert the tube fitting.

Pinch valve
Exchange of PU tube
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6. Cleaning of Sample Pot

Cleaning of the sample pot is necessary once a day with a cotton swab stick
with the following procedure.
1. Open the ISE door on the right
panel of the system at right
angles to the system for ISE
storage facing front.
2. Click

Maint

in the Main Control

screen and select “ISE” in the submenu.
ISE Module
3. Click

Manual Send

and

Maint ,

and start cleaning after confirming

Sample Pot

that “ISE!” is displayed.
4. Moisten the swab with ion exchange
water.
1.

5. Insert the swab stick into the sample
pot, and rotate it to clean up inside
of the pot.
6. After finishing cleaning, click

PURG

and “ISE!” is displayed in the screen.
Cleaning of the Pot

Close the ISE door.

Cotton Swab Stick
Sample Pot

Cleaning of the Pot
T
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7. Checking Bubbles at Ref Electrode Setting
If there is any bubble in the part of the electrode for the ion passing through,
the correct result will not be given in the measurement.
Make sure that no bubble is in the ion passage.
1. Peel off the seal on the air hole of the electrode, and leave it open.
2. Check if there is any bubble in the tip of the ion passage.

Ion passage
Air hole

3. If there is no bubble, set the electrode to the ISE unit.
If there is any bubble, remove the bubble, following “8. Removal of Bubbles
at Ref Electrode Setting” in the next page.
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8. Removal of Bubbles at Ref Electrode Setting
In case there is any bubble in the ion passage of Ref electrode, remove
the bubble as follows.
1. Peel off the seal on the air hole of the electrode, and leave it open.
Air hole

Micropipette

Passage joint

Ion passage

2. Fill the micropipette with Cal-2, and insert the tip of the micropipette from
the end of the passage joint to the ion passage.
3. Make a rush of Cal-2 from the micropipette.
The bubble is removed, and Cal-2 spills over from the end of the passage
joint.
4. Pull out the micropipette.
5. Make sure that no bubble is in the ion passage of the electrode.
If there is still any bubble, repeat the procedure from 1.
6. Wipe off the spilt liquid all over the electrode, if any.

T
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Chapter 6

Alarm Function

Alarm system is explained in this chapter.
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6.

Alarm Function

6.1
6.1

Warning Dialog box

When an error occurred, the following dialog box appears.

After checking the contents, click

6.2

OK , so the dialog box disappears.

Alarm Level

There are three alarm levels
(1) EMERGENCY STOP (E.STOP)
-

Analyzer stops immediately and all the data on analysis are lost.

-

When an error occurred, close the dialog box and then click
Ready

-

button to initialize.

The same error is repeated, contact with our office.

(2) SAMPLING STOP (S.STOP)
-

Only sampling operation stops.

-

Measurement continues for already aspirated samples, and
printout is performed normally.

-

This error occurs when ion exchange water or cleaning solution in
the tanks runs short, or when the drainage reached the set level.

-

Obviate the cause of error, so the error is cancelled automatically
and sampling operation restarts.

(3)
(3) WARNING

6-2

-

Calling attention. An error dialog box is shown.

-

Measurement continues to the end of the final samples.

-

The error message is input on the measurement result printout.
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6.3

Alarm on Screen

Explanation on Alarm Screen
Alarm level
WARNING
UNIT
LEVEL SNS

Motion
Short Sample

Cause
Short S/R

By
Samp No.1

OK
Unit name

Operation

Error type

Cause of error

In case of Level SNS error,
sample No., etc. will be shown.

After confirmation of alarm contents, click OK button.
Alarm dialog box disappears.

T
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6.4

Alarm List

Alarm list (1/6 – 6/6) describes contents and action of alarms in detail.
Explanation of alarm list:
Alarm name (Unit/Motion)

Level

STF Rotation (1)
Position Error (2)

Alarm contents, cause and action
Sample tray cannot rotate. (4)

E.STOP - Sample tray is not at home position. (5)

By

- Sample probe is not at upper position. (5)

*STF Home-sens. Error (3)

- Sample tray stops at improper position. (5)

*STM-UD Motor Busy (3)

Do “READY” operation after complete stop.

*STF Pitch Position out (3)

(6)
If frequently occurs, service call. (6)

(1) Same as “Unit” of Warning dialog box
(2) Same as “Motion” of Warning dialog box
(3) Corresponds to “By” of Warning dialog box.
Because of space limit, only one of items is displayed on Warning
dialog box.
(4) Alarm contents
(5) Causes of the above, generally multiple items are listed as candidates.
(6) Recommended action.

* Alarm list (1/6 – 6/6) shows the examples of errors that may occur.
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Alarm List

List (1/6)
Alarm name (Unit/Motion)

Level

STF Rotation
Position Error

Alarm contents, cause and action
Sample tray cannot rotate.

E.STOP

By

- Sample tray is not at home position.
- Sample probe is not at upper position.

*STF Home-sens. Error

- Sample tray stops at improper position.

*STM-UD Motor Busy

Do “READY” operation after complete stop.

*STF Pitch Position out

If frequently occurs, service call.

STF Tray ID
ID Read Error

Cannot read sample tray No..
WARNING
Insert sample tray.

STF Samp No.
Samp No. Error

Cannot find a sample to measure.
WARNING
Insert sample tray.

STM Rotation

Sample probe cannot rotate.
E.STOP

- Sample probe is not at home position.
- Sample probe is not at upper position.

*STM-R Home-sens. Error
*STM-UD Up-sens. Error

“READY” operation after complete stop.

*STF Pitch Position out

If frequently occurs, service call.
Sample probe cannot move up/down.

STM Up/Down
E.STOP

- Sample tray stops improper position.
- Sample probe rotation stops improper
position.
- Reaction tray stops improper position.

*STM-R Pos (Not xxx )
*STM-UD Up-sens. Error

“READY” operation after complete stop.

*RCT Pitch Position out

If frequently occurs, service call.
Sample pump cannot move push/pull.

SP Push/Pull
Asp Air before Sample
Asp Sample
Disp Sample

E.STOP

- Sample pump stops improper position.
- Sample probe up/down movement
trouble.
- Sample pump has a trouble.

*SP Home-sens. Error

T

*STM-UD Motor Busy

“READY” operation after complete stop.

*SP Motor Busy

If frequently occurs, service call.
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List (2/6)
Alarm name (Unit/Motion)

Level

RGT Rotation
R1(R2) Positioning

Alarm contents, cause and action
Reagent tray cannot rotate.

E.STOP

- Reagent tray is not at home position.
- Reag't probe is not at upper position.

*RGT Home-sens. Error

- Reagent tray rotation trouble.

*RTM-UD Up-sens. Error

“READY” operation after complete stop.

*RGT Pitch Position out

If frequently occurs, service call.

RTM Rotation

Reagent probe cannot rotate.
E.STOP

- Reagent probe is not at home position.

*RTM-R Home-sens. Error

- Reag't probe is not at upper position.

*RTM-UD Up-sens. Error

- Reagent probe rotation trouble.

*RTM-Pos (Not xxx )

“READY” operation after complete stop.

*Short Reagent-1

If frequently occurs, service call.

RTM Up/Down

Reagent probe cannot move up/down.
E.STOP

- Reagent tray stops improper position.

*RTM-1 Level Sens.

- Reag't probe rotation stops improperly.

*RGT Home-sens. Error

- Reaction tray stops improper position.

*RTM-R Pos (Not xxx )

- Reag't probe up/down movement trouble.

*RGT Pitch Position out

“READY” operation after complete stop.

*RCT Pitch Position out

If frequently occurs, service call.
Reagent pump cannot move push/pull.

RP Push/Pull
Asp Air before R1, 2

E.STOP

- Reagent pump stops improper position.

Asp Reagent 1, 2

- Reagent probe up/down movement trouble.

Disp Reagent 1, 2

- Reagent pump has a trouble.

*RP Home-sens. Error
*RTM-UD Motor Busy

“READY” operation after complete stop.

*RP Motor Busy

If frequently occurs, service call.
Reaction tray cannot rotate.

RCT Rotation
Position Error

E.STOP

- Reaction tray is not at home position.
- Reagent probe is not at upper position.

*RCT Home-sens. Error

- Sample probe is not at upper position.

*STM-UD Up-sens. Error

- Washing station is not at upper position.

*RTM-UD Up-sens. Error

- Mixing unit-1 is not at upper position.

*CWS Up-sens. Error

- Mixing unit-2 is not at upper position.

*MU1 Up-sens. Error

6-6

*MU2 Up-sens. Error

“READY” operation after complete stop.

*RCT Pitch Position out

If frequently occurs, service call.
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List (3/6)
Alarm name (Unit/Motion)
RCT

Level

Temp

Range over

Alarm contents, cause and action
Reaction tray temperature is unstable.

WARNING

(+/- 1 Celsius degree)

- Heater or temp. sensor has trouble.
- Room temperature is upper than 30

Out of Control

Celsius degrees.
If frequently occurs, service call.

MU#1 Up/Down
Up

Mixing unit-1 cannot move up/down
E.STOP

Down

- Reaction tray stops improper position.
- Mixing unit-1 has movement trouble.

*RCT Pitch Position out

“READY” operation after complete stop.

*MU1 Motor Busy

If frequently occurs, service call.

MU#2 Up/Down

Mixing unit-2 cannot move up/down.

Up

- Reaction tray stops improper position.

Down

- Mixing unit-2 has movement trouble.
E.STOP

*RCT Pitch Position out

“READY” operation after complete stop.

*MU2 Motor Busy

If frequently occurs, service call.

CWS Up/Down
Up

Washing station cannot move up/down.
E.STOP

Down

- Reaction tray stops improper position.
- Washing station has movement trouble.

*RCT Pitch Position out

- Washing station is not at lower position.

*CWS Motor Busy

“READY” operation after complete stop.

*CWS Down Sens. Error

If frequently occurs, service call.

CWP Rotation

Cuvette washing pump has trouble.
E.STOP

*CWP Stop-Sens. Error

“READY” operation after complete stop.
If frequently occurs, service call.

WSH Temp
Range over

Washing water temperature is unstable.
WARNING

- Heater or temp. sensor has trouble.

Out of Control
If frequently occurs, service call.
PWP Rotation

Probe washing water pump has trouble.
E.STOP

*PWP Stop-Sens. Error
“READY” operation after complete stop.
If frequently occurs, service call.

T
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List (4/6)
Alarm name (Unit/Motion)

Level

WATER S/D
*Water Tank Empty

Alarm contents, cause and action
Pure water volume in water reservoir

S.STOP

decreased than the fixed level.
Add pure water to water reservoir.

*Water tank empty
Cleaning solution volume in the reservoir
*Solution Bottle Empty

S.STOP

decreased than the fixed level.
Add alkaline/acidic cleaning solution to the

*Solution tank empty

reservoir.
Drainage volume in the reservoir

Drain Tank Full

S.STOP

increased than the fixed level.
Discharge drainage.

*Drain tank full
LEVEL SNS
Short Sample

Sample level sensor could not detect
WARNING

sample level.
Add sample and test again.

*Samp No.xx [ xxx ]
R1 level sensor could not detect R1
Short Reagent-1

WARNING

level.
Add R1 and test again.

*Samp No.xx [ xxx ]
R2 level sensor could not detect R2
Short Reagent-2

WARNING

level.
Add R2 and test again.

*Samp No.xx [ xxx ]
DETECTOR
Comm. Buffer Full

Internal communication error occurred.
E.STOP
“READY” operation after complete stop.
If frequently occurs, service call.

H/W
Reset When running

Analyzer power switch ON while PC is ON.
E.STOP

(After power failure or once switched
OFF analyzer power)
Sampler rotation trouble occurred.

Encoder (STF) error

E.STOP

(Caused by electric noise)
“READY” operation after complete stop.
If frequently occurs, service call.
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List (5/6)
Alarm name (Unit/Motion)

Level

H/W
Encoder (RCT) error

Alarm contents, cause and action
Reaction tray rotation trouble occurred.

E.STOP

(Caused by electric noise)
“READY” operation after complete stop.
If frequently occurs, service call.
Reagent tray rotation trouble occurred.

Encoder (RGT) error

E.STOP

(Caused by electric noise)
“READY” operation after complete stop.
If frequently occurs, service call.
The contents of inside memory are

Program Destroyed

E.STOP

broken. (Caused by electric noise)
“READY” operation after complete stop.
If frequently occurs, service call.

HOST PC
Ab. Order (No of Item)

Abnormal test item entry.
E.STOP

(Test item outside of parameter list)
Review and check order entry screen.
Internal communication error occurred.

Level SNS CPU Busy

E.STOP
“READY” operation after complete stop.
If frequently occurs, service call.
Internal communication error occurred.

Temp. Con CPU Busy

E.STOP
“READY” operation after complete stop.
If frequently occurs, service call.
Abnormal dilution order entry

Dil. Order Error

E.STOP

(No dilution ratio, no dilution bottle)
Review and check order entry screen.
In manual operation, the next movement

Unit Busy

WARNING

order is given before finishing movement.
Contradiction in cell washing parameter.

Illegal Cell W-Item

E.STOP
Review and check order entry screen.

T
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List (6/6)
Alarm name (Unit/Motion)

Level

HOST PC
Illegal W-Item (T.No)

Alarm contents, cause and action
Contradiction in washing parameter.

E.STOP

Illegal W-Item (No)

(No washing bottle is set, and so on.)
Review and check order entry screen.

Illegal W-Item (Btl)
START button is pressed not in READY
Illegal Key [START]

WARNING

state.
Warning only
Someone pressed S.STOP button, while

Illegal Key [S.STOP]

WARNING

not working.
Warning only
Someone pressed READY button, while in

Illegal Key [READY]

WARNING

operation.
Warning only
Someone pressed E.STOP button, while

Illegal Key [E.STOP]

WARNING

not working.
Warning only
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6.5

Code

ASTM Communication Error Code List

Contents

Remedy
: Is the communication cable connected?

200

No response from Host

: Is Host started up all right?

No communication with Host

: Perform batch-transmission for not tested
sample in Host.

: Perform batch-transmission for not tested
sample in Host.
201

No response from Host

: Make a service call in case no transferring
can be made.

: Perform manual input till recovery.
: Perform batch-transmission for not tested
203

Communication is interrupted because
of wrong message.

sample in Host.

: Make a service call in case no transmission
can be made.

: Input on the keyboard till recovery.
204

: Is the communication cable connected?

205
206

Communication port error

207

: Is Host started up?
: Is parameter setting of the system right?
Start up Host and the system.

208

When the above error occurs ;
Error code is displayed on the screen like “ASTM Error : ***”.
Refer to Remedy above.
Please perform manual input or batch-transmission until recovery.

T
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6.6

ISE Unit Error Code List

Code

Contents
At measurement of sample or

10000

Noise error of Na electrode

:

20000

Noise error of K electrode

:

30000

Noise error of Na and K electrodes

:

40000

Noise error of Cl electrode

:

50000

Noise error of Na and Cl electrodes

:

60000

Noise error of K and Cl electrodes

:

70000

Noise error of Na, K and Cl electrodes

:

S0000

Air detected by the flow sensor

:

At measurement of sample

B0000

Air detected by the flow sensor

:

At measurement of Calibrator 2

E0000

Defective drainage detected by the flow
sensor

:

Calibrator 2
At measurement of sample or
Calibrator 2
At measurement of sample or
Calibrator 2
At measurement of sample or
Calibrator 2
At measurement of sample or
Calibrator 2
At measurement of sample or
Calibrator 2
At measurement of sample or
Calibrator 2

At measurement of sample or
Calibrator 2

01000

Noise error of Na electrode

:

At measurement of Calibrator 1

02000

Noise error of K electrode

:

At measurement of Calibrator 1

03000

Noise error of Na and K electrodes

:

At measurement of Calibrator 1

04000

Noise error of Cl electrode

:

At measurement of Calibrator 1

05000

Noise error of Na and Cl electrodes

:

At measurement of Calibrator 1

06000

Noise error of K and Cl electrodes

:

At measurement of Calibrator 1

07000

Noise error of Na, K and Cl electrodes

:

At measurement of Calibrator 1
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0A000

0E000

Air detected by the flow sensor
Defective drainage detected by the flow
sensor

:

At measurement of Calibrator 1

:

At measurement of Calibrator 1

00100

Electric potential drift error at Na electrode

:

At measurement of Calibrator 1

00200

Electric potential drift error at K electrode

:

At measurement of Calibrator 1

:

At measurement of Calibrator 1

:

At measurement of Calibrator 1

:

At measurement of Calibrator 1

:

At measurement of Calibrator 1

:

At measurement of Calibrator 1

00300

00400

00500

00600

00700

Electric potential drift error at Na and K
electrodes
Electric potential drift error at Cl electrode
Electric potential drift error at Na and Cl
electrodes
Electric potential drift error at K and Cl
electrodes
Electric potential drift error at Na, K and Cl
electrodes

00010

Electric potential over range of Na electrode

:

Out of range

00020

Electric potential over range of K electrode

:

Out of range

:

Out of range

:

Out of range

:

Out of range

:

Out of range

:

Out of range

00030

00040

00050

00060

00070

Electric potential over range of Na and K
electrodes
Electric potential over range of Cl electrode
Electric potential over range of Na and Cl
electrodes
Electric potential over range of K and Cl
electrodes
Electric potential over range of Na, K and Cl
electrodes

00001

Slope error of Na electrode

:

Out of slop range, slop drift

00002

Slope error of K electrode

:

Out of slop range, slop drift

00003

Slope error of Na and K electrodes

:

Out of slop range, slop drift

T
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00004

Slope error of Cl electrode

:

Out of slop range, slop drift

00005

Slope error of Na and Cl electrodes

:

Out of slop range, slop drift

00006

Slope error of K and Cl electrodes

:

Out of slop range, slop drift

00007

Slope error of Na, K and Cl electrodes

:

Out of slop range, slop drift
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6.7

ISE Trouble Shooting

Possible cause

Error code

Remedy

10000

Stain on sample pot

Clean sample pot with cotton swab.

20000

Bubble in sample

Make sure there is enough sample in cup.

30000

Confirm positioning of sampling probe and

40000

sample cup.

50000

Stain on drainage tube

Exchange drainage tubes.

60000

Defective or degraded

If error occurs for particular items like 10000,

70000

electrode

20000, 40000, change the electrode.
If error occurs for all items (70000), change Ref
electrode.

No sample or short of

Make sure if there is enough sample in cup.

S0000

sample

Make sure if sampling nozzle is clogging.

B0000

Degradation of pump tube Change pump tube.
Degradation of pinch

Change pinch valve tube.

valve tube
Clogging of drainage tube Make sure if piping tube is crushed.
If piping tube is clogging, change tube.
Bad junction of electrode

Reset electrode.

Malfunction of flow sensor Perform <STBY>.
Or change tube of flow sensor and sample pot.
Breakage of flow sensor

Change flow sensor or ISE unit.

Imperfect contact of driver

Re-insert connector of pump and pinch valve.

unit
Malfunction of roller pump Change roller pump.
Malfunction of pinch valve

E0000

Change pinch valve.

Degradation of pump tube Change pump tube.
Degradation of pinch valve Change pinch valve tube.
tube

Clogging of drainage tube Make sure if piping tube is crushed.
If piping tube is clogging, change tube.
Bad junction of electrode

Reset electrode.

Malfunction of flow sensor Perform <STBY>.
Or change tube of flow sensor and sample pot.
Breakage of flow sensor

T

Change flow sensor or ISE unit.
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Possible cause

Error code

E0000

Imperfect contact of driver

Remedy
Re-insert connector of pump and pinch valve.

unit

Bubble in sample

Make sure if there is enough sample in cup.

Malfunction of roller pump Change roller pump.
Malfunction of pinch valve

Change pinch valve.

01000

Stain on sample pot

Clean sample pot with cotton swab.

02000

Bubble in Cal-1

If there is not enough Cal-1, change Cal-1.

03000
04000

If there is bubble in Cal-1 tube, perform <PURG>.

Stain on drainage tube

Exchange drainage tubes.

06000

Defective or degraded

If error occurs for particular items like 01000,

07000

electrode

02000, 04000, change the electrode.

05000

If error occurs for all items (07000), change Ref
electrode.
0A000

No Cal-1 or short of Cal-1

If there is not enough Cal-1, change Cal-1.

Degradation of pump tube Change pump tube.
Degradation of pinch

Change pinch valve tube.

valve tube
Clogging of drainage tube Make sure if piping tube is crushed.
If piping tube is clogging, change tube.
Bad junction of electrode

Reset electrode.

Malfunction of flow sensor Perform <STBY>.
Or change tube of flow sensor and sample pot.
Breakage of flow sensor

Change flow sensor or ISE unit.

Imperfect contact of driver

Re-insert connector of pump and pinch valve.

unit
Malfunction of roller pump Change roller pump.
Malfunction of pinch valve

0E000

Change pinch valve.

Degradation of pump tube Change pump tube.
Degradation of pinch

Change pinch valve tube.

valve tube
Clogging of drainage tube Make sure if piping tube is crushed.
If piping tube is clogging, change tube.
Bad junction of electrode

Reset electrode.

Malfunction of flow sensor Perform <STBY>.
Breakage of flow sensor

Change flow sensor or ISE unit.
Or change tube of flow sensor and sample pot.
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Possible cause

Error code

0E000

Imperfect contact of driver

Remedy
Re-insert connector of pump and pinch valve.

unit
Malfunction of roller pump Change roller pump.
Malfunction of pinch valve

Change pinch valve.

00100

Stain on sample pot

Clean sample pot with cotton swab.

00200

Bubble in Cal-1

If there is not enough Cal-1, change Cal-1.

00300
00400

If there is bubble in Cal-1 tube, perform <PURG>.

Stain on drainage tube

Exchange drainage tubes.

00600

Defective or degraded

If error occurs for particular items like 01000,

00700

electrode

02000, 04000, change the electrode.

00500

If error occurs for all items (07000), change Ref
electrode.
Temperature change

When Cal-1 is not warm enough, warm Cal-1 to
room temperature before use.

Bubble in sample

Make sure there is enough sample in cup.
Confirm positioning of sampling probe and

00010

sample cup.
Bubble in Cal-1

If there is not enough Cal-1, change Cal-1.
If there is bubble in Cal-1 tube, perform <PURG>.

Defective or degraded

If error occurs for particular items like 00010,

electrode

00020, 00040, change the electrode.
If error occurs for all items (00070), change Ref
electrode.

Breakage of analog circuit Change control board or unit.
00070

Bubble in passage joint of Remove bubble at Ref electrode.
Ref electrode

00001

Stain on sample pot

Clean sample pot with cotton swab.

00002

Condensation of Cal-2

Re-dispense Cal-2, and perform calibration again.

Defective or degraded

If error occurs for particular items like 00001,

electrode

00002, 00004, change the electrode.

Temperature change

When Cal-1 is not warm enough, warm Cal-1 to

00003
00004
00005
00006
00007

T

Refer to 7, 8 & 9 of Chapter 5 (5-40 to 5-42).

room temperature before use.
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Other phenomena
Phenomenon

Possible cause

Green LED does not light. Power is not supplied.

Red LED lights.

Remedy
Check cable, connector and so on.

Source voltage is below 4.65V. Check cable, connector and so on.
Imperfect contact of ROM.

Re-insert ROM on control board.

Inoperative

(Watch the direction.)
Other phenomena

Communication is impossible Check communication cable.
with Prestige 24i.

(When connecting or disconnecting
communication cable, be sure to turn
power off.)

Driver cable is not connected. Check cable, connector and so on.
Keeping running

Breakage of board

Change board or unit.

Breakage of communication

Change board or unit.

interface part

(When connecting or disconnecting
communication cable, be sure to turn
power off.)

Reset is repeated.

Unstable power source

Check contact state cable or connector.

(Initialization is entered.)
Measuring result shows zero Calibration is not finished.

Perform calibration.

without error.
Imperfect coincident

Stain on sample pot

Clean sample pot with a cotton swab.

Stain on electrode

Clean it with special detergent.

reproducibility
Defective junction of electrode Reset electrode.
Stain on sampling nozzle

Clean up nozzle.

Defective positioning of sample Control positioning.
nozzle and sample pot.
Deviation in accuracy

Concentration of Cal-2

Re-dispense Cal-2 and perform
calibration again.

Calibration is not finished

Perform calibration.

rightly.
Degradation of electrode

Give a correction, fitting to ISE-CRS, or
change electrode.

Measuring result of control

Effect of interfering ion

Substance which affects electrode like

serum differs from displayed

antiseptic might be in control serum.

value.

Check standard serum like ISE-CRS
for correction.
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